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Salukis ~ictoriQus -54-0 
Herrera's heroics humble HUshi~s 
By Rick Korcb 
Daily Egyptian Sports Editor 
In the best one-game showing ever for 
an sru football player , Andre Herrera 
gained 319 . yards . scored six 
touchdowns, shattered five SlU records . 
and broke one NCAA record in SlU's 
Homecoming game Saturday at 
McAndrew Stadium. 
And to top it all orr. the SaJukis 
massacred Northern Illinois 54-0 before 
about 3,100 ra in-drenched fans . The 
victory raised SlU's record above .500 to 
4-3 for the season. 
But it wasn 't only a o~man sbow for 
the Saluki's as the defense held NlU to 1!7 
yards ' total offense and caused the 
Huskies to lose six of their nine fumbles , 
The shutout for SlU was the first in fYl 
games. dating back to 1!H) win over 
Southwest Missouri in 1966. 
It seemed like Northern couldn't do 
anything right in the game . and 
Southern-and Herrera - couldn ' t do 
anything wron~ . 
In a heavy ram that fell throughout the 
entire game. SIU scored seven 
touchdowns-'Six by Herrera and one by 
Gary .Linton-one field goal and one 
safety. ' .. - - - -'-rums showed he had 319. A 53-yard nm:in 
Behind the running of Herrera. the the first quarter had been marked down 
Salukis scored 23 points in the first as 47. '. . 
9uarter on their way to their biggest win In the fIrSt quartC!!' Herrera gained z\4~ 
m three y!!ars. yards which set an NCAA record for till 
At halftime, the score was 37-0. tl}e most yards ~ained in one quarter. 
larg~t halftime lead (or the Sal~is in !1 Mercury Morns of West Texas State :se..t .. 
long lime. At the end of three penods, It . the previous record of 182 yards in 19d:' 
was 47-0. and at the final gun, it was 54-0. He also set SlU one-game recorcb "of ' 
Herrera 's 319-yard effort was only 31 most yards . total offense (319 ), most 
short of ~ NCAA reco~ ~or one ga~e touchdowns (six ). most points (36). 
set by Eoc.Allen of Michigan State m . longest run from scrimmage 185 yards), 
1971 . and tied the record Cur most carries (35) 
His total was originally listed as 313 
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Salukl-
victory over Illinois University Saturday. Herrera gained 
319 yards on the day, and broke five SIU rushing and scoring 
~and one NCAA rushing record. He was named AP National 
College Back of the Week, and gained a seat in Backfield of the 
Week. (Staff photo by Linda Henson) . 
Rhodesian hold-out 
possible, Smith says 
8y Arthur L. Gavsbon 
Associated P~s Writer 
GENEVA. Switzerland (AP)-
Rhodesian Prime Minister Ian Smith 
insisted Monday that the country 's 
whites can hold out a~ainst black 
guerrillas and world sanctions for years 
if necessary. 
"You know we are having great 
success against the terrorists 
r.!errillas ," he told a news conference. 
'A, 12-or 13-1 kill ratio." By that he 
meant up to 13 blacks are being killed for 
every white in a land where 6.4 million 
blacks make up 95 per cent of the 
IOto the struggle as happened in AngoJS\ 
last year. - ' 
The American secretary of state, in 
the presence of South African Prime 
Minister John Vorster, also told Smith 
his regime need expect no help from · 
Western powers if so periJoulj a Situation" 
should develop. . 
An estimated 10,OOO-stronl( Cuba~ 
force, plus uncounted Soviet ; 
technicians, still ~re in Angola. Military .~ . 
instructors and specialists are also . 
training black guerrillas in ' 
M~mi~i~u:s plain Smith's sbow of, 
defiance here was addressed not at 
Kissinger but at leaders of the four;' 
Rhodesian nationalist factions who have, . 
assembled for settlement talks due to ., . 
po~~:.ti~hodesian leader 's claim 
conflicted with Henry A. Kissinger's 
warning in Pretoria last monTh that 
continued black-white fighting could 
draw Cuban troops and Soviet advisers (Continued on ~ 2) 
\\ \ 1, 
--------------------------------------------------~-----~\ ' Campaign '76 section 
You will find an eight·page pull-oot 
section on Campaign '76 in today's 
Daily Egyptian. beginning on Page 13. 
It contains informat ion on the 
presidential election. the contests for 
governor alfd other state offices. the 
58th District and 59th District General 
Assembly races, the 24th DistrIct 
~ 04 ' 
.~ congressional election. and the Jackson 
County contests , j ncluding the " , 
referendum on ambulance service -. " 
financing and the election of a circuit ' . 
judge. It also contains a list of Jackson 
County voting places. . 
The section was designed as pull-oot g.~ . ' ~ 
to be saved a~ used as a guide when \ : • 
t oo go .to the polls_Nov. 2. ,." 
Jf ~t.her ,w.ill decide Carter address site . 
By Jim Wiluri Area . Other officers will patrol the Free outside to the greatest number of people. independellt flresidential c;anqidat~ . ~ .' 
OaUy Egyptlan StarrWritv Forum Area. _ Dan Lee, advance man for the Eugene McCarthy , according ~ 
With decreasing cloudiness and only a :r'i!ecandidate is sc~ulec:t to a~ve at campaign, .said he measured the Free McCarthy campaisn workers Robbie . 
20 per cent cbanc:e of precipitation Williamson County ~rt m Manon.at . F~rum Art:a at 72,000 square feet. He Kuehn, sophomore ID art. ' 
expected by the weather bureau Jimmy 11 a .m. where ~ will shake hands WIth said that IS enough room for 17,500 The McCartbysupporters ms ~ 
Carter should speak at noon Tu~ay in members of the public before leaving for peqple. . Monday night to finalize their ('laos for 
the Free Forum Area. Carbondale. However, he said the equipment set up their demOllStratiOll, Kuehn 881d. , 
Preparations for tbe campail(n Charles Stoker, airport manager, said for the speech will reduce somewhat the Kuehn estimllted. the number of ' 
address were progressing steadily at the airport has put tn extra phones to number of people the area will demonstrate1'8 between 60 and 300. Sixty ' . . 
the Free Fonim Area Monday. and at accommodate the national.. pres,:! accommodate. people bave signed up as McCarthy '. 
the. Student Center also in the event of travel.ing with the former ~orlJia Neither Lee nor Harris, bad any volunteers, and 300 bougbt McCartb t< 
inclement weather ' governor . but no ' other-,;peclal estimate for an ~ted Crowd size. butt~ at 25 cents eada.· she said. . 
About 65 SIU Security police, arra~ements ha~e been made. . . Only 900 people Will be able .to squeeze r: . 
Carbondale Police, Jackson County If It should ram. or even less likely IOtO the ballroo~s , accordlnJ to tbe ~US ' ~t't1 
Sheriffs Office and the state police will snow (the weather man at the Southern. Student Center director's office . For 
assist the ~ret Service personnel Illinois· Airport said temperatures those who can't make it into the 'Bode ......, 
accompanying Carter accordinl to Bob should be in the low 50s,> the Carter ballrooms in case of rain, the Student I' }. - . 
Harris, assistant director Of. campus .speech will be moved into Ballr06ms Center public a~s system will carry / 
security. . '. .B,C. and D of the Student Center. the~, a~mg to Sh~ Homan, $'. , \ 
Harris said some officers will be The Carter people hope the weather publIc functions supervisor at the Gus '11' ~ . : 
directing traffic to the parking lots south stays dry so the candidate ~an shake Student ~ter. says we see If Jimmy has . 
0( the Arena where shuttle buses 'will be harids on campus before the speech as There wil1 be a COWlter-<iemonstration more pull with the weethermlln 
v~b1e for rides to the Free Forum scheduled. and del1ver his address at the speech by .supporters of than the Salukls do. 
By ABa ScboUmu 
DUly EI)'pUaa Stall' Writer 
John Carey, a 19-year-old sophomore 
in accounting, poured gasoline over 
himself and Set himself on fire Monday 
moming in a public communications 
class on the third floor of the Wham 
Building, according to SIU Security 
Police. 
Carey, who is from Seatonville, Ill.. 
suffered frrst and second degree burns 
on his thighs and lower abdomen and is 
currently in stable condition at the SIU 
Health Service. 
Carey's act was part of .a 
demonstration speech he was giving the 
class. A friend was standing by with a 
wet sheet to wrap around Carey to put 
the fire out. 
When his friend's attempt to put out 
the fire failed, all the other members of 
the class joined in the effort to douse it, 
police said. The flames were finally put 
out with a fire extinguisher. 
As a fire truck arrived, Carey said he 
was going to the Health Service and 
walked out of the classroom said 
Ricardo de la Piedra , the class ' 
teacher. 
Pete Brown of UnIversity News 
Service said Carey was conscious 
during the fire. 
Carey told the class after the fire was 
out that the subject of his speech was 
goin~ to be " don' t panic in case of a 
fire, police said. 
De la Piedra said he had not known 
either the subject of Carey's speech or 
the method ne intended to use to 
demonstrate it. 
" I didn't know he was going to do 
such a crazy thing." When asked if he 
would have allowed it, the teacher 
responded, "Are you kidding? I would 
not." De la Piedra said the entire class 
was trying -to douse the flames. Carey 
ran to the windows and pulled the 
drapes to wrap around himself to douse 
the flam es but he was unsuccessful in 
his attempt. De la Piedra grabbed a 
cup of coffee in the confusion and threw 
it on Carey in a futile attempt to put out 
the fire. . 
"As I opened the door someone from 
the hall ran in with a fire extinguisher. " 
de la Piedra sa id. 
Brown said everyone concerned was 
"very em phatic that this was not a 
prank. th at Carey was hones tly 
determined to make a good 
ImpreSSIOn " with hi s speech 
demonstration. 
De la Piedra said he had not yet 
assigned a grade to Carey's speech. 
Smith contends Rhodesia's 
whites can retain supremacy 
(Continued from page 1) 
begin formall y Thursday . If this 
conference gets under way on time. it 
will bring Smith and his ministers face 
to face with some of their sworn foes . 
including guerrilla commanders they 
would like to ca~ture and politicians 
they have jailed m the past. 
Two United Methodist churchmen -
Bishop Abel Muzorowa and the Rev . 
Ndabaningi Sithole - flew in Monday 
~~~n~\~ fO[e'll0~~1n~aW~~t ~~hn;~ 
Nkomo and Robert Vugabe. 
Old quarrels and new prospects of 
power seem certain, however . severely 
to test the alliance they are hoping to 
create to achieve their shared aim of 
ousting Smith in the coming few months. 
Muzorewa told journalists that , like 
his fellow ·leaders , he favors an 
escalation of guerrilla fighting at once to 
hurry the process of establisning black 
rule. He said he is ready to accept the 
Kissinger proposals for a settlement " as 
a starting pomt for discussion" at the 
conference but not as a "fixed deal" as 
Smith has been insisting upon. 
Syrian':"Iraqi feud blamed 
Briluh pound'8 record loU) darea'em' economy 
LONDON( AP)-The British pound nosedived to record lows against the 
U.S. dollar and other major 'Currencies Monday, posing a new threat to 
Britain's crippled economy and the Labor government. In a wave of wild 
selling on the London foreign exchange that lasted just over an hour; the 
pound plunged 71h cents to $1.5'13O-11n all-time low. It recovered some 
be(ore closing at $1.5945_ record low close.. . 
The dramatic s lump was triggered by a report in the ·Sunday Times 
newsp{lper that the International Monetary Fund-lMF-wants the 
pound to rail to $1.50 as a condition for extending Britain a $3.9 billion loan 
to help it out of the gravest econo~ic crisis since the Great ~pre.sslon . 
The Sunday Times 'said the Umted States, as the IMF s biggest 
contributor. was in agreement with the plan. 
Interest group8 political contr{buliom reported 
SPRINGFIELD (AP) -.'>pecial interest groups such as teachers and 
realtors contributed more than $1 million to political candidates in Illinois 
during the period including the March primary election, Common Cause-
Illinois reported Monday. The citizens lobby group said its report was 
based on inspections of the campaign finance disc losure reports of 74 
special interest committees for the period July I: 1975, through June 30. 
The CO.mmon Cause report showed Democratic party organizations spent 
twice as much Republican party organizations between mid-I975 and mid-
1976. Democratic party organizations spent $3.8 million with $2 million of 
that sum coming from Chicago wards, while Republican party 
organizations spents $1.9 million. the repor, t said. 
But.z: media "guff" di8courage8 top men 
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) -Earl Butz. who resigned as Agriculture 
Seer-etary under criticism of a racial joke he told. said Monday.that highly-
qualified people are turning away from government jobs. Butz told 
reporters at a news conference that "conviction by headline" may make it 
impossible for the government to get qualified people. He said top people 
" Simply won't take the guff you have to take" as a public official. Asked 
what could be done. Butz said. "Don' t engage in cliaracter assination." 
Butz would refer only indirectly to his resignation, which came amid a 
storm of criticism ever a gutter joke about black people he made in a 
private conversation. Asked why he felt h'e had been treated harply by 
the news media whilt' serving ·as agr icu-lture secretary. he said, "Perhaps 
because I was so blunt. " Butz was in Orlando to address the annual 
convention of the Florida Farm- Burea u Federation. 
Team8ters try to recover motel loan 
CHICAGO (AP) - The Teamsters' Union Central States Pension Fund 
filed suit on Monday, seeking to recover a portion of $1.3 million in 
outstanding loans from a financially-ailing Chicago motel. Named in the ' 
suit filed in Circuit Court in Cook County was the Ramada Inn on the West 
Side, built in 1962 as the Imperial Inn. 
Arab peacekeeping plan strikes dis,cord 
By Elias Antar 
Assocfateci Press Writer 
CAIRO (AP) - Arab leaders 
disagreed Monday on the make-up of a 
pan-Arab peacekeepin~ 'force designed 
~C:!~~~ a cease-fire In war-battered 
An Arab League s~okesman said Iraq 
strongly objected to including Sylja, one 
of the participants in the Lebanese 
conflict, in the peacekeeping force . 
Iraq and Syria have been feuding for 
eight years, and Iraq has some 2,000 
m.en fighting in Leban~n on ~he 
PaIestiman-lettist Moslem Side, agamst 
the Syrians and Christians. 
A decision to dispatch 30,000 men to 
keep Palestinians, Christian and 
Moslem Lebanese, and the Syrians 
apart after 18 months of warfare was 
reached afa minisummit in Riyadh , 
Saudi Arabia, last week . It was 
understood the Syrians would make up 
between one third and one half of the 
peacekeeping troops . 
The' Arab League spokesman said all 
summit delegates endorsed the Riyadh 
deCisions except the Iraqis. 
The Riyadh agreement - signed b)f' 
Egypt , Syria, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait , 
Lebanon and the Palestine Liberation 
Organizatio.n - also specified ~ cease-
fire throughout Lebano'!.starhn~ last 
Thursday . I 
Lebanese President Elias Sarkis said 
the situation after the cease-fire was 
"encouraging ... 
. But reports from southern Lebanon 
said Christian fighters backed by Israel 
are mopping up a string of villages 
formerly the haven of Palestinian 
guerrillas . Permission for guerrillas to 
be in the sol.!th is part of the Riyadh 
agreement. 
Bumpers asserts Ford 'inability'-in office 
By SeoU Siagletoa aad Jim Wlsuri . 
Daily EgypdaD S&aIf Writers 
~AsseI1i~"there'isn't a dirt farmer in nsas doesn't know that Poland is der. . t domination," U.S. Sen. 
Dale Bumpers, D-Arkansas, came to 
the Studenf Center Sunday to st~mp for 
the Democratic ticket. 
Bumpers, the junior senator from 
Arkansas who ouSted foreign affairs 
expert William Fulbright in 1974, told a 
group of college Democrats that Gerald 
Ford has a "demonstrated inability" to 
handle the affairs of the nation. 
Bumpers said Ford~ recently told a 
group of senior citizens in Florida that 
the elderly are the No. 1 priority in his 
administration. Ford then went back to 
Washington and vefoed the only 
appropriations bill to provide funding 
for the elderly, Bumpers said. 
. Bumpers also attacked Ford 's 
. criticism of Jimmy Carter's 'use of the 
words "love, .decency and compassion" 
to describe how Carter's administration 
would guide the country. Bumpers said 
those words are not a part of the 
. ~ublican vocabulary. . 
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Defending Carter's plan to cut $5 
billion to $10 billion from the defense 
budget, Bumpers said the current 
defense budget was cut by almost. ~ 
billion and the "the Pentagon still got 
everything they asked for . If you don't 
give the Pentagon every dime they ask 
for, ' immediately you!re a dove." 
Elected governor of Ar~nsas the . 
same year Car.ter became governor of 
Georgia, Bumpers said he also had to 
reorganize the state's bureaucracy in 
order to govern effectively. He said he 
reduced the number of people reportin~ 
directly to him (rom 165 to 13. "I den't 
see how I could have been g~nor of 
. my state without it," Bumpers said. 
Calling the U.S. Senate "A 19th 
century institution," because of the 
rules it operates under. Bumpers said 
he haS .ra catalog as long as. Sears &. 
Roebuck" of reforms he would r e to 
see the Senate make. 
Bumpers said he wants to ~rease 
the importance of the· ~niority system 
in determining committee chair-
manships and.to li,mit chairmanships to 
a fixed term .of no more than four years. 
Later, Bumpers said Republicans are 
" insensitiv ," not concerned and they 
do not trust people" in a keynote speech 
to over 500 Democrats at a $lllO-a-plate 
steak dinner in the ballrooms of the 
Student Center. 
The dinner was in honor of Michael 
Howlett , Alan Dixon, and Paul Simon. 
A banner behind the dais reminded the 
audience of the offices the men are 
seeking: .Simon for Congress; Howlett 
for governer; and Dixon for secretary. 
The banner omitted "of s.tate" from 
Dixon's aspired office. 
Bumpers also characterized 
President Ford as something less than 
honest. "He said he wouldn't nul for 
President and he did. He said he 
wouldn't pardon Nixon and he did." 
He said Ford showed his insensitivity 
to Americans by attempting to 
deregulate oil and gas prices when oil 
cofupanies were mak-ing " 100 to 300 per 
cent profits." 
"Congress mercifully saved this man 
from hjmself and the American 
people," he said . 
While the Republicans incurred his 
wrath, his own party and its state 
candidates won his praise. 
He said .Michael Howlett, the 
Democratic gubernatorial candidate, 
"could run for-king in my state and 'get 
elected" on his record of returning 
unspent money to the taxpayers every 
year he has been in public office. 
U.S. Rep. Paul Simon was called by 
Bumpers as the " tiest (member) in the 
House and maybe Congress." 
"The reason I kn'ow he's a great man 
is because we believe the same things," 
Bumpers said about the 24th district 
incumbent. '. 
Even the De~ and two of the 
most important ones at that, were the 
objects of the Bumpers wit. 
After Simon had said that Jiinmy 
Carter and Walter Mondale had been 
the first two choices for the dinner's 
keynote speaker, Bumpers had his say. 
'Tm glad Jimmy Carter and Fritz. 
Mondale couldn' t come-they're not as 
entertaining as I am ." __ 
' 1 
Exiled· geneticist tells · Soviet . science. jJQlicy 
By Sceu Siagletoa 
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer 
The USSR was able to develop an 
atomic weapon so soon arter the United 
States because the man in charge was 
authorized "To spend as much as he 
was able to spend," according to' a 
former top Soviet scientist. 
Zhores Medvedev , a molecular 
geneticist who was involuntarily exiled 
from the Soviet Union in 1973 for 
publicly critiCizing the government, 
told a group of about 75 persons 
Monday afternoon that the Russian 
philosophy of "socialist science" set 
back his c'puntry 's scientific progress 
for about :II years. . 
Medvedev, who was committed to a 
mental institution in 1,.970 for his 
involvement ' in the movement for 
scientific freedom , said that after the 
1914 Russian revolution, the 
government was forced to rely on anti -
Bolshevik scientL<;ts for economic and 
industrial development. 
But after Stalin had consolidated his 
P,Ower. Medvedev said, he began to 
'use as much terror as possiQle to do as 
much as possible as quickly as 
possible." Medvedev said that b~ause 
Class Of '26 comes Iwme 
. --
of the stress to industrialize quickly, 
accidents occurred for whIch the 
scientists , and intellectuals were held 
responsible. 
Stalin accused the scientists 'of being 
saboteurs, saying they were' in the 
service of international capital. 
Medvedev said. Through a seri~s of 
purges many top scientists were exiled, 
executed and imprisoned. Medvedev 
said that by 1937, 80 per cent of the 
country's military technologists were in 
prison. 
Because " socialist science" was 
supposed to develop independently 
from bourgeois Weslern science. 
Medvedev said, scientists UDder Stalin 
were not allowed to comP.;3re notes-with 
other scientists. He said this caused the 
Russians to lag behind the West in 
electronics and computer technology. 
Under Khrushchev. Medvedev saId. 
the scientists Were directed to studv 
foreign acheivements, reach their level 
and then surpass them. But because it 
took so long to repeat the technology, 
Medvedev said. the gap between Russia 
and the West widened. 
It was not until Khrushchev was 
replaced that the Soviet scientists were 
able to join t!le world scientific 
community. Med\'edev said, This 
allowed them to import new tecbl1«?logy 
and spend their time on other 
developments. 
He said that under the new Soviet 
system there is much more scientifIC 
freedom. but also much more control. 
Under the new bureau.cracy. 
universities only make recommen-
dations for the awarding of scientific 
degrees while a state committee makes 
the final decision. 
Medvedev said tbat although the 
USSR-- had more than 1 million 
scientists in 1974, compared to about 
11.000 in 1913. the growth was 
unnecessary. He said the Soviets have 
so many scientists because it is the best 
paying job available. aside from an 
official government position. ._ 
Medvedev's lecture was sponsored by 
the Center for Soviet and East 
European Studies. 
AluDInus recounts when halls were DIen 
By Judy Comstock 
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer 
Homecoming 1976 brought rain, a 
Saluki football victory, a cancelled 
parade and 13 members of the class of 
1926 to their 5O-year reunion. 
Coelita O'Sullivan Kuykendall, one of 
the graduates of the first four-year 
class at Southern Illinois Normal 
University (SINU> , visited the campus 
for the first time since 1963. 
Kuykendall said the school has 
changed so much it doesn't seem like 
the same place. "I can hardly find my 
way around. The whole place is 
different, " she said. 
When Kuykendall attended SINU 50 
years ago there were six buildings on 
campus - Anthony Hall, then t.he 
women's dormitory; Wheeler Library; 
Altgeld Hall (the science building) ; Old 
Main; Allyn Trade School and the 
men's dormitory. South of Anthony Hall 
stood a row of houses in which many 
faculty Jived, called " Faculty Row." At 
that time, SINU was a teachers' 
college. 
Besides the physical changes of the 
past 50 years, Kuykendall said other 
areas of the environment are differen , 
too. 
Kuykendall said she .is surprised at 
the large number of married students 
on campus today. In 1926, she said, "it 
was not a popular thing at aiL Few 
married men or women attended 
college." 
Another change she noticed was the 
large number of foreign students . 
"When 1 was here anyone who came 
from north of Centralia was considered 
a foreigner . There were few out'{)fi,I;tate 
:s tudents, and those who were from out 
of state had relatives in town." 
When Kuykendall first came to school 
most of the students lived in 
dormitories or in town. " The only 
commuters were the girls from 
Murphysboro who could take the 
interurban (electric train) to schooL 
Even students from Marion had to stay 
here because there were no roads. Of 
course by 1925 we had roads, so 
everyone didn' t have to travel by 
train. " 
Kuykendall said ' her tuition was the, 
promise to teach in Illinois schools for 
three years. Registration fees were $3, 
and room and board came to $6.50 per 
week, she said. 
Classes were smaller in 1926 than 
they are today. Kuykendall remembers 
having six classmates in her chemistry 
course. There were three or four 
students in her senior home economics 
class, she said. "Everyone also had to 
take one course in either poetry or 
prose taught by Professor (William 
Henry) Shryock, " Kuykendall said. 
"He k.new everyone on campus. " 
Kuykendall said she' thinks there 
were 600 to 700 students enrolled in 
SINU at the time. 
William McAndrew. after whom 
McAndrew Stadium was named, was 
the coach for all athletics at the schooL 
The basketball team played in the old 
gym in the south wing of Altgeld. 
Kuykendall said. " We knew McAndrew 
and Lentz and all the other University 
namesakes when they were peqple. 
Now everyone knows them as halls." 
Recalling athletic teams coached by 
McAndrew. Kuykendall told of one 
occasion when all the girls who dated 
boys on the basketball team gave them 
fancy lace and satin garters. 
"The basketball team came out on 
the court before the game with the 
garters on their left legs." she said. 
"The crowd roared. Mac looked down. 
ordered them into the dressing room, 
and after a few choice words. the team 
came back without the garters." 
Social life at SIU has also changed in 
t~ past 5O·years. Kuykendall said town 
was a mile from campus, centered 
around the railroad stalion and 
extending one block south on Illinois 
Avenue. 
There was no -place in town to eat 
until about 1923, she said, when 
Stumble Inn, a place selling 
hamburgers and cokes, was opened. 
Kerner alleges Thompson-Nixon tie 
By Mark Edgar 
. Student · Writer 
Claiming former White House 
officials "hand picked" James 
Thompson "to get" his father , the son 
of former Illinois Gov. Otto Kerner 
~11ed"'. 3iRepUblican gubernatorial . ndida a threat to us all." , . n a speec SP9nsored by the Jackson 
County Democrats at the Ramada Inn 
in Carbondale Monday, AntOlfKerner, 
2B, said Thompson was selected as U.S. 
attorney in 1971 o.i the condition that he 
seek the prosecutiQn of the elder 
Kerner. then a federal appeals court 
judge. 
Kerner said former President 
Richard Nixon saw ' Thompson "as a 
~litical comer" and one who shared 
'Ute same blind ambition for power." . 
"Nixon knew Thompson was an 
. ambi.tious guy who would act out the 
President's wishes," Kerner said. 
Jim Skilbeck, a Thompson,press aide. 
said Monday by telephone from 
Chjcago. "all of the charges have been 
adequately refuted." 
" Jim Thompson's record is not a 
vendetta against Democrats, " Skilbeck 
said. "All of the .charges do not have 
enough substance to hold up. There 
were a lot of crazy conversations going 
around the White House at thcit time, 
but Jim Thompson was not privy and 
never part of those conversations." 
He added that " we can understand 
the bitterness of Anton Kerner." . 
Kerner quoted from transcripts of an 
interview he said he had with former 
Nixon aides Charles Colson and John 
Etirlichman. Kerner said the W\lite 
House felt the elder Kerner "was aD 
enemy." 
. According to those transcripts, which 
Kerner has released, Ehrlichman said, 
"We did some out'<lf-the ordinary or 
extraordinary things with ~lation to 
him (Thompson), as we did ~ith otl\ers 
who were either political aHits·or in one 
way or another had been singled out." 
As an example. Kerner c;ited a phone 
call Nixon ordered Ehrlichman to make 
to Thompson congratulating him on his · 
"conduct" during the Kerner trial. 
"The President doesn't do that fOr just 
anybody," Kerner quoted Ehrl Chm1ih 
as saying of the phone call to 
Thompson. 
Otto Ke~ner was convicted in 1973 on 
charges of bribery, fraud, tax evasion, 
conspiracy and making false 
statements to the IRS. He died lasC May ' 
9, more than a year after his parole. 
Kerner also criticized Thompson's 
handling of his father's trial, cnarging 
that he used the pre-trial publicity to 
"enhance his own image." 
"Thompson's only interest is to be 
governor. powerful and prominent," 
Kerner said "He is not a seeker of the 
truth." . 
AlthoOgh the accusations come only 
seven days before the general election 
pUting Democrat Mike Howlett against 
Thompson, Kerner said he "is not 
campaigni~ for. Howlett nor against 
Thompson: . 
However, Kerner accused Thompson 
of being a politician who "climbs to 
prominence by stepping on his 
victims," and who did "such a nice 
hatchet job' on my father." 
Kerner suggested that his father was 
victimized when President Gerald Ford 
denied parole' for the elder Kerl)er, 
despite letters asking for leniency. 
. ' ''Ford's' denial of a pardon is an 
example of a double standard," Kerner 
said. referring to Ford's pardon of 
Nixon. 
"We used to walk down there after 
dinner several nights a week and have 
to be back in our rpoms by' 7: :11." 
Kuykendall said the dorm schedule 
required girls to be in their rooms from 
7: :11 to 9: :111>.m.on weeknights. "From 
9::11 to 10, we could take baths or do 
whatever we wanted inside the dorms. 
At 10, it was lights oul. On weekends, 
. girls could stay out until 10; 30. After 
that, the doors. were locked." 
Kuykendall said, "The highlight of 
dormitory living was the ukuleles. The 
boys used to go to the upstairs south 
windows of Old Main and serenade us." 
Because no dancing or smoking was 
allowed on campus, parties in the 
dormitory living rooms were "stilted 
and stiff affairs, " Kuykendall said 
Dancing was the principle amusement 
of the day. 
For entertainment, she said. students 
attended a number of dances off-
campus, at places such as the Elks 
Hall "We had to make our own fun," 
she said. 
Kuykendall said a major change she 
sees on the cafupus is the change to 
dating one person exclusively. "We 
dated many different fellows. There 
was no tying down. If you went out with 
a fellow one night, chances were the 
next night you would date his best 
friend. It didn't mean you were of loose 
morals; it was just the thinJl to do. " 
Kuykendall said students haven't 
changed basically. "Different things 
are fashionable, but kids still follow the 
trends. In our day it wa:; ~xfords. skirts 
and sweaters, and today it's long hair 
and blue jeans. I really don't see the . 
difference. " 
J(uykendaU said she recognized the 
other people attending the reunion after 
she saw their nametags. "But they 
weren't the sweet young things I knew 
:them as. n she noted. 
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Reelect Rep. Paul · Simon 
Democrat Paul Simon should be reelected 10 the 
U.S. House of Representatives from the 241h district. 
His record as a state legislator, lieutenant governor 
and congressman spans more than 20 years and 
testifies of his value to Southern Illinois. 
He has fought for black lunK. benefits for miners 
and. 10 serve his small·town cOlrntituency . opposed 
the closing of small rural post offices. He has shown 
his concern for .the environment by leading the fight 
against the lobbying efforts of utilily companies and 
the AFL 10 for a hydroelectric plant on the New 
River in North Carolina:' 
On Aug. 9. the House followed Simon's lead by 
voting to make the New River a gift to future 
genera t ions. 
A resident of Carbondale. Simon's open door policy 
has enabled his constituents to raise suggestions and 
complaints to him personally.an admirable practice 
for any Congressman. He has been ci!lIed one of the 
most effectille freshman legislators by both the 
national news media and his colleagues in Congress. 
He has received endorsements from the Illinois 
EducaHon Association. the United Mine Workers of 
America and the Nurses Coalition for Action in 
Politics .. 
Simon has proved himself to be a competent, 
enthusiastic and honest representative. For these 
reasons. Paul Simon should be retained in the House. 
For State House . 
Dakin, Dunn and Richmond 
Dakin 
Joseph Dakin. Carbondale City Councilman; Ralph 
Dunn. R-DuQuoin; and Bruce Richmond, D-
Murphysboro should be elected to the Illinois House 
of Representatives from the 58th district. 
Dunn and Richmond in the legislature have done 
an effective job both for higher education and for the 
citizens of Southern Illinois, Dakin. a former 
Carbondale police chief who did a commendable job 
during a trying period, has proven himself a 
conscientious councilman and has shown a genuine 
concern for social welfare programs and education. 
However. under Illinois election law, voters may 
either cast their allotted three votes seperately or 
Dunn .,Richmond 
- "bUllet" them~ast all three votes for one 
candidate. For maximum effect, we recommend you 
"bUllet" your vote for the candidate of your chOice. 
If you split the three votes, the force of your chOice is 
diminished. 
The four candidates running for the House know 
that one of their numbers will be defeated. They will 
work night and day getting their supporters to 
"bullet" for' them, ·and the devil take the hindmost. 
We feel that "bulletting" is an imbecilic system, 
but until Illinois voters end their love affair with 
cumulative voting (which is not used by any other 
state) , you might as well make the best of it. 
'Letters ' 
Faculty union head wants coalition formed 
In the past several weeks, the with the AAUP leadership to effeCt Pittsburgh. In each place. a 
Daily Egyptian has run three some kind d coalitioo or merger so collective bargaining ' electioo was 
art·icles in which the current that the rivalry or the two held with the AFT, AAUP and 
president d the AAUP (American organizations ~Id not damage our No-Agent 00 the baUot. hI each case 
Association or ' University chances d achieving collective the AAUP was eliminated 00 the 
Professors) is ·quoted as aiTtmling bargaining. After three meetings. fllSt ballot, and because neither 
his organizatioo's commitment to . the AAUP positioo was that they AFT nor No-Agent woo a clear 
collective bargaining. had DO interest in pursuing the majority. a I'WHlfI' between the two 
I would like to share some matter. Since then. the national was held In each case most of the 
thoughts and informatioo about the dfice d the AAUP has ruled that no votes that had gone previously for 
CFUT (Carllondale Federatioo or local chapter can enter into a the AAUP went to the No-Agent ani! 
University te,.chers1 and the AAUP coalitim with another organization. coliective bargaining was defeated 
and their-rt!spective commitments The national office of the AFT . Although a majority of the faculty 
to win collective bargaining rights (American Federation of Teachers) wanted collective bargaining, the 
ror the racutly . . Although the newer has no such PQi.icy because it divj-sio~een the two 
organizatiOn. the CFUT has been believes in the absolute autonomy of orgarUzations resulted in temporary 
unqualified in its dedication to its local unions. defeat d the auestion. 
collective bargaining at SlU during We believe lliat we can win a Because we have a total 
its entire fi~e lid a half year collective bargaining election. but commitment to collective 
history. The onlY. this we want to do it with a united not a bargaining. we are willing to form, a 
year enuncia t pOsitioo~ divided raculty. The dangers of that coalition. _We hope the SIU chapter 
Even though the CFUT is the kind d divisioo can be illustrated by d the AAUP will decide to join us. 
larger. mf!n! active organizatioo, it recent experiences at the Herbert S. 000- Pres' ...... t 




Fight for · Russ,ian ~ . amnesty 
nears :end for SIQ~pr;qr~s~or " 'i ::;:::'::::l:::::::::o::::::::::,:::::::::::::::=!:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::~:~::::::::::::::::::~:::::~::::::~~~::::::~::::::::~:::-:;:::::::;~,,:::::::s..%:::z:' 
The following ·programs are News; 7 p .m .-Options in 
By GUrieIIa Ludwtau 
"'tWrt&er 
After two years, Herbert 
MarshalL director o( the-Center for 
Soviet and East European Studies 
at SIU .... has reached the final stage 
in the fight to free Soviet film 
director Sergo Paradjanov from a 
Ykr!linian prison. 
In an inte!"natiooal effort to gain 
amnesty (or the director. Marshall. 
together with Pete!" Broderick. an 
attorney from Washington. D.C .. 
has collected over 500 signatures on 
a petition appealing for 
Paradjanov's release. 
Film directors Fransois Truffaut. 
Luis Bunuel and Federico Fellini: 
actors Gene Kelly. Robert DeNiro 
. and Burt Lancaster: authors John 
Updike and Philip Roth: and 
university professors and students 
from NeW York to New Zealand are 
among those s upporting 
Paradjanov. who was convicted on 
charges of homooexuality in May. 
1974. 
He is now serving a live·yea r 
sentence at a hard-labor prison 
camp in the Ukraine. 
The New York Film Cr itics 
Circle. The National Society of Film 
Critics and The Interna tion a l 
League for Human Rights are also 
backing the appeal. 
Marshall, who during a 1973 visit 
to the Soviet Union was one of the 
last Wes terners to interview 
Paradjanov before his arrest. said 
the homosexuality charges were nol 
the main issue in the case. 
" If they arrested all homosexua ls 
(in the Soviet Union) half the ballet 
and also people from many other 
walks or life would disappear." 
Marshall said 
" Waterga te is child ' s pla y 
oompared to this . It 's obviously a 
HoUJ do tlley do it? 
Herbert Marshall 
oover-up and a politica l fr ame-up." 
he added. 
Despite the fact that Paradjanov 
has been described as " the greatest 
~ving genius of the Soviet cinema."' 
his filrl) project proposals bad been 
continuously vetoed by Sovie t 
authorities throughout the 196Q;. 
Originally shelved by authorities. 
the 1964 film . " Shadows · of Our 
Forgotten Ancestors."' woo prizes at 
16 international film- festivals. 
After Paradja nov beca me 
involved with protests concerning 
the arrest and imprisonment of a 
number of Ukrainian intellectuals 
in 1965. each or his film projects was 
vetoed. 
He was fina lly allowed to direct 
"TIle Color of Pomegranates" in 
1969. The film progresses without a 
traditional plot or storyline. It is 
ooncerned with an Armenian poet 's 
evolution from youth to ma turity 
and his relation to art. love, death 
and fate. 
Three years passed before the 
film was re-edited. wi'thout 
Paradjanov's permission. an(l 
allowed a limited showing. 
In 19&9. the director sent party 
chairman Leonid Brezhnev again 
protesting the ' imprisonment of 
Ukrainian intellectuals. 
In 1971. a film by Paradjanov 
dea ling with the partial destruction 
ri the famous frescoes in Kiev 
cathedrals. was declared "anti-
Sqviet" and stopped. 
The appeal .on Paradjanov's 
behalf asks for his pardoo. stating 
that while imprisoned. Par.liJ}anov 
is unable to practice his proper 
professiol). causing both the Soviet 
Union and the world to lose "an 
artist of genius." 
M'arshalL himself lIn authority on 
Soviet cinema and a graduate of 
Moscow's Higher Institute of 
Cinematography. explained that the 
petition would first be sent to the 
Supreme Soviet of the Ukraine. 
where Paradjanov was convicted. 
Then. if rejected. the appeal 
would go to the Supreme Soviet of 
the entire U.S.S. R. 
MarShall added that copies would 
al~ be sent to the Sovie t 
Ambassador to the U.S.. to the 
United Na tions and to the preis 
throughout the world. 
"'They could jus t ignore it 
completely. " Marshall said of the 
Sovi~t authorities. "Only world-
wide publicity can make them do 
anything. ·· 
" The more light thrown on ·it in 
the Soviet Union. the better it is for 
such prisonl!Ts of conscience. of 
which t here a re thousands. despite 
the declaration of human rights. the 
Helsinki agreement and detente. all 
of which the Soviet Union allegedly 
subscribes to." Marshall said 
Candidates try to eat right, exercise 
WASHINGroN (AP)-TIle trick. vice presidential debate Friday in 
it seems. is exercise. Eating right. Houston, Tex. But there' II be no 
And, for ooe ri the candidates. three s1ow-down in Dole's schedule. From 
cigars a day. Houston. he tours the Midwest and 
Week in and week out. Jimmy . then the Pacific Northwest. 
Carter. Bob Dole and Walter Larry Speakes. his press 
Mondale criss-cross this country. secreta ry. says Dole takes frequent 
hop-sc:otching. from city to city. catnaps to overcome exhaustion; 
talking. shaking hands. trying to but gets little opportunity for 
remember names. faces . answering exercise. Reporters and s taff 
questions. making speeches. early, members have noted that at the end 
late, campaigning almost ri a long day he gets testy. blinks a 
constantly. lot and occasionally muffs his lines. 
Gerald Ford. as President. spends Dr. Freeman H. Cary . the 
more time at home. But in recent congressional physician. gave the 
weeks. he has been traveling. too. Kansas senator a checkup on Sept. 
Down the Mississippi on the 21 and pronounced him in excellent 
·steamboat Across the South by car. health or a person his age and 
To California and the Southwest. considering his war injuries. Dole is 
And on Tuesday and Wednesday to 53. He was wounded in World War 
New York and New Jersey. . II. losing one kidney. the use of his 
How do they keep it up? How do right arm and hand and the partial 
they stay healthy inspite of it all? use of his left hand. 
No uppe!"S. or downers. say aides For-d and Carter. the Republican 
ri all four candidates. Mondale and Democratic presidential 
takes daily medication for <:andidates. exercise regularly. 
hypertension.- like 23 million other Mondale. the Democratic vice 
Americans with high blood presidential candidate. plays tennis 
r.:~~~ O~~:~. ~rx: vf~~~ ~~~e:;I~a ~~ an~~~C~~~:1 ~Z 
tablet to kee~ng. the aides say. eat regularly to keep the campaign 
It doesn't 'always work. pace . from wearing qown ' their 
Republican vice presidential resistance. 
candidate Dole caught a cold last Carte!" aides say his routine is 
week. His aides blamed it on his bette!" for his health now than it was 
schedule. which begins at dawn and during the primaries. when he ate , 
ends at ne~IY midnight. day after on the run and riten skipped meall\ 
~\._r.; re T~~a~a~~ hl':~ ~=~. ~~~~n~c':s~o!';\~~;; ~';l ri ago- that he was through the day with a quick 
ruining his health with his frantic sandwich in his car. 
pace. <* Now he travels by charte!"ed . 
Dole stayed home and nursed the aircraft. and Greg .Schnieders, his 
cold. He ventured out to a administrative assistant. says "it's 
Republican fund raIsing affair easier to eat meals in a fairly 
Tuesday night in Tennessee, then relaxed setting. " . 
came back hane to prepa~!he " He's v careful about the wa~ 
. . 
----~-'-
he eats." says Schneiders. 
"He hasn't gained or lost two 
pounds the whole time-unlike some 
of the rest of us." 
In recent weeks, Carte!"'s aides . 
have cut back on his schedule. "We 
are keeping the pace of the schedule 
within definite liJnits to avoid 
exhaustion. " Schneiders said. TIle 
goal is to give Carter six or seven 
hours or sleep a night 
Bec:a1L<;e he hasn' t stepped up his 
travels until recently. Ford has not 
been under the same press}lJ"e. Most" 
ri his campaign trips have been on 
weekends or have been short visitS 
during the week. 
While he's in Washington. 
however. Ford swims 22 laps-
about a quarter mile-in the White 
House pool. When he ' s 
campaigning. he often manages to . 
take a swim in a . borrowed pool. 
scheduled for Tuesday 00 WSJU-TV Education; a p.m .-New York 
channel 8 and WUSI-tv c~nneI16 : Philharmonic Orchestra; 10 p.m.-
8:30 a .m.-The MOrning ~1!P,lrt ; Arabesques ;. 10:30 p .m .-WSIU. 
8 : 50 a . m . -Inst ruct lonal \Ilews ; 11 p.m.-NlahtJoaa; 2 a.m.-
Progr~mming ; 10 a .m.-The ' Nilbtwatch: reqliil:ts caD ~. 
~~~~~~o;~m~~~~~~g;a '~ ; 30 WIDB 
a.m.-5esame Street ; 12:30 p.m.-
The Afternoon Report ;' 12 :50 p.m.-
InstrlK'tional Programmjilg; 3:30 
p.m.-Misterogers Neighborhood; 4 
p.m.-5esame Street ; 5 p.m.-The 
Evening Report ; 5 :30 p .m .-The 
Electric Company ; 6 p.m.-Zoom; 
6:30 p.m .-Black Dimensions ; ' 7 
p.m.- An Eames Celebration; 8:30 
p.m .-Ours1ory; 9 p.m .-
Masterp ' e Theater : Madame 
8ovary ; 10 p.m.-Movie. "Summer 
Interlude." -
The following programs are 
scheduled for Tuesday on WSIU-
FM. stereo 92 : 6 a .m.- TodaY·s the 
Day : 9 a .m.- Take a Music Break ; . 
11 a.m.-:9pus Eleven; noon-Radio 
Reader. "One Day at Kittyhawk ;" 
12 :30 p.m.-WSIU News : 1 p.m.-
Afternoon Concert: 4 p.m .- All 
Things Considered : 5 :30 p .m .-
Music in the Air : 6:30 p.m.-WSIU 
FAA study says 
delays at O'Hare 
costly to airlines 
CHICAGO (AP) -Passengers at 
O'Hare International Airport. the 
world's busiest. are strapped in . 
their seats . an extra 4.6 million 
hours each year because of delays. 
a special study shows. 
Waiting time is costing airlines 
$44.3 million annually and wasting 
67 million gallons of fuel at O·Hare. 
which boards nearly 16 million 
passengers a year. about 9 per cent 
ri the nation's total. 
Results were announced Friday o( 
a l~month survery conducted' by 
the Federal Aviation Admini -
. stration. the Chicago Department of 
Aviation and the airlines in an effort 
to save money. The report predicted 
if nothing is done to reduce delays, 
they will cost airlines $72.6 million 
yearly by 1985. 
. The report said that O'Hare 
accounts for about 34 per cent of the 
nation's serious 30 minutes or more 
comme!"cial aviation delays and the 
delays, which exceed 77,000 hours 
a year, come primarily between 3 
p.m. and 8 p.m. when the airport is 
busiest. 
During that period, the number o( 
landings and takeoffs has gone as 
high as 145 an hour, although the 
capacity is 143 in good weather and 
126 in bad weather when instrument 
landings must be-made. 
According to the survey, the 
addition or a single flight at peak 
hours can add as much as $300 a 
day- in expenses. A Boeing 747 . 
jumbo jet. for example. costs $13.30 
a minute to operate on the ground 
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1:.h~ .followin8 programs are 
~~~i~~~,!!o~or':.~:~:'F:.I~ 
~ar~g=~'107: ~m~~E-;~ 
News; 1 p.m.--Job Cleari~house; 4 
p.m.-Earth News. (eatur'ed artist, 
Led ~pelin; 5: 40 p.m.-WIDB 
News: -6:40 p_m.-WIDB· Sports; 9 
p.m.-Fresh Tracks. side one o( a 
new album release; II p.m .--Job 
C1eari".ghouse. _ . 
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'CAR WASH: .. Where,betWeen 
the hOurs Of 9 and 5 
anything can happen ... 
and UStJalIy does! 
:::::;::::::::::::.::::::;::::.:.::~:;;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::'::4':':':~:':':':':':::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::: 
~mpus 'Brieis -. 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::.::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::;:::::::::::::::;:::::;:::::; 
. A workst!?p to help people-explore ways to simplify their 
lifestyles WIll be held at Camp Carew out by Little Grassy 
Lake this weekend, October 29-31. Cost will be $3.00 and a 
loaf' of b~ad per person. To register, contact Janie Kurtz 
Weiss, New Life Center, 913 S. Illinois Ave. (549-7387>. 
Final pre-registration date is October 'n. 
Training session in stress reduction and relaxation will 
meet for five weeks at 1-3 p.m. on Wednesdays. Space is 
still available. For reservations and more information call 
Cheri May at the Counseling Center at 453-5371. 
The Southern Illinois Shawnee group of the Great Lakes 
_ chap~er of the Sierra Club will hold a general busineSs 
meetmg 7 p.m., Wednesday at Epiphany' Lutheran 
Church, 15111 W. Chautauqua St. On Nov. 11 there will be a 
anotlM;r Shawnee group meeting, open to the public, 
featunng a talk on the Black Mesa to be given by George 
Gumerman, SIU Anthropology Department chaitman. 7 
~t. , at Epiphany Lutheran Church. ISOI W. Chautauqua 
Law school dean chosen 
for Bar foundation post 
Hiram H. Lesar. SIU law school 
dean. has been elected to the 
Fellows of the American Bar 
Foundation. a research ann of the 
American Bar Association. 
aI~~~~fr::~eO~;;:: ~:v~e~~~ 
elected to the foundation. Lesar was 
nominated by the president of the 
Fellows. J . F. William MacCalpin. 
and confirmed in a vote of the 
Fellows two weeks ago. 
Lesar said his new duties include 
meeting with the Fellows and 
assisting in determining policy in 
regard to research projects. The 
foundation also sets minimum 
standards of judicial administration 
and crimi¥1 justice. 
. 'The purpose of the 
organization." he said. " is to 
promote the study of law and 
research in connection with 
administration of the legal system," 
!i~~~=t :::~tlO~~= 
Hiram Lesar 
research at the foundation 
headquarters in Chicago, 
, The foundation is funded by life 
Insurance sales to lawyers , The 
diVidends from the policies to the 
foundation, 
Jim Thompson trapped 
Students charged 'in bu ... glary· 
citizen helps pointe in' arrests 
. Three SlU students were arrested amount ol mea's clothing was taken 
early Monday morning .on charges No value bas ~ plilced on the 
ol burglary. Carbondale Police said. stolen items, police said . 
James R, Murphy, a sophomore carbondale Police also r4!(lOrted 
in journalism, Timothy D. Griffen. Monday an armed robbery .. the 
a freshman in administration of Fina gas station. 1741 W. Main St. 
justice, and Stuart G. Burchard, a Patride J . Reedy, .31, attendant. 
freshman In general studies, were told police a man brandished a gun 
arrested shortly after police and asked for money. 
answered a silent alarm at the The suspect took $160 in cash and 
Outlet, 60S E. Grand Ave., police Oed east on West Sycamore Street. 
said Monday. police said The armed robbery IS 
oIJI:x:~ ..,;=ts~ ~;:;:;:' _ st!1I under invesltgation: 
~rt~en~ip ';1r: ~r:;:'he;~t:~ M~~r:Zft p;l~em~or~~ 
said Police said the citizen wished from the Woody HaU parking 7ot. 
to p~~n s~~~y~OU::~determined re~~e~o~' ~~t p:ll~or h:~ 
.ilotorcycle was stolen sometime 
between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. Friday, 
p.>iice'S8id 
The motorcycle:" a blue '750 CD 
Honda. was locked at the lot. police 
said The cycle is yalued at $1.'100. 
Robert W. Jones. a sophornOl'\' in 
adminstration or justice, also 
reported to ~rity police the theft 
d his tape players and sixty tapelJ,..., 
from parking lot 106, on South Wall 
Street. police said 
Jones told police the theft took 
pillce sometime . between 
Wednesday and Friday, police said. 
Police set . the value of the tape • 
player at $89 and the tapes at $200. 
New bike may be fastest on wheel$ 
By Daniel Q, Haaey 
AaIodated Press Writer 
CAMBRIDGE. Mass.<AP)-Two 
bTcycle lovers at Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology have 
invented a pair of pedal-powered 
contraptions they say are faster . 
safer and comfier than anything else 
on two wheels . 
The bikes. if they catch on. could 
bring majer innovations to a form of 
~:t~~I~r~~~~ng~a!inc~a~he ~~~ 
of the century. 
The two vehicles were put 
together by an engineering 
professor and his. student. and they 
are based on the theory that a bike 
rider should be able to sit back and 
feel comfortable as he pedals along. 
. Though the bikes differ in many 
details. both force the rider to 
lounge back in a semireclining 
position. stick his feet straight out 
and pump the pedals. 
It lOOks-ana feels-something like 
sitting bade in a chair with your feet 
un. 
'The professor. David G. Wilson. 
and the student. Lee Laiterman. say 
people they pass on the streets are 
amused but generally approving of 
the funny looking bike . . , 
" Grown men cheer as I come 
along." said Wilson. who rides three 
!!liles to work. "People clap." 
Sitting back in a chair with feet 
forward is much more comfortable 
than hunching over handlebars on a 
narrow seat, .they say . . 
.---SIGN UP NOW - FREE .SCHOOl OfFICE-3RD FL STlDfNT CENTER ---. 
in overloaded elevator a.: ~ 
As maintenance men wer~ called ~ • cI ~ CICERO, (AP)Republican James 
Thompson's scaring gubernatorial 
campaign stalled briefly Monday. 
as he became trapped in an elevator 
for 15 minutes while touring an 
e1~tr:: ~~BEW local in this 
plant likes me, so I think they' U get 
me out" Thompson joked shortly 
after the elevator stoppec:l abruptly 
between the rlfth and sixth floors. 
The 6-foot-6 Thompson was 
jammed at the back 01, the elevator 
by 14 other passengers, among 
them reporters and plant employes. 
The incident occurred as the 
candidate was touring the· Western 
Electric Hawthorne Works. 
"You're all going to get us out of 
here, or you're going to get the 
Baptist sermon I preached 
yesterday," Thompson said, 
~=~~o arr: Sunday 
~~Ie~~ ~Ps~~~O~~I:~~::e!: ~ W. n •• clay, Oct. 27. ~ 
banter with the other trapped Z 2 p.m. Z 
passengers. w 0 ~t7~~"~~ f~~' ~'::1~ki~~ ~ °Eveh1r' ~:...R"ngOOymOU aI-s -te.J EDUCATOR ~ 
It's all right with me." II) Y'" --, - .... "l. 9 .." 
~'~r:v~:~ ~is :~~!~ t:~g~ ii to know cbout hypnoti$lfl PERFORXBR . ~ 
telephone. " ~ . ~ . 
;r.1'Ji:i::~:;~::~: ~ Two Free Sch091 WorkshopsS 
Said Thompson: "Send it back !k ~ 
and ask them 'Is my lead still:.l U 
points?' .. S Mime Artist Tim Settimi .will conduct Thn., Od. 28 
to ~nd: I"Canch,1I mYwwife :.~ ask her k h h f 2 p .m. ~ 
Plant ~ork~ s!~ . afterwards U a wor s op on teart 0 mime. Mississippi Room ~ 
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"Meet the next "President 
I . ~ " of " The United States . " 
" at all old" time rally " 
Jimmy Carler -· " " 
At 12 Noon Tuesday 
Southern Illinois University . 
. . 
Across frQm McAndrews Stadium . 
In ~ase of ram the rally wi~l be. . 
held in the Student Center Ballrooms · ~ 
\ En~ertainment ~o Admission Charge 
Pald for and authorized by the 1976 Presidential Ca.pai«n Co •• itt., Inc. P.O. 80s 1976 Atlanta, Geor«ia 
.' . 
... :""" \ ; . -
Ub.~!~~t:r gAl!!!!.}!!? .. tt~~y~,~ ml,., 
o.JlJ ~ ... Writer proved througbout the night, Ayers pen:usiop instruments, and had the 
The Dllful SOWId of Roy A ' and the 'group Iaunclled right into a aowd roCkil)g in I.I)eir seats with 
Ubiquity literally tore ~~ less f-,.;niliar tune. "Rain,. Rain. Go ~ smgs. ':!tfHrit ~,Do Oo, .. ... n.; 
. house ~uring a fut-paced . set ~kk'n't ~~blt,~~~ ~,~ye and Whatcha Sa} , 
~ :nethep~oc:.!~~~ A>:e~s, a humorous, . gifted . ApoI~izing for a few tectmi~l 
included the lovely Chika 00 vocals. DlUSI.clan, kept the enhre hall . diffICUlties,. A~ers lau~ and said 
offered a variety of muscial moods, mO~JDg .~s he conducted the the band dido t have ~e to get ,a 
shifling (rem tight, hand·dapping audience m a ~rt harmony sound check. because, We co':l!dn t 
la!mbers to . smooth flowing jazz ~~~ped WISeCracks between ev;'hef":~~ ~~r:~.:rw:i and 
Without ~usmg for a breath. . Chika, clad in jeans and light showed musical perfection on the ~~:::! by aJ:e ~;:e!~ blue pull-over, stole a slic:e of the jazzy "MystiC Voyage," with tasty 
W hi A lr lled t bet program dUring her soarmg, solos by Bill Woo on keyboards, oo! ~!ge ~..; ~ari: a pa7:e~ ;ensuous solo on "Take All the Time !"oh:i:!osely on trumpet and Ayers 
maroon-tinted shades, ,, two-piec,~ .:.;;:;;;.;.;.;;::;:;:;;;;::;;;;:;;.::;::;;:::::;:;;;::;:;::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: With the encore, " Funky Motion." 
denim outfit a~ yellow Ublqwty G.t CDe_rUx• T the group had ever~one on their t·murt, SUpervISing. the placement of 71 fl. "A; "" feet, clapping and yelliilg'for more 
his electnc. Vibes m stage center. ..:;:::::;:;::;;:;;::;;:;;;:;;;;;::;;;;;:;;;:;::::::::::;:;::;:;:;:::::::;:::::::::.;;:.;.:.; as each member quietly unplugged 
After being ~lUZed . by the you Need," and harmonized sweetl) their instrument and seemingly cro~d, Aye~s Joked With t~e with Ayers on. "Rain, " and vanished form the stage. 
audience,. telling ever.y~ they d "Everybondy Loves the Sunshine." The quintet, Wahira, waS the 
soon ~ tired because You II all, be • Keeping the audience as much a opening act. playing a jazz-flavored st~ndmg by the lime we re part eX the show as the performers, set. Included were Flora Purim's ::~~~njustu:a~t :oo~~t you Ayers and the group danced around " Open Your Eyes , You Can Fly," 
'Horror' to be staged around ghoul's day 
By Jolla Hen 
s.udeII& Writer 
Gha!lts and plins will arrive at 
SlU just in time for Halloween as 
~;~";~~~t ~~~~~ 
28 and 30 in the Communications 
Building. 
The production adapted from the 
short story by H.P . Lovecraft, is 
directed by Robert Fish, assistant 
professor in speech and Winston 
Throgmorton, senior in speech. The 
sett ing is a small village in 
Massachusetts in the early 20th 
century. A family, toying with 
witchcraft, brings forth another 
dimension which terrorizes the 
village and poses a threat to 
mankind. 
Because it is a Reader's Theater 
play, much eX the "action" takes 
place in the mind of the audience. 
The performers set the mood of the 
play and the rest is left for the 
audience to imagine. 
In addition to the performers, the 
mood eX terror will be intensified 
through manipulation of the 
environment. " Lovecraft created a 
mood eX horror through his words," 
said Fish. " We are going to recreate 
that mood through use eX lighting, 
. music and dance. Even when they 
buy their tickets, the audience will 
begin to feel the darkness." 
The cast eX 13 performers and five 
dancers consists of students, non-
students and members of the 
Southern Repertory Dance Theater. 
The Calipre Stage is located in 
2014 Communications. 
Plwtos, films displayed in faculty exhibit· 
By RJdl Gabbe 
SCadm& WrIC.er 
Seven members of the Cinema 
and Photography facully will 
exhibit films, photograpb; and silk 
screens from Oct. 'Z1 to Nov. 18 in 
Mitchell Gallery. 
A reception will be held for the 
opening of the free exhibit at 7: 30 
p. Wednesday. 
Faculty members Michael Covell, 
Frank Paine and Donald Zirpola 
will show 16mm motion pictures on 
Wednesday beginning at 8 p.m. in 
the auditorium adjacent to Mitchell 
Gallery. AJlthe artists will be at the 
reception to talk to the public about 
their exhibits. 
Photographs and s ilkscreens bv 
David Gilmore, C. William Horrell. 
Thomas Petrillo, and Charles 
Swedlund can be viewed from 10 
am. to noon, and 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
Monday through Friday. 
" Fifty-nine photograpb;" dealing 
with themes " frem landscape to 
human figures and pop art" will be 
on display, said Evert Johnson, 
associate director for arts and 




Hollywood! ! . 
Marte DreaIer, Wallace Beery 
.... n HartowB and John Barrymore 
in the MGM production of 
Dinner at Eight . 
Tu-., Oct. 26 7' and 9 p.m 
Student ~ AudiIorIum 
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Z400 W. Main 
CarboadaIe 
COAL CONVERSION -
-An Environm'ental Con~ference 
Tuesday Oc,t. 26 
Little ' Feat aid solo, ~~al'ist P~l~er; 
~Ronstadt's third album. also her flest 
,&.De P.,ie e. Do What 'I1Iey 
'1Jle . 
. . Robert P.lmer 
... I •• d ILPS 142. 
H •• tea Do". the Wlad 
. Llad. Ro •• tadt 
.".yl.m 7E· •• 7Z 
This third album rrom Robert 
Palmer stands uj>just as well as his 
first two, while at the same timp 
showing us that he is adept at yet 
another style or music-making. 
While "Snell kin' Sally Through thI: 
Alley" had pure runk and "Pressure 
Drop" gave Some classy innovation 
to the usually-dismal disco sound, 
"Some People Can Do What They 
Like': uses both Latin and calypso 
rorms to their best advantage. 
moods at mce and all that resulls is 
mudd uncertamty. A softer sound 
would be much· more acceptable in 
'place or these. since they seem .to 
brin~ out both Palmer's composing 
and performing strengms . 
Even though this isn' t Palmer's 
strongest album overall, he has a 
certain charisma that makes 
whatever style he plays ¥kfictive . 
There's some room ror 
impromvement her, but this is still 
a rast-paced pleasure. ' 
Probably the biggest improve-
ment by Ronstadt'her.e over her last 
couple or albums is that it doesn't 
sound like a carbon copy, and lost 
much or its excitement because or 
it iut "H;I5ten Down the Wind" 
takes a different pose and comes orr 
as Ronstadt's best album. The mood 
is a very sort and t~' pically 
The album sets an aggressive and :;;;;;.; ........ :::;;;:.:;.;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:::::;.: 
sultry mood nearly throughout, as 
Palmer has gone without any or the 
ballads that gave the mood to his 
previous album . This absence 
indirectly hindersl'fhe album, since 
-there are several just-weak-enough 
cuts that could be better replaced 
by ballads. 
But the weak ends are covered by 
several s trong pieces and fine 
instrumentation. Once again the 
, members or Little Feat do much or 
the playing, but take a lesser role 
that leaves out a bit or their 
trademark laid-back style. The best 
playing here is on "One Last Look." 
the only cut with and kind or 
sentimental reel, and a slow and 
§~~ru::~:n.?f the Feat's own 
g::o~!rJfr t~v:n~?,f:'Sa~he,,~~~ 
Smart, Woman Smarter," the latter 
being one or the album's best cuts 
with its joyous lyrics and 
enthusiastic singing. But it is 
surpassed by both the fiery, 
'aggressive title piece and the above 
~=r.~~~r:~~:::Hard 
Head" work very well. since both 
try to enhance several different 
CJ\'Review 
........ ~ ..... 
emotional one, broken only Dy a 
couple or exciting rockers 
demonstrating she hasn' t lost her 
versatility. 
Ronstadt has kept many of the 
same musicians rrom past albums 
playing here, and they turn in 
another slick and sa tisractory job. 
Linda's voca I ranl(e has not been 
pushed to her capable lim its but her 
tender mood seems extremely' 
touching and re{ll nonetheless. 
The song choice makes all the 
dirr\!rf:'nce here. Not only are the 
majority of songs sorter than 
Linda's usual rare. they don' t sound 
like remakes or songs not written 
ror this album-two or the raults 
that plagued her previous album. 
The coherent reeling adds both to 
the album's mood and overall 
quality. 
The best cuts here are " Lo Siento 
Mi Vida" and "Crazy," penned by 
Willie Nelson. The rormer is a 
beautiful ballad sung in Spanish 
that tugs at the heart rrom the 
moment it starts; "Crazy" has that 
hollow, closed-in reeling or 
loneli~ that makes the best 0( -
Southern blues pieces like this work. 
This album is no less than 
consistent with past works in ~ery 
department. and surpasses I s- . 
predecessors in the important 
as~ts. One can only hope Ronstadt 
can continue to bring this kind or 
innoVlltion to her own special style 
or music. 
(Re(lords courtesy or ' Plaza 
RecordS .> 
Illinois.' newes. park 
around glacia~ lake 
' MICHENRY, IU, (Ap)-one or 
Illinois' . most del ightfull little 
bargains can be round in its newest 
state park. 
You pay $5 to $10 a day to rent a 
rowboat at most private con, 
cessionaires now , but at Moraine 
Hills State Park the rangers will 
loan you one rree . 
YOu ' ll also launch the boat into 
one or the state 's few remaining 
~d~a~f 1:a1e:~ ~~f~~:d'o~t ~~'~~r~ 
theastern llIinois b'edrock in the last 
Ice Age. . 
The only cat h is the sta te allows 
only to boats at a time on Defiance 
and they are nearly booked up until 
the season ends Oct. 31. 
No bank fishing is j)ermitted on 
the lake "due to tlte Deat soil that 
surrounds it " explained Ranger 
Timothy Kielar : "There are places 
you could just punch right through to 
water." 
That peculiarity adds to tile park's 
character, though. and the com· 
' bination or glacial hills and mar· 
shland should make the racility 
attractive to nature lovers rrom the 
heavily populated northeast wedge 
of the state. 
co:r:;~::: :::!I~;;r:':!::e w~~t::~y 
Dam State Park on the Fox River 
and adjoi,ning land purchases to 
create a 1,667- acre state park. 
Since opening day the park has 
been visited by about 4,000 people a 
day, Kielar said, 
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n.e captain Hook'a( the Iq-ego 
magic: dIIys a( Peter Pan appeared 
at Shryock Friday niIIht. but he had 
two bands and wasn t a pirate. 
Cyril Ritchard. who played 
opposite Mary Mart in . in the 
televisim versim a( the fairytale. 
was the narrator and the lieutenant 
governor in "Naughty Marietta." 
an operetta brought to SIU under 
the Celebrity Series . 
Ritchard. with his cultured 
Australian accent, was sweetly evil 
as the plotting father a( ( irmicallyl 
a pirate. As stand·in leader' a( New 
Orleans in 1764. Ritchard and his 
son heJd all the territory under their 
sway. 
In the song. " Love Me. Love My 
Dog." Ritchard projected the same 
enchantment that he did on his 
turbulent ship of buccaneers. He 
was accompanied in the number by 
a very polite apricot Standard 
Poodle, who went through his paces 
with the grace ri a ballerina. 
Lizabeth Pritchert, who played 
the COOlic female lead as the ugly 
French mail-order bride. was 
another bright spot. Her acting was 
well above the level of mast of the 
other characters. 
Paula Siebel. who .played 
Marietta. has a beautiful soprano. 
but her act ing was n. and 
saccharine. 
John West. the comic male lead. 
gave an excellent performance,as a 
::m:~tf;:t:eg~n~\::~ 
frenetic. 
The scenery for the operetta was 
contemporary. which means there 
was not much. The main prop. when 
there was any at all. was two steps 
in ' the · center of the stage. which 
stood for anything from a tree 
stump to a marionette theater. 
This lack ri traditional scenery 
was not the best &!!oice for the 
~tta. an art form which is 
unfamiliar. and per~ps unpoplar. 
to the majoriiy of theater goers. For 
a .gripping drama or ·a familiar 
comedy. contemporary scenery 
may contribute to the performance 
by lessening the distraction of scene 
changes. 
However. it was unfair to ask the 
~retta audience to imagine the 
scenery when most had no idea 
what they were supposed to be 
imagining. 
The orchestra provided a rich. 
melodic thread that wove the whole 
production tORether . Victor 
Atrord-winning 'Night Music' 
will be acted, sung al SIU 
"A Little Night Music." the 
award·wilUling Broadway musical. 
will be the fourth Celebrity Series 
presentation at Shryock Audi,torium 
Saturday. 
. Based on an Ingmar Bergman 
film . the play stars singer·actress 
Julie Wilson and boasts a book by 
Hugh Wheeler and a musical score 
by Stephen Sondheim. also the 
~r~~c~ . !!'I' " West Side Story" and 
When "A Little Night Music" 
opened on Broadway in 1973, the 
reaction 0{ the critics and audience 
alike was ecstatic. It garnered the 
major share of the yearly awards. 
receiving six Tony awards for best 
musical, best book. best music and 
lyrics, best leading actress, best 
supporting actress and best 
castumes, as well as a Grammy 
award for the song " Send in the 
Clowns." 
The plot deals with encounters in 
a country house. love and lovers. 
mismatched partners and lost of 
light·hearted foolishness. Curtain 
time for .. A Little Night Music" is 8 
p.m. Tickets are on sale at the 
Student Center Central Ticket 
Office or at Shryock's box office on 
performance night. Prices are $8, $6 
and $5 with a $1 discount for SIU 
students. Special group rates are 
also available. 
Redbone will perform concert 
Leoo Redbone. a semi"f'egUlar 
singer on NBC's Saturday Night, 
will perform a concert at 
Edwardsyille's Wildey Theatre at 8 
p.m. Wednesday. 
Redbone is a mysterious 
performer who 'USually walks an 
stage with an okHAIbioned stand-up 
BIll tray. suit, bat and guitar. He 
plays old standanb in a distiDctly 
Redbonp style with few words 
SP.Oken to his audience. 
Accompanying Redbone will be 
Gerif Muldaur. The WildeY Theatre 
is located in downtown Ed· 
wardsville and contains only 690 
seats. Larry Pugh. co-ordinator ri 
the concert. said. 
Tickets are $5.50 for the show. 






Sweet & Sour 
also serving 
I~~ . Peking.Duck 
The various dishes range 
in price from '~.45 to '20.00 
FUll.,.. and nwnu available 
Regular Tues. Special: 
Chicken 




Herbert's score is still captivating. 
and the elaborate ·costum.es 
prov ided rich hues ri color. 
. Unfortunately the adaptation. 
doae by the producer. dragged in 
spots. The audience. probably a 
little unaccustomed ' to this type of 
production.. responded with 
apathetic spatters of applause. 
although they did react more 
enthusiastically towards the end. 
After the production. Cyril 
Ritchard signed programs and 
answered questions backstage. clad 
in red·and·white str iped dressing 
gown . . . 
Operettas-e,re not a dyi{lg art 
form, he said ~ 'They are quite the 
vogue in New York. Tunes are 
coming back. The young will turn 
them into rock but that is all right. " 
• The erstwhile Captain Hook left 
SIU bundled up"'-against the cold. 
trudging toward a chartered 
Greyhound bus. He was leading a 
swaggering apricot poodle. 
YourV«* WII .~ me 
Studerit on Ihe ~ County IIoerd 
Re-e'ect 
~ Noel . Stallings 
Republican 
on Tuesday, Nov. 2 
Punch No. 1 25 




UShorI" Drafts 10 oz. 25c 
Hamill or &u.ch 
All Nlghl LOng 
7p.m. - 2s.m. 
,.., 4 .. T.V. acr-.. 
Let's Get Personal 
Local candidates can often affect your life' more 
directly than those running for higher office, Eleit a 
responsible and responsive Jac_kson County feam-
Vote Democraticl Vote for ••• 
State's Attorney 
Howard L Hood 
No. 107 
Coroner 
Wilferd "Doc" Brown 
No. 111 
Clerk of the CiraJit Court 








Shir~ Dillinger Booker 
No. 121 
Judge of the Circuit Court 
Bill F. Green 
No. ' 138 
Countyaoard·Candidat.s 
District 1- AlvIn Lange, No. 124 
District 2- ....... ElIot, No. 124 
District~""'" Dunn, No. 124 
District 4-.Ieek 8. Cooper, . No. 124 
w .... G. .......... Jr .. No. 127 
(2 yr. unexpired tenn) 
District So 0., G. HertIIIt, No, ·124 . 
. District 6-·EdInnt J ... ..,. McG,nn. . No. 124 
District 7- WIn. ... ~ K..~ 124 
.J~ 
YOTE.DEMOCRATIC 
November 2, J 9761 
PIea!d MIl paid far 171 the Jacbcln COUnty DemocratIc Women's Organia~. 
. Rmanery BastIen. OWlrledy. R.R .... NIurJIhysbcro 629!!6 
I 
Dolo dealing 
Dee NcKenna. civil service library-assistant, feeds . 
Information into the Ohio College Library Center 
(OCLC) network from a MorriS Library terminal. 
United Way assisted 
The United Way, an or~nization 
which supports public service 
agencies, was assisted in its aMual 
Southern Illinois rund drive by 
various campus groups last week. 
According to Kathy Wilson, c0-
ordinator 0( the Mobilization of 
Volunteer Errort (MOVE) . who 
organized the campus groups, SlU 
students contributed $43) toward the 
reginol goal 0( .7,000. 
"SlU is a big contributor ror the 
Carbondale area," Wilson said. 
"lAst year we contributed two-
Hrlm 0( the amount donated to the 
United Way." 
Wilsm said Alpha Tau Omega 
Fraternity helped in delivering 
(!nited Way packets in which each 
student group was to compile 
donatims received from the drive. 
The funds received from the drive 
are allocated to var ious local 
agencies on the basis of need ror 
their respective programs, she said 
Among the agencies involved are 
the Aeon Alternatives, a counseling 
group: the Senior Citizeru; Council 
which perrorms services for the 
aged; and Synergy, a 24-hour crisis 
intervention center. she sajd 
Though it is not known at this 
time if the regional goal was 
reached, Wilson said tbat campus 
groups on a whole faired much 
better tban last year when only $340 
in cootributims were received. 
·atA6W 





Fri . & Sat. 
Sun, 
10:30 a.m.-10:30 p.m. 
10:30 a.m.-12 midnight 
10:30 a.m.-10 p.rn: 
Debat~s ar~n't deter~ining factor 
·to voters according tophon~ ' ~~r~ey 
By DetIoraIi Starlladl 
SttIdea' Writer 
The presidential and vice-
. presidenliaJ debatj!!!l are not a ractor 
in determining.who people win vote 
ror. according to the preliminary 
fmdings or a telephone survey or 
registered voters being taken in 
Cape Girardeau. Mo. 
The directors of the survey. Erwin 
Atwood. associate proressor or journalism . and KeIth Sanders. 
associate proressor or speech. want 
to rind out whether peoPle reel they 
get enough' inrormation a 
political candidates to make a wise 
decision when they vote this rail . 
thZ~i~te_l~e~~eti:l~:b~~e alr!~~ 
Friday ere asked ilthe debate bad 
helped tliem to decide lor whom to 
vote. More than haIr the people said 
that the debate did not help them 
decide at an. 
Th.e same people were asked iC the 
debate had helped them learn what 
the candidates are really like. The 
majority or people said that the 
debate bad helped a little or didn't 
he$h:~ a~,~ked ir the debate had 
helped them learn what the 
candidates would do ir elected. the 
majqr ity responded that it had 
he~: a~i~~: or;:~r~~:!1. issues 
according to the survey are the 
::,:::,,:y~=.i~~~. inOalioo. 
The survey is bei~g done in 
conjunction with Charles Wiles , 
proressor of marketing at Southeast 
M=~~:mU~ffier:~Southeast 
Missouri State University are 
participating in the survey . 'The 
fmal results or tbe survey have not 
yet been obtained. 
ANONYMOUS ADMIRER 
BELLEVUE, ·Wash. (AP) V-
There's a ba~ suitor some-
where in Bellevue who had bet-
ter watch his step 
Bellevue pOijee received a 
complaint ' rec8ltly from a 
young woman who said some-
one had been leaving 
anonymous notes and red roses 
on her car. 
The- woman said her boy 
friend was jealous - and angry 
- about the roses and the p0-
litely worded notes. . 
She told wliee her boy friend 
plans to "stake out" her apart-
ment until the shy swain shows 
up again. 
Beg your pardon 
A story in Saturday' s Daily 
Egyptian 00 black theater said the 
Dlac:k Theater Wor~ planned to 
produce three plays: '11!e' White 
Whore and the Bit · Player," 
"Dialect Determinism," and "The' 
Man with the Flower iii His Mouth. " 
Only "Dialect Determinism" was 
produced by- the workshop. · The 
other plays were pari ' or " 'nIeatre 4': productioos. 
Dept ' of Speech and 
CaUpre Stage presents: 
'Ibe Dwnricla I19rror 
Oct. 27, Z8, AI 31 
8 p.m. 
Calipre Stace, ZDd n. 
Comm, Bldg. 
Adm •• 1.5. 
11ckd menatiD ... 
CaD: t53-ZZl1 
MOIL-Fri_, 1-4 p.m, 
1-
YOU HAVE JUst MADE IHE MOST 'if 
IMPORTANT DECISION I',OF .YOUR LIFE! 
MARRIAGE! 
Now don't buy the first engagement ring you see. 
Shop us to compare prices. Our-beautiful catalog will 
help you realize that you do not have to pay high retail 
prices for fine diamonds and jewelry. Vanity Fair 
diamonds have been sold to college students for ~ver 
50' years at up to 50% off retail priees. 'Importing, 
manufacturing, and designing, selling direct. Cutting 
out the middle man. Bringing you the biggest savings 
at a time' in your life when you need them most. 
Se[ld for your catalog and see what we can do for you. 
.- . ----.-- --; -: -- ------ - -- - --- -- --= -- -- --1 - · I~JGrl)itDJlonds . .." I 
,55 E. WASHINGTON, CHICAGO, ILL. 60602 '--------" I. 
I NAME: I 
, ~ ADDRESS: : 
I ~cu:v: STATE: _ ZIP: __ I. 
L .:..S~~L.:. ________ -:- ____________ "_I 
That reeling feeling 
Once the shooting is done, the film maker's work is 
far from over. Here, James Chressanthis, graduate 
student is art, edits unwanted segments of his film 
with the aid of a Steenbeck editing machine. (Staff 
photo by Peter Zimmerman) 
On, off-campus jobs available 
The following jobs for student 
workers have been listed by the 
Office of Student Work and Fiancial 
Assistance. 
en~U':t ~~~;e a a~ud:~tm::e ~ 
current ACT Farnilfi Financial 
~a=e:J ~~ f~~ . ~:"~=~'\~:'~k 
Office, Woody Hall-B. third floor . ' 
Jobs available as of Oct. 22 : 
Clerical, typing necessary-three 
openings, morning hours; two 
openings , afternoon hours ; one 
opening, general office work, no 
typing. experience helpful, 20 hours 
per week, mornings or afternoons, 
~n:ici;~e:~::~ g=:Pi~?~ 
:~~r~o~~. ~et!, a~~~~~;s o~! 
opening, clerical, sophomore or 
junior , must have good grade 
average. past office experience is 
preferred , very accurate typing, 
three hour work block or more ; one 
opening , general office work . 
minimal typing. 10 a .m.-2 p.m. or 
noon-2 p. m . ; one opening. office 
manager . good office and public 
relations skills. 10 hours pel' week to 
be r:t~r:e"~eous-one • opening. 
accounting. hours to be arranged for 
this semester. afternoon hours for 
~':n~~ se~~t:!io~~e o~;~~i'e:~~ 
preferred. prefer someone who may 
be staying for the spring semester. 
morning hours ; one. or two openings. 
nude modeling. School 0( Technical 
Careers. 
Off Campus--ooe person needed 
to rake leaves. times to be arranged. 
phooe 457.Q01 for more informatioo. 
Dark 'Shadows 
-Super' nigltt time bowling fun- '" 




Friday, Oct. 29, 1 1 :30 p.m. 
ister early to be eligible 
win the folloWing prizes: 
. Grancl 
Pri •• 
• CompIe1e's1ereo sys1em 
• cash 
'. 'assorted fine liquors 
• caSes, 6-packs of beer 
• champagne 
• and much more 
~~ ~------------- r 
Larger Greek syste~ , Notice 
. Hearing big .goal of new advisor .........----:....-"!""-...-t 
forced fraternities and sororities to ' S 
By ...... CIauea give up their houses in Carbondale r a I 
SIadeIIt Writer and move into sm's small group ' , ".ways 
~l~u~ts~~n~~::ru;~w~ , . r~en ....... . 
Overall expansion of the Greek administration. " she said. ,..... 
:lis::~a:rtic~~ is ~~wgoal <!r~:~ t~lc:::~yw=}::r~c:r:~~,: · t----------.... 
Programming Advisor. part oC their identity by moving out 
" I think more houses would of their beaut iful hoines _nd 
increase cornpetition for growth at moving into dormlike _'houses on 
~~~: ·u~~':'!~~~I\; r.~~~~e ~! ~~!fo~~S:~~ K!rn~~i~~~o~~~ 
Champaign said. .. At first I was graduate. 
definitely against c:olortiHtioo of ' 'I'd also like to see some inner 
other chapters, and thought we improvement in the Greek system. ': 
~':~t~o:::!r~lIafr~a~~or~~ O~deg~~~~:~. a .. Tt~;~~~~~: 
but I think a larger Greek system that the Gree~ have a good opinion 
ill help. " 0( themselves. We would like to see 
"One thing that kept SIU's Greek members get in gear and really be 
system from growing as fast as proud of the individual chapter to 
U of J's was an incident In the '60's which they belong. whether it be 
during which the administration large or small." 
Vote For SOUyHi-I 
Republican Candidate for 
Jackson County State's Attorney 
Quallflecl by experience as State'. 
Attorney, as full . time ~lllnois 
, Aais~nt Attornar General, 
as Jackson County Assistant Public 
Dafander. 
A functional, 
drainage, open IP8C8 
bikeway ayatem.. 
Restore Public Confidence in this Imporfant Office 
Elect the Lawyer Big Enough for the, Job 
vote Tuesday NoVember 2, 1976 
Polls open 6 a.m. !O 6 p.m. 
Paid for by William H. South camPIII~-Fund, David T. Kennev. Treasu!:,!r. 
- P.O. Box 819. Clrbandale 
. 
80uthem Illinois University Special · Section 
Gub"ernatorial candidates s~tate -. views 
By Jim Wisuri 
Daily Egyptian ~tarr Writer· 
How do the candidates for governor, 
Republican James R. Thompson and 
Democrat Michael J . Howlett. compare 
oo.selected issues of interest to Southern 
Ollrlois and SIU voters? 
The following quotes are taken from a 
summary of their positions compiled by 
Common Cause of Illinois. 
State Support of Higher Education 
Howlett. in the Chicago Sun-Times: 
"In a time of great unemployme!lt and 
inflation. I would be very slow to 
support any program to raise tuition 
(for higher educationl. .. 1 would use 
what influence I had as governor to get 
the educational institutions to see if 
they would do what we intend to do with 
state government-to do away with as 
much fat and waste as possibly you 
could wipe out." 
Thompson in a press release: .. A 
tuition increase would create a most 
severe linancial hardship for middle-
income families which are eligible for 
little. if any. financial assistance in the 
form of scolarships. The children of 
middle-income families are those most 
dependent upon the public educational 
sector for social and econom ic 
advancement. and a tuition increase 
represents nothing more than an unfair 
tax burden upon those families at a 
time when they are already 
overburdened by other tax demands ..... 
Business CUm ate and Job Outlook 
.' Howlett, ' in a speech in Kankakee: 
"Higher taxes will only driv~ more 
;jnvesLmt:.Dt and more business and 
jilote"jobs to other states. The future 
would o(£er fewer and fewer job 
OflJ>Ortunities for Illinois workers. " 
Howlett. in a press release: "Howlet. 
said the coal industry can help 
enormously in IIHnois' econom ic 
recovery. As governor. he said. he 
would rejuvenate the Energy Advisory 
Council, develop an effective policy and 
work with the Energy Resources 
Commission to obtain the most federal 
money possible to develop Illinois coal 
resources." 
Howlett. in the Rock Island Argus : 
"Howlett thought the state should be 
supporting research into the use of 
Illinois coal -for the state's energy 
needs. 
"'I understand other states are using 
our coal, while we're shipping in coal 
from as · far away as Wyoming. This 
increases our utility rates,' Howlett 
said:" . 
Howlett, in a news release: "As 
govemor ... he will place high priority ort 
projects (public w,orks projects) with 
the most potentia) for economic and 
jobs development. 
"Howlett said. 'The state will pay up 
to 75 per cent of the cost of each 
downstate center. 
Carbondale 1: Thomas School. 805 N. Wall ~ 
Carbondale 2: Carbondale Community.Cen .• 
fiAY1 E. College . 
Carbondale3: High Rise. Col1ll!rof l!. Marion 
.. E. WalDut 
Carbondale 4: Community Rm .• HolBing · 
Authority. 207 N. Marion 
Carbondale5: Eurma C. Hayes Cen~er. 441 E. 
. Willow 
Carbondale6: Carpenters Hall, 210 W. Willow 
Carbondale7: Carpenters Hall. 210 w. Willow 
Carbondale 8 : Armory. Corner of W. 
Sycamore" N. Oakland 
Carbondale 9: C.C.H.S.-<:entral. Gym 
Carbondale 10: St. Francis Xavier Hall. 303 S. 
c!:.~~le. ll : 600 W. Freeman, Dcirm.'\ 
Carlfondale 12: Church <If the Good Shepherd. 
Orchard Drive 
Michael J . Howlett 
" ( Howlett said) ... .' downstate civic 
centers ... are useful tools for 
revitalizing urban areas in the state ... · 
Thompson. in a speech to the Young 
Executives Club: ··' : .. Today . I am 
proposing the creation of a series of 10 
regional job development 
committees ... designed to answer one 
question: What can state government 
do to retain and attract jobs for its 
people? 
"I will ask each committee to provide 
me with a five point regional economic 
profile ... 
" 1) What is the region's 'export 
economy? ' This question is designed to 
find out what the area does best.. . 
"2) Where have beginnings recently 
been made in business, commerce, and 
industry ; where are the signs of 
potential growth and expansion? 
·" 3) If a region produces ·an item 
which uses a large number of 
component parts that are made in 
another state. we may be able to 
attract the firm that makes the parts. 
" 4) We must know the scope of 
available public services in the region. 
"5) The committes must inventory 
the natural. human and financial 
resow:ces available in the region." 
Agri-Business 
Howlett. in the Chicago Tribune: 
We must restore our strip-mined 
land to productive use. This must, be 
done in a manner which insures 
maximum local participation in the 
decision-making process and without 
' impeding overall · economic 
development. " 
Howlett, in a news release : 
(Howlett favors >. .. upgrading the 
farm-to-market road systelll.- with state 
help; and more reliable rail service, 
with more federal help to improve road 
beds and increase the availability of 
hopper cars at harvest time. " 
Thomps·on. in a position paper on 
James R. Thompson . 
agriculture: "Improved assessment 
and equalizatibn practices are 
nes:essary to insure that taxes 6n the 
land from which the farmer earns his 
living are not confiscatory. 
"State government must take 
cognizance of the needs of the farmer 
by upgrading continuing agricultural 
education programs, fully implementing 
the extension services of the University 
of lllinois, and supporting agricultural 
research. " 
Roads 
Howlett, by Un tted Press 
International: "On the subject of 
construction projects. Howlett said he 
would - keep three downstate road 
programs 'going through fiscal 1978, if 
he is elected ... 
"Howlett said the three programs, 
which would also be funded with federal 
and lo~al money , would include 
highways from'East St. Louis to Marion, 
Quincy to Peoria , and Bloomington to 
Decatur." 
Thompson. in ."Thompson on the 
Issu.es" : "Illinois' first road priority 
should be the maintenance of existing 
roads." . 
Thompson, in a news release: 
"Thompson said that he was committed 
to full support of the Central Illinois and 
the Quincy to Peoria expressways .. ... 
Thompson, by Lind$ay Schaub news 
servi~e: "Thompson said he favors 
four-'-'ne highways for both tlie U.S. 51 
corridor (the F-412 route) and the State 
Route 1 corridor. (F-4n> along IllinoiS' 
eastern edge." 
Environment 
. Howlett, by the Associated Press: 
" ... Howlett says if he is elect~d 
·gov~rnor, he 'will not s~ign any 
legislation to do away with throwaway 
bottles or cans. -
'''It would be nice if we could make 
Carbondale 13: Epiphany Lutheran Church, l\turphys\;loro 1: SI. Andrew's School Gym 
lSOl W. Chauta~ua MurphysbOro 2: High Rise. N. 7th Street 
Carbondale 14: EpIphany Lutheran Church. Murphysboro 3: City Hall, 202 N. 11th Street 
1S01 W. Chautauqua . Murphysboro 4: Wisely Florist, 1605 Walnut 
Carbondale 15.: Parrish School Murphysborb 5: Housing Project, N. 17th 
Carbond!lle 16: Western Heights Christian _ Murphysboro 6: !ACkard Garage, 1919 Logan 
Ca~b:~a~' t.~~dC~~~!s Fire House Murphysboro 7: Lincoln School: S. 218t Street 
Carbondale 18: C.C.H.S.-1OOl E. Walnut " M~= 8: Clyde Graeff Residence. 2140 
g:~::=:: :; t::~ ~::: ~. M~rO 9: High Scbool Gym, 22nd an~ 
our environment better. but I would 
. rather have it few .bottles and cans 
around than have unemployment." 
Howlett, in the· Chicago Tribune: "Q: 
- If there was a ~onflict that you couldn't 
resolve between economic development 
and environmentaf'quality, what would 
.you do? 
"A: I would always make the 
decision in favor of jobs and work the 
environmental problems out as we go 
along. I can't see any advantage to a 
fellow being put out of work so he can 
breathe a little better. It's just as bad to 
starve to death." 
Thompson, in the Chicago Tribune: 
" Q: If there was a conflict that you 
couldn't resolve between economic 
development and environmental 
quality, what .would you do? 
"A: I think I would do it on a case-by-
case basis. That's tl:!e only way that 
makes sense. A governor has to be a 
man who balances interests and there 
is a need in Illinois to make sure that 
pollution regulation doesn't cost us too 
dearly, especially in time of economic 
recession. As a matter of general 
policy, we should keep the lid on 
pollution but I would- insist that wf! 
constantly review on a case-by-case, or 
if necessary. factory-to-factory basis." 
I 
Marijuana 
I{owlett. by ~he Associated Press: 
.. (Howlett) told newsmen he approves of 
an Oregon law that decriminalizes the 
private use of marijuana, but retains 
penalties for selling it. .. 
Thompson. in "Thompson on the 
Issues" : " Because of the conflicting 
results of scientific studies on the 
effects of marijuana use, I am against 
decriminalization of its possession. My 
experience in law enforcement has led 
me to the conclusion that, in too many 
instances. marijuana ·Ieads to 
. experimentation with drugs which 3re 
unquestionably dangerous. This is 
particularly true among .. high school 
ag~nd ev~ younger-citizens." 
CoUective bargaiDiDg. 
Howlett, from the Associated Press: 
"Howlett says he would support 
passa~e of a collective bargaining law 
for state employes but would continue 
Gov. Daniel Walker's · executive order 
on collective bargaining while working 
for passage of the legislation." 
Thompson, from the Associated 
Press: "Thompson · says he favors 
~ge of a collective bargaining law 
not. only for state but also for municipal 
public employes. He says he also would 
continue Walker's executive order 
peilding passage of legislation. 
Degognia : Degognla Town Hall 
Elk 1: Elk Fire Departmen~ . 
Elk 3: American Legion Home 
DeSoto 1: &ll Calvary Lutheran Church 
=i!:B~F=J: =f ToWn Han 
Grand Tower: City Hall 
g:~~r::~re2~~~s:!!:~. ~~~t:~ Wall . MgW~.~O .. l~~~t~ian Electric Co-Op, . 
Carbondale 23: Grinnell Hall Murphysboro i 1: Grace" Fertilizer Co. 
Killkaid: Kinkaid Town Hall 
Levan: Levan Town Hall 
Makanda 1: Mairanda Town Hall 
Makanda 2: Unity Point School 
Makanda 3: Giant City School 
ora: Ora Town Hall . 
PomoOa: Pomoaa ToWn Iia 
Carbondale 24 :. Evergreen Terrace. ISO Williams Street 
Carbondale 25 : Baptist Student Foundatioo Murphysboro 12: l\t~Danjel's Store. S. 20th 
~t.-ACross The River Carbo'ldale 26 : Park District Community y-Ava · Ava Town Hall Bldg.· 208 W. Elm Bradley-Ca~pbeIl Hill: Campbell Hill Town Carbondale 27 : Glendale School Hall 
Sand Ridge 1: Sand Ridge Town Hall . _ 
Sand Ridge 2: Village Hall, Gorham 
Somerset 1: .Grange Hall 
Somerset 2: Vohmteer Fire Sta.-Harrisoo 
Crossroads . 
Som.erset 3: Carruthers Jr. High. Candy Lane 
Vergennes : Vergennes Town Hall 
.' . . o.I.IV .~~.I?Mt 
Presidential-'candidates" stand's discussed 
- ., '" • p.' • 
Jimmy Carter 
By Jim Wisuri 
Dally Egyptian. Staff Writer 
Jimmy Carter, Gerald Ford, and 
Eugene McCarthy are the top three 
Presidential candidates in terms of 
voter preference according to recent 
Gallup and Harris Polls. 
Carter is a Democrat , Ford a 
Republican, and McCarthy is running 
as an independent. 
Their views on the issues affecting 
Southern Illinois as a region and SIU 
were culled from various news 
publications and sources. 
The ecoaomic climate aod job outlook. 
Carter, in his issues booklet: "The 
greatest need among these involved 
with the agricultural economy of this 
nation is a coherqnt, predictable and 
stable government policy relating to 
farming and the production of food and 
fiber. 
" The second requirement is an 
emphasis in government policy on the 
mutual concern of the family farmer 
and the consumer which are 
irrevocably tied together." 
"We must pursue an expansionary 
monetary and fiscal policy in the near 
future to stimulate demand and 
production and to red.uce unem ' 
ployment more rapidly . Such . an 
expansionary policy can reduce 
unemployment without reigniting 
Gerald R. Ford 
inflation because our economy is 
presently ~rforming under capacity. 
" With a progressively ...... managed 
economy, we cal) attain a balance 
budget within the c¢itext of full 
employment by }'980. Specific 
stimulation should be' given to private 
indlJstry to hire the unemployed. 
" To supplement our effort to have 
private industry playa greater role the 
federal government should provide 
funds for useful and productive 
supplemental public service jobs for 
the hard~ore unemployed." 
Ford, according to Jack Sches~e, co· 
chairman of the College Republicans: 
" Stimulatibn of the energy industry 
combined with a carefully considered 
ecological program can provide and 
has provided thousands of new jobs, 
while protecting the jobs of those 
already employed. Jerry Ford will not 
decrease inflation/unemployment by 
the traditional Democratic means of 
huge government expenditures for 
wasteful one-shot programs. 
" Instead he will open the door to 
labor and industry for growth in the 
private sector. 
" Revenue sharing of existing tax 
dollars gives back to the people the 
right to use those tax dollars for 
community needs . With reve nue 
sharing, President Ford has shown his 
concern for the Southern lIIinoi 
Eugene J. McCarthy 
working men and women by constant 
support of the farmer, the professional. 
the skilled, and the unskilled labor." 
McCarthy, from campaign literature: 
'"McCarthy has proposed a reduced 
work wfek and/or work yea r to 
increase employment possibilities. He 
would offer participating businesses tax 
breaks and wage supports. This would 
help to alleviate the tax burden caused 
by the unemployment and welfare 
systems in addition to reducing the 
unemployment rate. 
"McCarthy has stated: 'Americans 
hav~ been overconsuming, over 
spending, and over borrowing. Yet our 
economy can meet the needs of the 
country without the inflation such 
habits cause. To combat inflation, I 
advocate selective credit and controls; 
limited and conditional wage/price 
controls; and an end to inflationary 
spending in the automobile indust?,' 
and in military and space programs.' . 
. Energy -
Carter, quoted in his presentation to 
the Democratic national platform 
committee; "We must substantially 
shift our ~fforts to increase our 
production of coal, of which we have a 
200-year supply, without at the same 
time destroying the surface of our lands 
through uncontrolled strip mining. 
"At the same time, we must make a 
Simon seeks re.-;,election to Congress 
By Jim Wisuri 
Dally Egyptian Staff Writer 
Paul Simon says he thinks SIU 
students have a "sense of idealism" and 
are " interested in seeing that the 
country and this region move ahead ." 
in ~ J~um~~~t~~~[~~fu~e~is ~Si 
vote for him Nov. 2 for those reasons. 
In his 22 years in politics, Simon said, 
he has worked toward a "",orld of 
greater peace, stability, and justice. The 
work I've done in this area has some 
aPx:
al
: fi~~~' '~is first tenn in 
Congress-; Simon said he has backed 
legislalion Hmiting nuclear arms ex· 
~~:: ~o~C:Vthmc::= t:n~I~~a~:; 
to curb the world hunger problem. 
On the local level, Simon pointed to his 
efforts to gain benefits for miners suf· 
fering from black lung disease. and his 
plan to designate part of the Shawnee 
National Forest as a national recreation 
area . 
"SIU students want someone who not 
only meets the special needs of people. 
like those unemployed or on Social 
Security. but someone who can address 
national problems and respond to needs 
wherever they are. " Simon said. 
Republican Peter Prineas, Simon's 
opponent in the Congressional race, has 
called the former lieutenant governOr 
and state senator one of "the big 
spenders in Congress." . 
Simon pointed to an endorsement from 
columnist Jack Anderson, who named 
the former newspaper publisher one of 
the 24 "best"members of the U.S. House 
of Representatives. 
'Anders~n said " Simon is quietly 
gaining a reputation as a c~mpion of 
the ' little guy.' .. 
Simon is generally in favor of the 
Equal Rights Amendment ("It's not as 
bad as its opponents say, nor as good as 
itS proponents say") , oppoSed to the 
iight·to-Iife· amendment, and persona.lly 
opposed to abortion. •. 
He agrees with Jimmy Carter's 
energy stance : more .use of coal and 
solar energy for future needs. . 
Simon also has a trademark-his 
ubiquitous bow tie. When he first ran for 
office in 1954, he wore a bow tie three 
days in a row, he said. - , 
The Alton Evening-Telegraph picked 
up on it calling Simon "the candidate 
with the bow tie." They've been a pair 
every since, Simon said. 
Pr eas makes' first attempt for office 
By JIm .... 1i 
Dally EIJP&Iaa S&aIr Writer 
Peter Prineas, Republican candidate 
for ~ U.S. House of Representatives in 
the 24th District, bas a name recognition 
problem. ~ 
Accordin, to a campaign poll 
currently being taken by his 
~I".:n::t~n ~n~:::sa!O~g:r~l!:i 
Ford, (James)· Thompson , or (Paul) 
Simon." . 
This campai,n is Prineas' first at-
temptatpublicolfice. Si~bas been in 
poJitk:s since 1954, and 15 the 24tJt 
District incubent wbo' Prineas is at-
temptini to unseaL 
Why sbolild SJU students vote for 
f'rineu? "( tbink the policies.l'll vote 
~ W. DIIIIy EgyptIen. 0ddIr 716, 1976 
fOr will get more jobs for those . who 
graduate," he said. . 
He favors closing existing tax 
loopholes, but not necessarily corporate 
tax loopholes. 
"I'm of, the contention that no matter 
what the tax is, we end up paying. for it," 
h.:! said. Prineas feels that c'orporations 
~=:a~~ re:~um~Of tax in-
Proclaimilll himself "100 pet' cent for 
small business," Prineas said the 
nation's corporate tax structure should 
be "seC up ... so small busi)lessmen will 
benefit at the expense of Jar. e cor-
porations." 
Prineas said he thinks t United 
States should shift its energy priorities 
to the cooversiaa ef power generating 
plants from. nat\ll'al gas to coal. 
"Our' biggest reserye is coal and our 
least used reserve is coal. Our smallest ' 
J;eserve is natural gas, and the resource 
used most for heating is natural gas. We 
have to raise the price of natural gas to 
the ~int where it is economically un-
feaSible to continue using it." he said. 
Prineas believes less government is 
the key to ending innation .' "The chief 
cause of our inflation is excessive 
government spending. When year after 
year. Washington spends more than it . 
takes in. every American worker is 
robbed of his .wage's buying power. " 
The Congressional hopeful recently 
came out with a tourism plan for 
Southern Illinois. 
Prineas has alSo spoken out against 
abort jon and gUn control. He supports 
the Equal Rights. ~endment . 
major research and developm~nt ~t 
to greatly increase the use of solar 
energy.. 
"Power companies and industries 
must shin to this source of energy. and 
we must invest in improved mining 
efficiency. cleaner combustion 
technology. and a better transportation 
system for moving coal to its end 
users ... 
Ford, according to J~ck Schesite: "In 
Southern IJIinois lies a great, largely 
untapped. reservoir of potential energy 
as well as a potential for a large job 
market. Develop the coal industry and 
as a natural consequence so will the job 
market develop. This is just one of-
President Ford's strong positions on 
energy related issues. . 
"Admittedly the deveiupment of coal 
gasification. conversion of gas-fired 
utility plants to coal. and development-
deregulation of natural gas all pose 
some ecological consideration. The 
read to take is a balance route toward 
industrial improvement and ecological 
improvement. " 
Throughout 1975 President Ford 
worked diligently with Congress to 
establish a na~ional energy policy. The 
I;:nergy and Conservation Policy Act of 
1975 did not solve all of the nation's 
energy concerns, but it did set the stage 
for consideration of what President 
Ford believes to be vital for this 
natio~nergy security. 
This year the President signed into 
law the Energy and Research and 
Development Administration (ERDA). 
The new agency will develop new uses 
of domestic energy supplies including 
fossil. nuclear, solar, and ,geo-thennal 
energy. AU of these areas of energy 
resource development ar~ taking place 
right here in Southern IJIinois through 
grants to universities and federal 
funding for such projects as the 
recently proposed coal-gasification 
plant. 
McCarthy , from . his campaign ' 
literature: " 'The United States is not 
really suffering {rom an energy crisis. 
We and our cars are lhe greatest 
. overconsumers of fuel in the history of 
the world. We need positive regulation 
of the weight, speed, and fuel 
consumption of automobiles.' McCarthy 
further advocates expanding mass 
transit projects. environmental 
pollution control. and ~olar energY. 
Peter G. Prt8e.' 
Ahm J. Dillon 
Credits 
Articles for this Campaign '76 
Special Section of the Dai Iy 
Egyptian were prepared by students 
in the "Public Affairs Reporting" 
course taught by Ralph Johnson, 
assistant professor in the .School of 
Journalism. 
WdlilUD C. Harris ~ George W. Uadberg Micbael J. BabIis 
Attorney general, secretary 6f . state, 
.comptroller contests stir little dust 
8y Jim Wisuri / ~ 
Dally Egyptian Staff WHter 
When Illinois voters go tithe poUs on 
Nov . 2, they will make choices in three 
races for'state officers which have been 
largely overshadowed by the 
Presidential and gubernatoria,l races'. 
An attorney general. a secretary of 
stat~ and a comptroller will be elected , 
Incumbent William Scott faces 
Democratic challenger Cecil Partee in 
the attorney general race. Democratic 
State Treasurer Alan Dixon opp'oses 
State Senate ' Minority leader William 
Harris for secretary of state. Incumbent 
Corpptroller George Lindberg , 
Republican , is challenged by Democrat 
Michael Bakalis . former state 
superintendent of public instruction. 
Attorney General 
Partee, president of the Illinois 
serrate, has accused his opponent of 
being "very lax in offering any legal 
assistance or advice to the coal industry 
or to lawmakers regarding ways to 
balance environmental considerations 
with the energy needs of IUinois." 
Parlee is the first black candidate for 
, statewide office in the history of illinois 
but he has downplayed·that distinction . 
Partee reportedly told the Democratic 
state central committee, "I thought I 
deserved to be slated for statewide 
office." 
Partee also has charged Scott with 
neglecting consumer fraud cases in 
favor of environmental issues. 
Scott said that during his term as 
attorney general his office has never lost 
a major case or had a major decision 
overruled and that Partee is running a 
campaign based on negativism. 
Republican Scott has been quoted as 
saying that the attorney general's office,-
with himself in it. is "a sort of 
Republican outpost to 'check and 
balance ' on the Democrat-controlled 
state legislature and Chicago City 
Council " 
"I thi~ keeping this office Republican, 
is most important," he has said. 
Secretary of State' 
The secretary of state's contest has 
been the least heated of the state races. 
Dixon and Harris are old friends from 
years spent in the legislature. 
Dixon. who has two years left in his 
term as treasurer, has the distinction of 
having served in lIll three branches of 
government-all before the age of SO, 
The Chicago Tribune calls him " a 
heavy favorite" to defeat Harris in thi 
race for an office which is primarily 
administrative. The office's main 
function is to provide vehicle services 
------------H =-~-
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for the motorists and truckers in the 
state. -
Dixon is a Belleville native,..which 
makes him the only downstate statewide 
office seeker besides the Republican 
candidate for lieute~nt governor, Dave 
O'Neal, who hails from St. l.1air County. 
Despite Dixon's downstate home, his 
opponent Harris has characterized him 
as "a puppet" of the Chicago 
Democratic machine and Mayor 
Richard Daley . . 
Harris bases his claim on Dixon's 
initial intention to run for governor, 
aborted last spring by the Democratic 
slatemakers who drafted a reluctant 
Michael Howlett for the ticket. 
Harris, called a "downstater" by, the 
Chicago newspapers although he is from 
Pontiac, north of Bloomington, 
considers the Daley-Dixon connection 
the only issue il1' the campaign. 
Dixon has run on his past record and 
endorsements. 
Comptroller 
Republican Lindberg's supporters say 
he made the comptroller: s office "an 
early warning system against the 
erratic spending policies of Gov . 
Walker." 
He has proposed a I~point plan ~o 
. aYOid new taxes through fiscal year 1978. 
It contains guidelines for controlling 
state expenditures and keeping them in 
phase with state income. ' 
Buatis, as superintendent of public 
instruction, has been credited with 
bringing about improvements in 
budgeting, purchasing and personnel 
practices. He made a name as an 
"innovative, new-breed state official," 
the Tribune said. r 
During the' campaign Bakalis 
p,roposed a review board to ensure 
'responsible conduct" by the news 
media and candidates for Office. 
Coronerasp;rants offer varied fields of expertise-
By Karen Flanigan 
Student Writer 
Candidates for Jackson County 
fo°':rre~ ~~fe~~=:~~ o~~;:~! 
tend to agree on the issues. their 
approaches to them differ. 
"The office of coroner is more than 
just signing death certificates," said 
Wilferd Brown, D.D.S" Democratic 
can(iidate for Jac~on County coroner. 
"The job is an important one and can 
be used to ~nefit the county in several 
ways." . . 
Don F . Ragsdale. Republican 
incumbent, said, "The job· of coroner is 
very ' important and offers a much 
needed service to the county." . 
Brown. now retired, spent 20 years in 
the Air Force as a dental surgeon arid 
member of the Air Force Identification 
Team. He has ~lso had two years of 
pre-medical training and many years of 
~xperience in forensic dentistry. 
Ragsdale has held the office of 
coroner since January. 1974 when he 
was appointed to fill a vacanc~ was 
~Iected to the position in November. 
1974. A part-time police officer, 
Ragsdale has had over 20 y'ears 
experience in law enforcement and · 
investrgalive procedures. 
:' Both candidates expressed P... 
.. concern that a ~roner must estaU&h a 
::::l~! ,:r~:t ~~&~SiCians 
r 
Ragsdale said, "WithQut such a 
relationship, the job becomes much 
more difficult for everyone concerned." 
Brown said, "Additional expertise in 
the field of medicine could provide for 
an eVen better working relationship 
with county docto~." 
The coroner is allowed to appoint one 
or more deputy coroners to assist him if 
he is unable to perform an investigation 
because of illness or absence. 
"A dep,uty coroner," Brown 
explained. 'must have a·background in 
investigative procedures, be reliable 
and have empathy for the persons he 
. works with. He must be capable of 
8S!iuming the duties of coroner in every 
way." . . 
Ragsdal e said, "Depe~dability. 
expertise and ability to work with 
others are important assets in a deputy 
coroner." • 
Ragsdale is assisted by four depu~y 
coroners, located in .the north, south, 
west and east portions of the ,county. 
"This type of, arrangement is the 
most efficient since it aUows for less 
~ed time and effort and is more 
economical ' in the long run," he said 
Brown expressed concern over a 
'coroner's . availability to .perform the 
.'. 
functions of his office. !'Since I am 
retired, I can devote 100 per cent 'of my 
time to the job," he explained 
Ragsdale, a . part-time police officer 
in De Solo, said, "I am in Constaiit 
c;.ontact with the police station and, sa. 
coroner, can respond immediatelr. to 
any situation where I am needed. ' 
.. ~ . .' 
SIU's-concerns 
ride. on results LEGEND 
in 58th District · 
(011 SOIAT. AlII TIE IEJlll£SElTATMS 
El£CTED ,.. EAalIISJII:T) 
ViDceat A. Bircbler 
Josepb T. Dald. 
By EUz!lbeth "da 
DaDy ElO'ptia ... Staff Writer 
Vincent Birchler, Democratic state 
representative fram the 58th District 
calls taxes and education his number 
(jn~i~~~;~~i~ a~S~d~~is~~to~hes(e; is 
seeking his second term in office. The 
other candidates from the 58th District 
are Joseph Dakin, R-Carbondale ; 
Bruce Ricfimond, D-Murphysboro; and 
Ralph Dunn, R-Du Quoin. 
Under the cumulative voting system 
in Illinois. three candidates are elected 
from each district. The 58th District 
includes Monroe. Randolph. Perry. 
Washington. Jackson and part of St. 
Clair County. 
In a recent interview. Birchler said 
education shourd not be limited to high 
school and college learning expera-
ences .. More emphasis. should be placed 
911 vocational training. 
" We need all types of continuing 
education and retraining programs to 
keep up with changes in society." 
By Steve Halan 
DaDy Egyptian Staff Writer 
Carbondale is the most populous town 
in the 58th Legislative District. but no 
members of the lIIinois House call it 
home. Joe Dakin hopes to change that . 
• Dakin. a Carbondale city councilman. 
is a Republican running for one of the 
three seats from this district. His 
Democratic opponents are Bruce 
Richmond of Murphysboro and Vincent 
Birchler of Chester. 
Because of the cumulative voting 
system used in this s tate. Ralph Dunn 
of Du Quoin is in erfect, a Republican 
opponent of Dakin's. 
_ Each party nominates two candidates 
for the ·three seats. Voters havE' thret' 
votes to cast .. 
The cumulative svs tem allows all 
three votes to be cast' for one candidate. 
I'h votes for each of two candidates or 
vote each for three candidates. 
Dakin. an assistant professor in thl' 
School of Technical Careers and a 
. By EliaIletll ,1IeIda 
o.IIy EOJIIlu .. Writer 
Ralph Dunn. Republican_ state 
representative from the 51th district 
says SIU is just as much the future for 
Southern Illinois as are the coal 
industry and the new St. Clair-
Waterloo airport being planned in 
Monroe County, 
"S1U is not !l second-rate university, 
It has entrenched itself . as a quality 
institution. and, furthermore. it is a 
major resource in Soulhem-' Illinois." 
Dunn said. "It is Il,prime responsibility 
of area .lators to represent every 
interest of the University," 
. Dunn ~ .seelting his third tenn, The 
other ca~idates are Joseph Dakin. R-
Carbondale; Vincent Birchler-. D- . 
Chester; and Bruce Richmond. D-
Murphysboro. Under the cumUlltlve 
voting system in Illinois. three 
candidates are elected from each 
district. 
There ' is' a continuar need for 
upgrading of communications betwe;n 
~ringneld and S1U-C. DuM said. ~ 
immediate concern is the availabili 
state education funds and federal 
grants for students. . 
Dunn said he 1!i11 ~ a student 
Birchler said. "Such programs would 
especially be effective for high school 
d~1reh~e:n~t~ t~nd~~pev~ational 
Center which serves Randolph. Monroe 
and St. Clair Counties as an example of 
a vocational facility which extends its 
services to all segments of society. 
I 
Vincent A. Birchler 
Democm. 
Beck Vocational Center is coordinated 
with area high schools but offers day' 
and night programs to anyone, 
Birchler was elected to his first term 
in the legislature in 1974. He served on 
the Higher Education Committee in the 
Illinois House of Representatives. and 
was a member of the House 
Appropriation Committee II. which 
appropriates money for schools, mental 
health. corrections and community 
development programs. 
Birchler said his background in 
former police chief, said in an interview 
recently . that he classifies himself as a 
"middle-ofihe-roader" -a moderate 
and a man of common sense. He calls 
himself "an individual not led' by 
special interests." , 
While many of Dakin's political views 
Joseph T. Dak~n 
Republican 
can fo(~nerally be classified as, 
" moder;lte, " his ,stands do not easily fit 
anv label. 
He supports the decrammalizatiOA of 
marijuana and the passage of the Equal 
Hights Amendment. but he op~es 
abort ion except when the mother slife 
,is threatened by tht" pregnancy. He 
favors the death penalty if it is 
adminis tered in · a nondiscriminatory 
manner. He s aid he favors a 
constitutie>nal amendment banning 
abortions. 
One of Dakin's main interests i~ 
emancipation bill for .students who want 
to be declared financially free of theic. 
parents. 
Existing laws make it difficult to 
obtain scholarship funds and federal 
. grants when a student is declared 
financially dependent on their patents, 
Ralph Dunn 
Re".blicaa : 
Dunn said. Many of t/leSe students are 
financin.: their own educations. 
Dunn co-sponsored \ a )otudent 
tenant rights'bill which did not pass the 
legislature. but he said exposun' of the 
issue was worth the effort. 
Dunn is part owner of the Dunn 
Apartments on Lewis Lane in 
Carbondal ... . A lifelong resident nT 
Perry Count}· who now resides in- Du 
Quoin. Dunn said ~onomic progress in 
. Southern Illinois is a major concern to 
hitn as a legislator. 
DUM cited construction of the 5t. 
Clair-Waterloo airport and the coal 
-gasifitation plant being planned Ikar 
New Athens in St. Clair County ~ 
major steps in improving the fUl80cial 
climate of tile 51th district. 
-. 
education provides him with more 
insight into the educational needs of the 
58th District. He has tllught in 
Randolph County schools since 1933 and 
served as Randolph County 
Educational Region Superintendent 
from 1963 to 1974. 
Birchler advocates (Rore funding for 
Illinois :&tate Scholarships. especially 
for middle .class students whose 
families. he said, are hardest hit by 
rising coSts in education. He opposes 
any tuition increases at SIU. 
He supports collective bargaining 
with arbitration for teachers,. 
" Guidelines have to be sel fairly for 
both faculty and admini~tration." 
Birchler said, . 
Birchler said with set priorities there 
is no reason for tax increases in Illinois. 
He said that . with proper Oscal 
planning. strict control of state 
expenditures. and elimination of wasted 
spending. public servicesj can be 
delivered. without increasing taxes. . 
crime and the judicial structure, 
"I don' t think judges are doing their 
jobs." he said. " They don't work 40 
houn a week. Let's aet them' aft the 
golf courses: ' -
He favors mandatory 'jail sentences 
for such crimes as the use of a handgun 
while committing a crime but he is 
against handgun control becaU5~ he 
feels even the strictest gun laws are 
unworkable. - . 
Dakin is a t'Ommissioner of the 
Illinois Law Enforcement Commission, 
chainnan of the 2'7,-county SouttM;m 
Illinois Criminal Justice Plllnn~ng 
C~'!:~ti~eehe favors tIM.; death penalty 
for multiple murders. premeditated 
murder and the murder of a polict' 
officer. 
Dakin also said he would try to do 
something about what he calls " a bad 
business clir:natl'" in the state. He said 
he favors using pr ivate enterprise over 
the creation of government jobs. 
"Monroe County will go from a 
. suburban bedroom community to an 
industrial area as a result of the 
airport." Dunn said, "ThiS change in 
lifestyle is perhaps what bothers 
residents mosl" , 
He added, however. that once tile job 
and financial opportunities of the 
airpQl:t bepn affectillg Moaroe County 
residents, ,they will realize the benefits--
of sucb an operation. 
Another airport construction 
controYeny involves environmental 
groups concerned about tbe land 
reqwred for the airport as weD as the 
~ible poUution {ram new industry 
and air trafl"lC, Dunn·said. 
Dunn. a member or the illinOis 
EnerlY Commission. saM the 
envil"OllllleDtal imr-;J of such plallS are • 
always weiIbed a:pjast the economic 
im Careful ~. is liven 
to C!" sides 'of an issue, he said. 
"Legislators are not JOiDI to " 
~:~m;au:~ .. ~ .. ~.:: 
example. we want to 1teP,1Ip,the Illinois 
coal industry. but at the same time we 
want to keep workinI to remove the 
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State Rep. Bruce Richmond ( D-
Murphysboro) of the 51th District. said 
bis biggest concern is getting the 
Southern Illinois economy in· motion. 
Richmond, running for his second term 
iii the Illinois House, said at the same 
time he' would like to find a "happy 
balance" between industry . agriculture 
and the environment. 
In an interview Richmond outlined 
the five factors which figure in his plan 
for improving the Southern Illinois 
economy. which he said is lagging 
bt-hind the rest of the state. 
First of all. Richmond is a strong 
supporter of the construction of the 
Waterloo airport which would serve SI. 
Louis. and Southern Illinois. Although he 
acknowledges that there is opposition to 
the airport from environmentalists .and 
from those in the area who may be 
displaced. · Richmond s~id. 'Tm sure 
I'm speaking for a huge majority of the 
district ... 
Hand-in-hand with the airport 
Richmond favors the completion of a 
freeway from Harrisburg to St. Louis, 
which would serve the airport_ At the 
moment. he said, various corridors for 
the road are being studied, and Ute . 




Bl'sides conlll'Ct ing Southetn lIIinois 
with St. Louis. Richmond believes the 
fret'wav would increase the flow of 
visitorS to Southl'rn Illinois' tourist 
attractions . The development of 
tourism is his third factor in 
stn.'ngthening the region's economy. 
" We don't want to make a Disneyland 
out of Southern Illinois." Richmond 
said. HI:' said he feels tourism can Ill> 
dneloped ~th the environment left 
~ RicIImond called for creation of 
(in Dlinois Deoartment of Tourilm. 
,The fourth factor Richmond cited in 
his 'economic development program is 
the creation of a new port on the ,.... 
Mississippi near Grand Towe'r which 
provide low-c:ost shipping of . tht' 
. region' s products such as coa I and 
grain. Ht' co;sponsored the bill .. which 
created the Jackson-Union County Port 
Authority, which will develop the port 
he sa iii. 
'Such a port would help the coa l 
industry, as will construction of the 
coaJ-to-gas conversion plants in New 
Athens and near Willisville. Richmond 
said. The conStruction is expected to 
last (our to six years. It would create-a ' 
"vast number of new jobs," as well as 
provide permanent jobs in Jhe plants 
once the construction is completed. 
~ichmond said. . 
Johns challenged by Barkhausen 
in 59th District senatorial rac~ 
8y Scott Singleton 
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer 
Both of the candidates in the 59th state 
senate district race pay homage to SIU's 
impact on Southern Illinois . but the 
strength of their support for the 
University differs substantially . 
The 59th district lies to the east and 
. south of Jackson County . Each 
candidate was interviewed separately 
and the interviews occured several 
weeks apart. 
David Barkhausen, the Republican 
candidate, said he favors pay raises for 
the SIU faculty, but generally opposes 
the construction of new facilities for the 
University. 
Barkhausen, 26. is a 1976 gr.aduate of 
the SIU Law School. He said he 
questions the "brick and mortar 
approach to higher education" because 
new facilities may be under·used 
because of a decline in enrollment. 
However , he said he favored 'new 
construction for the Law School. 
Incumbent Gene Johns, 48 , said he 
believes SIU receives adequate funds . 
On the adequacy of recent pay raises 
he said " I'm not worried about the 
faculty as much as those who do the day · 
to-day chores." 
Johns said that while he wants to keep 
. the faculty at SIU ' he is worried about 
.. the little people" who make less than 
$1 .000 a month as opposed to some 
faculty who make ~20,OOO a year. 
On the subject of the state education 
budget. Barkhausen said he would like 
to see the' legislature adopt an 
accelerated planning of the budget. This 
proposal would require the General 
Assembly to start work on the budget in 
January and have it ready for final 
passage by May 31: 
Under Johns' plan, all those who are 
able to work should be taken off public 
aid and put to work on such projects as 
picking up refuse along streets and 
highways. 
Barkhausen said substantial savings 
can be made in welfare payments by 
tracking down fathers who desert their 
families am! bringing them to court. 
He also w'ants to take the decision of 
welfare eliglhility out of politics . "The 
morale in the Illinois Department of 
Public Aid has suffered because the 
department is politicized," Barkhausen 
said. ~ 
Johns said more money could be saved 
by eliminating duplication of effort in 
some state agencies, but he declined to 
name the agencies he was referring to. 
But one new program Johns would like 
to see 'started is a coal ' severance tax, 
which he said is in effect in 16 states 
already . His bill, currently in house 
committee, would place a 3O-eent per . 
ton tax on all coal mined in Illinois. 
Johns said his bill. if enacted, would 
raise $20. million per year. 
Johns would like to see a portion of ' 
mine reclamation funds go to support 
black lung treatment centers. He is also . 
in favor of using about $1 million of the 
reclamation money to finance: a mine 
subsidence fund . Under Johns' 
proposal, persons whose homes were 
damaged because of mines settlipg 
under their land would be able to coUect 
up to ~,OOO in compensation. 
Barkhausen is not in favor of his 
opponent's plan for a state coal 
severence tax. He said it was an "ill 
considered proposal and no one has 
studied the im~ct is would have on 
Illinois' competitive position with other 
states." . 
He said, however, a county-by-cowtty 
severance tax may be possible under 
home rule. He said the money from sudl 
a tax should be put in escrow until the 
county was faced with hard times. 
On other issues: 
-Both -candidates favor cutting off 
public funding of abortions. Barkhausen 
said he hoped private organizations such 
as Planned Parenthood would help those 
who cannot afford abortions. . 
-Both candidates favor restoration of 
the death penalty under certain 
conditions. 
-Both candidates feel tourism is a 
resource that is not emphasized in 
Southern Illinois. Johns said the only 
way Southern lllinois would become a 
tourist center would be if a governor or 
' lieutenant governor was elected from 
Southern Illinois . . 
Vet~rans Choate, Hart opposed in 59th House race 
By Doug Dorris 
Dally Egyptian Staff Writer 
and Kart Miscbe 
sw.seat Writer 
Three incumbents and one challenger 
are running for the three seats to the 
Illinois House from the 59th 
Representative District. DIStrict 59 
includes counties east and south of 
, Jackson county. 
The Republican candidates are 
Robert L. Butler of Marion, and Robert 
C. Winchester of Rosiclare. The' 
Democrats are Clyde Choate of Anna 
and Richard O. Hart or Benton. Under 
the cumulative voting system voters 
can cast three votes for one candidate, 
1 ~ votes for each of t.IIi«l...glndidates or 
one vote for each of three candidates. 
Butler, the challenger. is a former 
mayor of Marion and is currently the 
chairman of the Williamson COJ.Inty 
Republi.can party . . Winchester, a 
Rosiclare native has nqs, profession 
other than being a legisla , 
Choate has been a me\nber of the 
Illinois House for 30 years. He was an 
unsuccessfill candidate for Speaker of 
the House i~ 1!J74. Hart is a practicing 
attorney in Benton and lias bee~ a 
member of the house since 1969. 
On Tues 
Butler said an increase in the state 
income tax should come only as a last 
resort, adding, "Sooner or later we 
have to stop. I would want to look long 
and hard before supporting a tax 
increase." 
Winchester said he would support a 
ta?t increase only if it was necessary, 
but gave no specifics on what would 
m~ke it necessary. 
Choate said there is no need for a tax 
increase because there is enough 
current spending which could be cut to 
provide needed funds for necessary 
services. 
Hart also said there is no need for an 
increase because the corrent budget 
could be trimmed to cover services 
which need additional funding. 
On 8m .... edac:atioa ID ,eaeraI: 
Butler said, "Kids like to go away to 
school, but we have to be realistic about 
the available money. If a downstate 
school is full or close to maximum 
-..enrn(lment and a school near home is 
~ fUll, the kick' should be shifted to the 
university closer to home." 
Winchester said he feels the amount 
currently spent on education is not 
extravagant, but feels the quality of 
education is lacking. 
Choate said if some "fat" is trimmed 
from tire current state budget there will 
be enough funding for schools. He 
opposes the Illinois Board of ~igher 
Education's cutting of school finances. 
Hart said he feels education, 
particularly at the high school level, is 
inadequate in Illinois, but he is opposed 
to an increase in spending for 
education. 
On &be EqaallUgb&a AmeDdment: 
Butler and Hart favor ERA and 
ChOate and Winchester opp9Se it . 
On &be .........-. coal leverllllft- to: 
Butler ~ coal severance tax 
" a good tax" and said it probably Will 
not .raise t~ price of coal to the 
consumer. 
Winchester is co-sponsor of the 
severance tax bill Under the proposal, 
coal companies wOuld pay a tax to the 
county from which the coal was 
minded. 
Choate said he believes the tax would 
be very helpful to Southern Illinois and 
said he helped Rep. Ralph Dunn,. R-I>u 
Quoin and State Senator Gene JohDs, 
D4tarion push their versions of the 
bill . 
Hart said he suppo a "reaIK'naille 
severance tax, not to exCeed one per 
cent" OIl oilier ..... : 
Butler said honesty is the' main 
concern in this -campaign and that, 
"you must be realistic and practical," 
not "promising to be all things to aU 
jM!ople." / 
Winchester said, "The one issue or 
. which I will fight for as long as I am a 
re~ntative is the' straightening of 
Illinois 34 south of Harrisburg." . 
Choate,.said one of his Conce.rDS is the 
proposed bypass for U.S: 51 in 
Carbondale. He said the ci needs a bypass, but an engineer DeI- i!IB _ __ 
detennine the loCation. ,. ,-, . 
Hart said, "My responsibility .. a 
legislator is to caU attentioa· to ~ 
farming, mining and recr~atlon 
potentials or Soutbenl IUfaois1" 
o.Jly ~ ~ .. w-. ..... 1~ 
" . 
.. 
Judge ~andidate Bill Green ad ,)cates 
changes in docketing; jury selection · 
. 8y Ann ScboUman 
Dally' Egyptian Staff Writer 
Bill F. Green, the Democratic 
candidate for Circuit Judae, said he IS in 
a good position tD upgraae the judiciary 
because of his good working relationship 
with trial lawyers. 
Green said that the past 15 years he 
has been one of the approximately 15 
private attorneys in the Southern Illinois 
district who try 90 per cent of the caSes 
actual\y tried to verdict. 
Green, who is president of a 
Carbondale law firm , emphasized that if 
elected he cannot effect any changes 
unless they are agreed upon by the other 
circuit judges. 
One change he said he wi1\ work for is 
a unified court docket , which will 
eliminate current problems of one 
lawyer being assigned to four cases in 
three or four diHerent counties on the 
same day. If the counties set their 
dockets together , ~ ~wyer would be 
assigned to cases within the same 
county or two-county area in one day . 
Green said he has other ideas for 
changing the court procedures but has 
not researched them to see if it is 
possible or feasable to put them into 
practice here in Illinois : 
One idea is to allow routine motions to 
be heard without the presence of the 
attorneys involved in the case. If there 
is a question regarding the motion, an 
oral arguement would be scheduled. 
Jury selection also can be done more 
efficiently, Green said , by having 
attorneys from several cases pick their 
jurors from the same group of 
prospective jurors on the same day. 
Both of these methods are currently 
used at the federal level, Green said . 
Green also had some opinions about 
the courts: 
Editor's note--8ill F. Gn!en, Democrat, 'and 
William G. Ridgeway, Republican, are 
nJnI1ing for the position of Cirruit Judge in 
Jadt.!lon Crunty. The pos ition is now held by 
Everett Prosser, who is retiring. Circuit 
judges are et~ on a partisan ballot for a 
Ierm ~ six years. At the end of that time, 
they run ~ on a retention ballot. 
Gn!en and Ridgewa.y were interviewed 
recently abaIt their views on the coorts and 
what they hope to accomplish. 
-{)n judicial rulings : He said he will 
try - to be consistent in rulings and 
believes he will be aided in this by the 
"complicated judgment" he needs to use 
in his insurance and business court 
cases. In his advocacy work, he may 
have 25 of these cases pending at anyone 
time. 
-{)n the purpose of courts : Green 
said he thinks the court system "is there 
for one purpose-to determine 
controversies between people and 
handle them as cheaply and 
expeditiously as possible. This can't be 
done unless the court works with the 
lawyers . The court can ' t be 
dictatorial. .. 
-{)n rape cases : Sometimes in a 
court situation " too little attenti"on is 
paid to the victim of the crime," Green 
said. In rape cases, as a judge he would 
treat the victim with respect and 
understanding and " could probably, 
within the bounds of reason, lean on 
attorneys to do the same," he said. 
During the cross-examination Slf a 
rape victim, Green said he would try to 
keep unrelated activities in the woman's 
past out of the case. However, any 
previous relationship between the 
victim and the defendent would be. 
disclosed . 
However, he added, it is very hard to 
restrict cross-examiMtion because. of 
constitutional law and Supreme Court 
rulings. . . 
Green has never tried a rape case, but 
he said he believes that each case would 
have to be -run according t&-individual 
circumstances. "This is where attitude 
is important," she said, " and from my 
work I know the instances of law in 
which a court of appeals could overl:urn 
decisions." • 
Green detailed some of the 
advantages that he believes he has over 
his opponent, Ridgeway: . 
The difference between Green and 
Ridgeway is their experience and the 
acceptance by other Southern Illinois 
lawyers· that Green has won for himself, 
he said. : 
"In Martindale-Hubbel, a nationwide 
listing of lawyers, I have the highest 
possible rating as a trial lawyer . I am 
one of the few in Jackson County who 
does," Green said. 
Ridgeway and Green are both 
" relatively the same age " and have 
practiced law for the same time, Green 
said. Ridgeway's experience is mostly 
from the time when he was state's 
attorney and public defender, but in the 
last eight years he has not done very 
much trial work and what he has done 
has been mostly in the criminal field 
Green said. , 
In 1959, when Green came back to his 
native Southern Illinois to join the law 
firm of which he is now president he 
devoted 90 per cent of his time to "trial 
and trial-related activities in the civil 
area," Green said, adding that he has 
handled many more appellate and 
review matters than his op~onent. 
" Ridgeway's experience IS heavy in 
office and criminal areas and my 
experience is heavy in the trial practice 
of civil cases," Green said, "The voters 
will have to make up their mind which is 
more important." 
However, Green said, it is the nature 
8iU F, Greea 
of the law that less judgement has to be 
used in criminlll cases than in civil 
cases. 
"But as far as the honesty and 
integrity of Ridgeway and myself goes-
there is no difference," Green said. 
Green and Ridgeway know each other 
and are friends , Green said, 
Green said he decided to run for judge 
for several reasons : . 
He "thinks the whole answer to the . 
legal process is in a strong judiciary." 
In the past, the courts were unable to get 
experienced lawyers to become judges 
and this is important to up grade the 
judiciary. 
An ex-lawyer judae would be swayed 
less by the verbal fireY.'erks of the 
attorneys than by the facts of the case. 
A qualified judge can avoid a lot of 
appeals by not making errors in th~ 
record. 
" After 25 to 30' years of being an 
advocate, J would like to be in a position 
with a more objective view of the law," 
Green said. "As a trial lawyer, your job 
is to find some precedent to meet your 
clients' needs. At this stage I would like 
to move into a judge's positions and' be 
more objective and put my experience to 
use." 
Ridge'Way aim as judge: 'more accessible courts' 
.' 8y Ann Schottman 
Dally Egyptian Staff Writer 
William G. Ridgeway, tile Republican 
candidate for circuit judge in Jackson 
County , said _ he thinks . his legal 
experience can help him suggest 
changes in the legal system. 
Ridgeway is a former state's attorney 
and former public defender for Jackson 
County. He is now a par.tner in a 
Murphysboro law firm . 
Ri~eway said he should not detail all 
his opmioos on the judicial system until 
"I learn the .other side first." 
Ridgeway did mention a few changes: 
He thinks the courts "need to be more 
accessible to the public and to · the 
police." ..,. 
He has heard complaints from private 
individuals, law enforcement officials 
and attorneys who wished to seek 
immediate use of the courts and found 
them unavailable. Ridgeway, however, 
WiIIIul G. JUd&'eway 
PIIIie 11. O!IIIY EgypHen. 0ddIer 'Jj." 1976 
said he personally has not experienced 
this too much . 
Ridgeway also said he believes the 
judges should rule on the objections of 
lawyers in. courts as soon as tbP.y are 
made, and " let each party' present his 
_ own case within the rules." 
Often attorneys object to a question 
~~ec~~;!ra ~wes:e ~~i~s!bl~noa~ 
evidence, he said. Sometimes the judge 
will say he will hear the answer anyway, 
and if it is inadmissable he will 
disregard it. 
However : Ridgeway said, he seriously 
questions whether a judge can be 
impartial and forget inadmissable 
eVidence. " I believe most judges are 
influenced by hearsay evidence as much 
as other people are." 
Ridgeway also had some opinions 
about ~ courts and the system of 
justice :-
"--On plea bargaining: At present, 
defense attorneys can negotiate for 
pleas to a lesser oHense with the 
presecution, if the judge refuses, the 
attorneys can then approach a different 
judge with the lesser plea . 
Ridgeway said he preferred the -
system that was in effect in the years 
when he was state's attorney (1956-
1964 )~efense attoflleys could come in 
and offer pleas to a less~r offense and 
the judge was not bound- to accept it. 
-On sentencing: Ridgeway said he 
does not favor an automatic sentenci! in 
any case, because there are too many 
variables. He was state's attorney when 
the Criminal Code laws .were passed, 
which give . maximum and minimum 
. sentences. He said he is in favor of the 
leeway Oris allows; but ~en<iorse 
President Ford's proposal of a rigid 
minimum number of years for certain 
crimes . 
Ridgeway said he "still thinks there is 
a place for the death sentence, but it 
shOuld be rarely used. The prosecutor 
would have to request it, the JUrY would 
have to request it and even then the 
judge is not bound to follow tbe requests . and fight in court, or our country is in 
Bul it is up to the legislative process to trouble." 
change the law." In al\ the rape cases he has tried, 
On "free press-fair trial": Ridgeway Ridgeway said he has never known of a 
said he does not believe that newspapers case where the defendent went after the 
should be restricted and he does not victim again, although he has had 
believe that the publication of pre-trial_ threats made against his own life in the 
hearin~ evidence in a newspaper wowd • course of his court work. No one ever 
be,,~r:J~~f~knows what evidence the =:t!n ~:t~;::S~ to carry out any of the 
other side is going to present anyway "If I knew someone was going to kill an~ most cases are settled out of court .. I me for testifying 'tomorrow they'd have 
J>t:lieve almost any.one can .ge~ a f8iP to kill me. That's that o~y way our r%~~~W~la~ =kd~~t~~:ei~~ system is going to survive." ~ause they take. an ·oath." Ridgeway. s&!d he has "long wa!)t~ to 
. -On rape cases : Under Illinois law be a state trial judge .. I have n~ ambition 
defense attorneys can still question a to be an appellate jud~e .~th ~ the 
woman about her past sexual history research work, but I think I d.. like the 
with other men. Ridgeway said he is not actual court work." 
S}!re ht: would favor .a change in thatl.a~ . Ridgeway said he and his opponent 
It mIght ~ very Impo~tant ~hen It,!S are very good friends, but believes he 
OI~e person s. word ag8inst another. has certain advantages over Green: 
Ridgeway sa!~ he had prosec~ted.ma~y " It is nice to have experience to offer· • 
rape. cases . In a rape case, the jury IS the bench. I think you should also have 
not likely to uraders~nd why the wom~ time to offer. I am 49 and he is 53. I have 
didn't move ~nd aVOid the rape, e~en If two terms to oHer the publi~ . I don't 
the attac:ker I~ a ~uscular man. It s ~17. think the judges should be all one age 
old sar,ng, Ca~ t thread a m~vlng~ther. I'm younger than any judge we 
needle. And quite frankly , sometimes ' have right now, although I'm only jl 
a woman does holler rape to protect her month and a half younger than Judge 
o"'?l honor ~hen a man she has bee~ Richman." 
g~mg out WI.th gets another woman, Ridgeway said that a judge .can't 
Ridgeway said. serve as both an advocate and as a 
He gave an example of one rape case judge, and he said be believes he can 
that" he had prosecuted. "The woman draw the line. 
was all cut up and when I first saw her, I From his varied . experience, he said 
was ready to try to put ~ ~y away for he feels he ."ba~cally kno~s people in all 
life." Ridgeway. s8id his Views changed walks of bfe and how they thInk, act, 
after he found out the circUmstances, react. And- I think I understand the law 
. including the fact that the woman knew and the interaction behind the law and 
the man fairly well. He did not give any hope I have the sense to put it together." 
background on the case. • He had to exercise judgment in his 
. . . ted years as state's attorney and also as The defer.de~t IS often convlc. on a de civil attorney Ridgeway l~er c.barge m rape ~es, Rid~eway said. , ' . 
said. "I also think m general law prllctice 
:-On testifying .in . court : Ridgeway in domestic and matters gives me·an 
saId that rape VICtims and aU other understanding 0 the law snd bow 
persons who have been "victims of different 8S11eCts the law work with' 
crime must have the guts to stand up each othel'.'~ . 
S()~i~ , 'opposes Hood' for attorney ~sition 
By H.B •. Koplowiu 
Daily EgyptiaD Staff Writer . 
The 'candidates in this years race for 
'Jackson County State's attorney , 
Democratic incumbent Howard Hood 
and his Republican opponent William 
South, both of Carbondale, do not 
appear to be running against each other 
as much as for the office. 
South, Sol, a Carbondale native, was 
state's attorney for White County from 
1952 to 1956. He was assistant attorney 
general for Illinois in 1957, and served 
as assistant public defender for 
Jackson p runty from 1964~7. 
South said he decided to run for 
state's attorney, because he has a 
"backgro nd of public se r vice 
interests" and has ,. alwavs been active 
in party politics" through his work as a 
precinct committeeman. 
South said he is running for the office 
rather than against his opponent. 
"Howard (Hood> conscientiously 
applies himself to his job. " remarked 
South. 
advantages are simplicity and 
econom\" . 
Hood 'said the program is not unique 
to .Jackson County, but that other 
counties have devised bureaucratic 
proccdures that needlessly complicate 
the sys tem. Under the program HOod 
has c reated , existing probation 
personnel are used and no additional 
expenses are created, he said . . " fm 
unalterably opposed to any more 
bureaucracy in Jhe criminal justice 
system," Hood said. 
South said that if elected, he hopes to 
restore confidence in the state's 
attornev office that he believes has 
suffered during Hood's tenure. "In 
some cases, Hood has been unable to 
com municate effectively with his 
constituents. especially those in the 
business community." South said. The 
conservation and police departments _ 
have also said that they "do not feel 
comfortable with the way they or their 
cases are handled, " he added. 
William H. South Howard L. Hood 
Howard Hood was born in Anna, grew 
up in Carbondale and graduated with a 
law degree from the University of 
Illinois. He served as assistant state's 
attorney and assistant public defender 
before being elected state's attorney in 
1972. 
South sa id the bus iness community IS 
dissatisfied with the way Hood has 
handled complaints a bout bad checks . 
But he added that "it' s unfair to expect -
the s tate's attorney 's office to be a 
collection agency ... ' 
South said that if he were states 
attorney, every case would be " handled 
on an individual basis," but he gave 
little indication that under his 
administration a more aggressive bad 
check policy would be initiated. 
money budgeted for an investigator to 
hire the first woman assistant state's 
attorney in Jackson County, Mary 
Collina. She handles the hundreds of 
traffic cases that swamp the..office. 
n 'cord that the present state's attorney 
has allowro some cases to be dismIssed 
because he failed to provide for a 
Spt·roy trial. 
Hood said he should be reelected 
because he has "done some good things 
I am proud of." 
Among ·the accomplishments Hood is 
most proud of is the initiation of a 
young offender " diversion" program 
shortly after he was elected. 
South agreed with Hood that the ' 
office should not become a collection 
agency. He said the volume of bad 
checks is too high, that it costs the 
taxpayers ·more money to collect on a 
bad check than it is worth, and that 
deceptive practices is a tough case to 
prove beca use one must prove 
malicioJs intent. His suggestion to 
businessmen is to "be prudent, 
He said he also hired two law clerks 
to assist the office and to do any 
investigating not already being done by 
police agencies Hood said. 
South said he plans to take a more 
active role in county affairs. He 
believes the state's attorney s office is 
the most important county office, 
because it acts as the legal adviser for 
the county board. He said that under his 
administration, the office would take a 
greater responsibility for the collection 
of taxes. 
tinder thc law. a defendant has the 
right to petition for a speedy trial . 
interpretro by the courts Jo mean 
within 12& days. If for some reason a ' 
cas{' is not put on the docket or if th{' 
proS('cution has not prepared its .:;:se or 
has not asked for a continuanc{' within 
that amount of time, the cas{' is 
dismissed. 
Hood said that under the program, • 
"moslly youthful, non -vi olent 
offenders_" are put on voluntary 
proba tion after signing a form 
.admitting guilt . They do not go through 
the judicial process and do not acquire 
To deal with that problem, South said 
h{' would install a record-keeping 
system and a calendar of cases. 
a court record. especially on out~f-town checks." .... South said he would definitely hire an 
investigator to assist the state' s 
attorney in preparing cases. Hood 
explained why his office does not have 
an investigator. When the investigator 
left his job, Hood said he used the 
Hood said that as state's attorneY, he 
brought in the first part-time -civil 
assistant the county has ever had. The 
assistant's job is-to deal with tax 
objections, advise the county board, 
and draft ordinances, pe said. 
Hood admitted that dismissals have 
occurred six or seven times during his 
tenure in office and 'that one or two may 
have been because of oversights. 
But Hood said some defense 
attorneys ' attempt to "sneak a speedy 
trial motion in' by attaching it to a 
motion on another . matter or by 
referring to it by its section number in 
the crlminal c~ rather that by name. 
According to Hood, the diversion 
program, "instead of plugging an 
offender into the system diverts him 
through a non-judicial system ." Hood 
sa icl the diversion program ' s South said it, is a matter of public 
Tr'easurer position sought by Marshall , Booker 
ByR_Morpn 
. Stadent Writer 
Treasurer under Raymond Dillinger Although tax bills were mailed 41,2 can alleviate part of this problem 
from 1970 to 1976. months late last year. Booker said. through better management of the 
Experience and ability to invest 
county funds wisely are the prime 
issues in what botb candidates 
describe as a friendly race fo'r 
Jackson County Treasurer. 
M~~~~i<"~~ ~ra~ng~~eR~~S~~ := ::~7~·}.~~~r=e'.~\C~~ Tr:aS~~~;~ ~!~iri~e~ea~~:!1 ~~~ 
MUTphysboro, has been a member of funds to county agencies to two some cases where 30-day cer-
the Jackson County Board since months. tificates of deposit were not renewed 
1972. He hiis served on the finance . Booker said that with her ex- and the county lost money in in-
The county trusurer is respon-
sible for the collection 01 taxes, the 
maintenance of county agency 
accounting records and the 
disbursement of funds to county 
IalIing bodies. 
building and grounds, and road and r:~:jO~:fwd~~~U~i~~lr~~d~Ot: ~;.~~~ ~~ d!;os~:S:a: n~~~ed ~~~ ;r~:":~~ ;;'~i,I~~~~~ county taxing bodies than a newly- and the money was allowed to lie in 
~~ as a Murphysboro Towmhip ~~~ :::i~7~ ~o~~: a~~~:~ ~~~: f~[~t~:~ha~it!!'i~~ 
Booker bases her bid for retention Iff this year. "This cost the county $6,000 in 
Shirley Dillinger Booker, 41, of 
Route 2 •. DilIin,er Road in Car-
bondale, is the Incumtlent Demo-
cratic candidate for treasurer . 
Booker was appointed treasurer in 
January, 1976, af~ the death of 
'J'rallUJ"er Raymond Duw.er, her 
father. 
as county treasurer on her record as Republican candidate Marshap interest," Marshall said. 
\reaSIm!l' and d:uty treasUTer. said in an interview that he can do a Marshall added that Booker was 
Booker has 71,2 years of ex-
perience in the COUDty treasurer'~ 
office. She worked under County 
Treasurer Robert Maloni y from 1_ to 61 and served as Deputy 
~::~= 1:~~J~:~r: btr~s~~_r.sboffiocef . :easanal.lg~g wouthied not directl>: resp)IIsible for the 01-
has o~rated within its budget every r~ i~ county's reven~e through fi~~:'eti::;e o~enigbts which 
year, ' Booker said. better investment of idle funds . have occurred in the past and areas an?O~~~f ~enS::ha!cD~!ny ~~ make better use of the county's where I can do a better job," 
treaslm!l"s office has riIen from $6 computer and make some cuts in the Marshall said. . 
miUioo to $9 million, Booker said.' oIfice's part-time help. Marshall said, he would not make 
"We have a competent staff with a " In the past few years there has any reductions in thw~u:;:;ent Sir 
total of 38 years experience in the been a general drift toward the red ~'!: s:r:~r: :, part-ti~:l:J: 
office," Booker said. in county government, and I think I and the length 01 time they an 
':::::::::::::::::::::::~:~~:::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::~ employed by the county. 
Af!l.bulance tax question on ballot 
"Shall Jackson County levy' and referendum on a ballot six months or a 
collect. annually. a tax of .25 per cent of year from now -after the board has had 
the assessed valuation of all taxable experience with f!Dancing the service. 
property for providing emergency Figures compiled by the ambulance 
ambulance service?" committee while SIU was running the 
Voters will be asked to answer that service support the necesSity for the 
question in a referendum on the proposed tax. however. 
Jackson County ballot on . Nov . 2 . The report states that 1i1U last year 
Douglas ' Eriksen, chairmap of the lost $62,681. which was reimbursed by 
ambulance committee of the County the County BOard. Eriksen said that in 
Board, said that although he believes the coming year, the county expects to 
passage of the referendum is lose about $70,000 even with increased 
necessary' to finance the count~ , rates: which he believes are too high. 
ambulance service. the board does not -- At the October County Board 
have the facts to support the meeting. rate hikes were approved 
proposition at the present time. increasing transfers from $35 to $45. 
He noted that the county has only and emergency calls from $45 to $60, 
recently taken over the service, and Eriksen said that if the referendum is 
therefore cannot tell the voters how "passed, the county shouJd be able to 
much it is costinj! the county_ He said break even on the service and lower the 
that he w.ould rather have the ambulance rates besides_ 
MarshaU also said be advocates 
~~~e~h~C~~r~=rwt~ ~ 
--..r :~~~ ;::S~~~ ::;:b~~:!:'~ 
how funds are invested and of the 
amount of interest they are 
receiving, . 
Botb candidates have an 
educational backllround in ac-
counting and expenence in private 
business. 
Booker majored in business while 
attending stu in 1953. 1954 and 1980. 
She studie.l acCOUOting at the for-
mer Vocational Technical Institute 
at SIU in 1956. 
Booker bas worked in the chief 
accountant's office .at SIU, ' in the 
Kroger store payroll division and for 
the SIU Alumni Office. 
Marshall majored in accounting 
at nen College of Commerce in 
East . -'. aduating in 1942. 
After' three years' the Air Force, 
he went into the retail grace"!'y 
business . He now rates a 221-
acre beef cattle a grain farm 




WaiterG.RobiIIIOa Samaline J. Fark Jack B. Cooper Gary G. Hartlieb Douglas Eriksen 
District 4 District 5 
District" lies north of Main Street in Carbondale, east and nor1h to the 
township lines and west to the Big NuJdy River. I t includes Precincts 1 and" 
through 9 in Carbondale. 
District 5 lies south ~Old Main, west of the ICC railroad 
tracks and runs to the south and west Carbondale 
township lines. 
15 candidates vie for eigJIt positions 
in Jackson County Board districts 
" Jackson County is divided into seven 
districts for the purpose of electing 
representative&. to the County Board. 
Each district elects one person every 
two years for a four-year term. The 
County Board has 14 members . 
This election, every district except 
District 4, will elect one member of the 
board. In District 4, constituents will 
vote for two members-one for the 
regular seat and one to fill a two-year 
vancacy. 
The County Board controls the purse-
strings of the county . It is authorized to 
Ie.vy taxes for the support of county 
offices. 
The board appoints county boards and 
committees and is in charge of hiring 
and appointing the supervisor of 
assessment, the public defender. the 
probation officer and their employees . 
The County Board appoints heads and 
approves budgets of the highway 
department, health department . 
menatal health and nursing homes. 
The following are candidates from the 
seven districts and their views. 
District 1 
The Republican candidate, Marvin D. 
Wright, is against county zoning and 
said he feels the county_should enforce 
!ltrict land reclamation poliCies. Wright 
said the county should help in the 
maintenance of township roads when the 
townships are not able to do so. 
Alvin Lange, Democrat, said although 
there may be a need to~ hire an 
administrative assistant to help' the 
board, now is the wrong time to do It. He 
does not favor more county 
responsibility for road maintenance in 
rural areas. 
District 2 
. Mary E. Miesner, Republican, is the 
incumbent. She said she favors hiring a 
full-time assistant, aD4;l says taxes would 
not have to be raised to pay the person. 
Miesner favors a by-pass for U.S. 51 on 
the east side of carbondale but is against 
raising taxes to pay for it She would 
also like to see a new traffic system for 
Carbondale. 
Her Democratic opponent. Russell 
Elliott, said the reason the tax bills for 
the county were mailed late for the 
second year in a row is that mistakes 
were made by the supervisor of 
assessment. He said he does not see a 
need for additional deputies in the 
county. 
District 3 
The Democratic candidate. Benjamin 
Dunn, said he would favor hiring more 
county law enforcement officers if the 
money is available. He said consultants 
should be hired to direct any planned 
land reclamation because board 
members are not qualified to supervise 
, such activity. Dunn favors hiring an 
administrative assistant but only if it 
would not require an added tax . ' 
many things are left hanging ." She 
questions what the by-pass of U.S. 51 
would do to the neighborhoods involved. 
The Democratic candidate for the two- .. 
year seat in District 4 is Walter G. 
Robinson . Robinson advocates 
programs for the elderly and endorses 
hiring an assistant to coordinate board 
activities. 
Robins!.nis opposed by Republican 
U.P. Penn, who was not available for an 
interview. 
District 5 
Gary G. Hartlieb, Democrat, said he 
favors hiring an administrative 
assistant to coordinate the various 
county offices and handle technical 
matters. He also favors county zoning. 
Hartlieb opposes the-eonstruction of a 
' by-pass for U.S. 51. 
Republican Douglas Eriksen said he 
feels county board members should be 
the only elected officials in the county, 
but, he added, this is not politically 
possible. He also said not all services 
would be more efficient if operated by a 
p ofessional administrator. Eriksen 
opposes the U.S. 51 by-pass . 
Herman C. Ihle ·is the Republican 
candidate. Ihle said he does not feel an 
increase in expenditures for the county 
police is needed. To save money. Ihle 
said the office of coroner might be done 
away with and replaced by someone 
working part-time. He favors hiring a 
full-time assistant if the position is filled District 6 
on the basis of ability rather than Edward J . McGlynn, Democrat, said 
political affiliation. he favors hiring an assistant to the board 
District 4 so members will be made aware in 
advance of legislation to deal with. He 
Jack B. Cooper , Democratic says the financing problems of the 
g:~~i~~t:, f~~i:r~:°b!;ir::e"s ~:t~~ county are related to the board's lack of 
should hire an administrative assistant leadership over other county offices . 
but should not give him or her executive The Republican candidate, incumbent 
authority. Cooper said he has favored Noel Stallings, favors hiring an 
the construction of the by-pass of U.S. 51 admini~trative a~istant if the position is • 
in the past, but is concerned about how it closely supervised. She said fiscal 
control of county officers should be 
will affect District 4 environmentally. firmer. Stallings said consolidation of 
Cooper said the board does not have the to hi d 
expertise to deal with land reclamation do~~ wift. aan re~:~~au~~dS should be 
and should look for someone who has the 
knowledge to deal with the problems. District 7 
Samaline J. Fark, Republican William Kelley, Democrat, is running 
candidate for the four-year seat, said uno~ in District 7. He feels an 
she sees a need arising for an assis~nt admlDistrative assistant to the board 
for the board because "board activity would be helpful if the person's duties 
Noel Stallings 
Edward J. McGlynn 
District 6 
District 6 boundaries are: north, 
Main Street; east, ICC railroad 
tracks; south, Mill and 
.chautauqua Streets; west, 
Einerald Lane. 
has developed into a big business and are clearly spelled out. 
Appointive or elective? Court c.lerk 
candidates difff!r ~n that question 
By Marl! Mellert rea_ he is nmninI is to keep the 
Stade. Writer oIfice an elected .-Ilion. . 
A major_issue in the race for 
Jackson County Circuit Clerk is 
whPther the olfice should be filled by 
election or by appointment. 
Tbe. incumbent for- the office, 
Democrat James R. Kerley, says 
the offace sbouJd be appointive. 
"The circuit · .clerk·s oIf"lCe is no 
place for poIiOc:s-.ms is an ofIice of 
service," Kerley said. 
~e~cZr..:;! . .:e:~!f': 
. eppoinliDla pe..- to fill the offICe. 
"Appointment would create a 
lJar"Mu In wbk:tI tIIe.=t JudIes would make tbe a nllDent," 
Br8dJey said. "C- by the 
electorate COIIIe·t· be redreIad." 
Bradley added that tbe main 
\ 
The duties of the circUit .clerk 
:I~C:=~~ f::C':::: 
pI'OSpeCtive j..-on and bancfliD8 the 
'Carbondale City Court, branch of 
the Circuit Co..-t. 
Kerley said he does much of his 
~~::!::~'r::'ur:~~~'M~~~':!!:'~ 
don'I undentand.what loes on in 
this offICe. 10 wben they come in for 
jury duty, I explain the worltiuts to 
them, and they see how efftCieotly. 
the office runs.' It's a IDOd ex-
perience -for them, and tltey 
remember my name on election 
day," Kerley said. . 
Kerley has been circuit clert for 
12 years . "The office has lrown 
tremendously over those years," 
Kerley said. "In 1965. Ibe clerk's 
oIfice cid . ,000 worth of businesa. 
ID urn we did tIIOO.OOO 'worth of 
busi_." 
Bradley, a former Carbondale 
City commissioner, said Ibal 12 
years ago, his opponent ran on the 
~of~ r~~2c~'::,~1t!'-~ 
time for a c:ban&e. " Now Mr. Kerley 
has been in tbe oIfi~ (or 12 yean 
ancrlthink it's time for a ella.," 
sr:~::i~as ;Z years of ell-
perience as manaler with the 
Geperal AdjUllment Bureau. The 
OI'lanization II an independent in-
surance bureau thai serves as a 
coun.eIor and hlediator in insurance 
claim ililputes. Bradley also has 
worked as a C!I..-t ~po~. '. . 
@- C HANGEABLE TYPE 
Perfect 
Attendance 
A pron:K>Jer of the Dvorak Simplified 
Keyboa~Ys this keyboard arrangement 
increases acCUracy. improves speed and 
reduces fatigue. 
Bruce Richmond 's attendance record as a legislatui' 
has been 100%. He has taken the trust of his 
const ituen ts seriously and has never missed a 
legisla t ive session or comminee ';eeting. More 
importan t ly , he was ch ief sponsor of 20 d ifferent 
House and Senate bills - none of which were voted 
down ' In the short two years of his first term he has 
demonstrated that he takes his job seriously, meets 
h is o bi iga t ions , and has shown that he is one of those 
rare legislat ors who ac tuall y get th ings done . 
Advocate of new typewriter thinks 
he has key to relief for slow typists 
By Mark Edgar 
&udellt Writer 
Preaching the drawbacks of the 
standard typewriter. the promoter 
of a "more efficient " model predicts 
relief is now poSSible for even the 
hUp~i~r: r;;~i::p~~t:d of Speedy 
Keyboard Enterprises. Inc., claims 
the Dvorak Simplified Keyboa rd 
mSK ), a typewri ter designed by 
August Dvorak after years of study, 
"accelerates the pace of learning." 
Thanks to a rearrangement of the 
keys, Davis says the DSK increases 
~~!Cr~ti~:::toves speed and 
Davis also contends that the waste 
aC finger travel on the standard 
model, nicknamed "qwerty", the 
first six keys on the upper row, 
handicaps typists. . 
"This waste is the standard 
iifrangement's worst vice," Davis 
says. " It is vicious because the 
frequent reaches and hurdles break 
up rhythm." 
The DSK, however , eliminates 
unnecessary finger travel by 
placing all of the vowels and most 
commonly used consonats on the 
"home row" . 
When typing the words "and" or 
" the ," for example , the typist's 
fingers stay on the same row instead 
of reaching up and down to different 
rows. 
Since the Dvorak keyboard 
arranges these combinations of 
letters within easier reach , the DSK 
divides the work equally between 
both hands and cuts the distance 
traveled by typinR fingers in an 
ei~t~~:li~:\f: di}~e~~r·\:grJ~ 
can be typed on the DSK "home 
row," but only 100 words can be 
typed on the standard model. 
Despite such impressive figures , 
g!:;~ ~~t~a~~~~chear:~r~~ 
mostly by the lack of publicity. 
When C. Latham Sholes, a 
Milwaukee printer , devised the 
original "qwerty " ty~ewriter in 
==,~~ ~~":'!~': ~~g~~i!~ 
rows that the littfe metal letters 
were kept in his printer's box. 
But August Dvorak . former 
professor of measurements and 
statistics at the Uni ve rsity of 
Washington , invented the DSK after 
20 yea rs of research to determine its 
efficiency . 
As Davis tells the story, it was in 
the 193O's when Dvorak perfected 
his simplified keyboard system . But 
during the Depression. companies 
were not willing to look at anything 
new . 
As to the outlook for the Dvorak 
system , SIU typing teachers agree 
that resistance to changing over to 
the Simplified keyboard appears 
widespread. 
" After everyone learns one way of 
doing things, they don 't want to 
change ," says Marcia Anderson. 
typing instructor. 
"Once you can prove that the 
Dvorak system is more effiCient and 
can streamline your work, it will 
eventually catch on. r 
"And I'm optimistic ." she 
continued. " Within the next 10 
years, I can see some of these 
changes taking place." 
CoInmit_ to Re-Elect 8n.ree Atc,,,nond. P'ttyl lle Gottlieb. 
T,.~ • • . 0 eo. 573. Mu~. III. GIll " .. 
copy of 0"" ,.pot1 fi led with ,,,. St •• Board 01 lleclto", 
Is lot will be) avail ..,,, ro, purc .... ItOfPl tftrt .... 
Soard or ElecliOftl, Spf1nefteld. nUnol .. •• 
THE PROMISE AND CHALLE~GE 
OF COAL CONVERSION 
MornIng SeaIon 
Stuant c.ne. Audltorlwn 
ea·taI.., ........... 
tal. HI.., I~ Ren'IIIrI<s . o.w. ~ PreskIen!. 
S1I.denI EnvII'IIIW'IW1taI CenIer and Confen!nce CoordIMtcr 
HI • ea.., "Illinois Coal : The Chlllterve" a multi·screen dlSSOlYe 
slid! fllm ~ illinois coal and Its role in Mllmal energy policy. 
(PralJced !Iv SlU Unlwrslty ElotIlbits) 
1:311 • ...,..,~. Dr, .......... PresidI!IIt. SaUthem Illinois 
UnlwrsI~ · 
..., • 10:15.., Dr, IWaIil ca...... . Geologist and Dlrecto .... of !he Coal 
Section fa' Ita illinois StIIt1! GeoIagicIII !Uwy. Dr. GlusIcoIer will nW<e 
a ~Ian on illinois Coal R~ and their potential for 
IIII1W1an. 
10:15 • .,. .., Mr, AaIInd.... DIpJty Director. DIvision for Coal 
Gasiflc:Bllan and UltIlZlltIarHJ's. E-W Reearch and Dewlopnent 
/Jvlnt;y. fir. Beck will pr--.t ... CM!rView of !he United States prognm 
in COllI ~ _dI and deWlopnent. 
.,.-: 11:15 .., Mr. o.rg. R. KaINIr, Site Activities 1WJitVJIJ':r. New 
AIIwInS Facility. CoeIcon. fir. KOI!t1Ier will cIIsaBs !he impIct of !he 
CoeIcon COllI CDWerSion demonstnItIon project on !he·New Athens - . 
11:15 • 11..., Mr. R. J. ..... General 1WJitVJIJ':r. Illinois Coal 
Gaslflc:aticll Gf'oI4I. fir. EbVwllldlscusspiansandpotentlal impectsof 
a ' prQlDal COllI cuwersion facility to be built .- Plnd<neyvllie. 
Illinois. 
Afternoon SeaIon 
Student Center Audltorlwn 
1*1 • ~ pm Dr. "'" AIIM1. 1m, PruIessor of Envlrcrrnental MediCIne, 
New York Unlwrsity. Institute of EnvII'IIIW'IW1taI ModIcI~. Dr. Albert 
wi II address !he CIlnf1!rence on !he issue of carcinogenic materials 
reIeeed to II'e erNircrrnerrt from the dewIopnent and cponstlon of COlli 
~facilltles. . . 
2:3D • UD pi! Mr. "... u........ 0IIt1,...... Illinois PoIMion Control' 
Board. ChlI,..... Dl.melle will rNM a ~tion on. "The illinois 
Rt9JIafory Process and Coal CcrwenIon." 
HI! • 321 pm Dr. 0IIIIn EnIn. AssIsWt Professor of Political Science at 
S,I.U.-C. Dr. Enlin will eddres !he reIet~ ~ COlli 
CDMf'SIon facilities .., local QIMI'ImII1t IncluIlng !he issue of fiscal 
impBct. IInkIIe and !MIl Ie pen:lIIItIons. _ 
321 • ,. pm Mr ............... Staff ~. illinois SauItI 
Project, " COAL CONVERSION : PoI't< Berr1!I "-" Plants." 
3oIO·5:3Dpm~ o:tsQasIon with ~ ~ RoRep". , __ .Ia"livlves_ 
~ Senator .... . . . Kemeth IIIOIIft StIIt1! R~I __ .. Bruce Richmond 
Vlncart 81rd1ler 
Ralph DIn! 
P_I Mad!ratOr . . , . ' .Dr. Dllvid Kemey. Professor of 
PolitICal Science, SI U-C 
The panel will cIIsaBs !he ~ of COlli CXlI'Mf'SIon at !he local 
cornmuUty lew! lind responcI to Issues ~ cbing !he c:xrof1!n!nce 





will speak on 
"n.e....., 
CrWe: ..... 
or ........ .,· 
at 8 p.m. 
A disCussion . 
with the audience 
will ~. 
-An Environmental Conference 
Tuesday Oct. 26 " 
Student Ce.nter- A,uditO"iu.m I 9-/2/:JIJ-5 
~" t' ~l 
Area's religious traditio~ lobe stu«liedilLcourse' 
.,G1'e1 ......... churcheS and modern cults. , to shy away (rom the University 
~:!ch st:::! ~ ~~~or J!: =ta~ r~ ~::~~~ ~~i~ ,the Southern lHinois , area. HulCh said, l!I the Mennonites, Ii Germanic groop living in Vienna, DIIIIy EIJPIIaa SIaff Writer A coLirse exploring the diverse 
religious traditionS of Southern 
Illinois wiU be / oaered by SIU's 
Religious Studies Department this 
sprillR. 
Richard Hutch, assistant 
prof'essor of religious studies. said 
tJie course, Relij!ious SWilies 430, 
" Religious Traditions of Southern 
lUinois," will familiarize students 
with various local religions through 
field trips to both traditional 
many students CQPle to Southern 
Illinois with narrow religious 
backgrounds and view all religions 
in the context of that experience. 
The course is designed" to broaden 
the student' s perspectives oC 
. unfamiliar religious exper iences. 
The class will visit traditional 
churches along with such less 
traditional cults as satanist and 
yoga groups. Since many cults tend 
Its clout is 'massive' 
8yDoll Mcuod 
AP Political Writer 
WASHINGTON ( AP ) -Big 
political money , driven Crom the 
~:~~~:~~!a:eC:~~~i,O~ r~;hi~:si~ 
unprecedented volume into ', 
congreSSional races with the 
potential for greater impact than 
ever. 
The Federal Election Commission 
(FEC) says there are at least 125 
political committees which have 
given -as much as $SO,ooo each. With 
the figures (or some committees in 
the $1 million range , the ever-all 
total and its clout is masSive. 
Common Cause, the seJr-styled 
citUens' lobby, computed that as of 
Sept. 1 spedal interest groups Crom 
big labor to bill bUSiness haa 
reported contributions totaling more 
than $10 million. 
That is twice the amount given by 
speCial interest groups to 
congressional candidates during the 
same campaign period two years 
ag,!) . Dairy Carmers, who had 
~~!i~1 ~eP~~~go:h::,~ ::::1k?~d 
scandal , have tripled their donations 
so Car this year . 
FiIlUfes comilll{ in Crom Octoher 
ftI ings indicate that the final IaUy 
Cor the 1976 campaigns niay run 50 
per cent or more above the 
Ser~~~~~:~~~ show that the 
American Medical Association 
(AMA ), Cor example , had given 




Southern Illinois Environmental 
Conference, 9 a .m.-S p.m., Student 
Center Auditorium . 
Southern Illinois . Envi~onmvntal 
ConCerence , 7 .30-10 .30 I\ m ., 
Student Center Ballroom D. 
Free School, dance class, s-a p.m ., 
Student Center Ballroom C. 
Christian Science, lecture, 6:45-10 
p.m ., Student Center Ballroom A. 
Society Cor Advancement o( 
Management , meeting, 7-10 p.m., 
Student Center Mississippi Room . 
Free School, beginning French, 7-
8: 30 p.m . , S\udent Center 
Sangamon' Room, 
SGAC Film : "Dinn~ at Eight ," 7 & 
9 p.m ., Studeat.--- Center 
Auditorium. 
Free School, macrame, 7: 30-9 p .m ., 
Student Center IUinois Room . 
"The Promise and Challenge oC Coal 
Convel1lion," 8:30 a .m .- IO p.m ., 
Student Center Auditorium and 
Ballroom D. 
Alpha Gamma Rho, coHee hour, 9-
10:30 a .m ., Agriculture Seminar 
Room. 
Social Service Workers , meeting , 
7:30-10 p.m ., Home Economic 
Lounge. 
College Republicans, meeting, 7-10 
~.c::!.:.; ~~udent Center Activity 
Student International Meditation 
Society , meeting, 11 :30 a .m .-3:30 
p .m .. Student Center Activity 
Room B. 
Student Env ironmenta l Center , 
me eting , 7: 30-11 p. m ., Student 
Center Activity Room D. 
Christians Unlimited, class , 10-11 
a .m .. Student Center Ac tivi ty 
Room A. 
Christians Unlimited Luncheon , 
meeting , noon-I p .m ., Student 
Center Troy Room . 
Hutch said he has he~a rumor ' The Mennooit\s are similar to the 
that a small group in sboro Amish in that IM h Crown upon such 
supposedly practices wi hcran- political activi ties as voting or 
type acts in the country, but he serving in the armed Corces, he 
stressed it is only a rumor. said 
Among others visited will be the 
Hare Krishna and Divine Light 
Mission groups and other traditional 
Eastern religions now praCticed in 
the West. 
An interesting religious group in 
$904,840 to Senate and House 
canilidates as of Oct. 1" $350.000 of iJ. 
in the :II days since the. Septembt!r 
report. 
" The record certainly appears to 
show that not only is special interest 
money coming in record amo!Jllts 
but that it is Cocused on legislative 
~nedrt~~:~;:,1 ~f:~s '~'r:s~~de:;r~~ 
Another group that will be visited 
is the Penecostals, who speak in 
tongues and testiCy in the a isles. 
Hutch said he has Cound that 
religion is an integral part oC li(e (or 
the people Cor Southern Illinois. 
The 
ADleriean Tap 
Relax and enioy 
The ~w 8 ft. TV Screen 
T~NIGHT'S SPECIAL 
Wild Turkey and Mixer 7 ~ 
: = 
SUBMARINE SANDWICHES 
Since ~ people of religltDus 
den,ominatioas go to church 
frequently, the class willexp/clre not 
IDly why church is attended, il!Jt 
also how religim (unctions as a part 
of the social structure. . 
The class will gO behind the 
scenes 'arid delve into the historical 
and psychology of u.es.! people and -
their respective religions, he said. 
" We wiU try to find the structure 
of religions and how they concern. 
the hwnan animal in a tinr, little 
place like Southern Illinois, ' Hutch _ 
said -
Common CaUlMl has Ciled a formal 
complaint with the FEC charging 
~a:..~em~~i~~is~f(~~~'3! 
nalional and state unit's 
circumvents the legal limi~ . 





Happy Hourt-8pm EVERYDAY! 
wit'" coupon ~/ow 
--------~-----n---------COUPON Wheel Balance (4whe.ls) . 
Inclv." On car static and clynamic balance_ 
All wheel weights ) 
Adjust front wheel bearings $11 95 reg, S14.~O 
• plus tax 
For St.ncfarcl P .... n •• r C.,. Only 











If it takes forever ... 
Earl Goodnight, of the grounds division of the 
Phvsical Plant, rakes the remnants of Jack Frost's 
first blast at the campus trees. Goodnight compiled 
his collectioo of the hues of fall near the La'NSOO and 
Life Sciences II buildings last week. (Staff photo by 
Daryl Littlefield) 
Study ,SllOWS no effects 
of pill on children's sex 
By Danirl Q. Hanry 
Associated Pren Wrllrr 
BOSTON (AP~Researchers say 
lakinll the pill has no a~rent effect 
on ,.,hlch sex children will tum out to 
be, even though earlier reports said 
women who use oral contraceptives 
are more apt to have girls. 
Harvard researchers say they 
found that of 6,109 children born to 
Boston area women who took the 
plU, the babies were divided almost 
evenly between boys and girls: 
'l11eir findings 'cmtradict a Widely 
publicized report two years ago by a 
team or HlIII8arian doctors. 
The Hungarians said that of 560 
infants born to women who had 
=~f~Wo~ti!~ ~~~a:; 
who had been on the pill more than 
two years, only 34 per cent were 
bo~ report was pu~ in 1974 in 
the Lance&.. a respected British 
medical journal. The Harvard 
rebuttal was scheduled to appear in 
Thursday's issue of the New 
~:~t~~:;fw~:m=led by 
Or , Kenneth J . Rothman at the 
Harvard School of Public Health. 
"Their results don 't conform with 
ours ," Rothman said in an 
interview . " We had a much larger 
sampling." 
Rothman said other scientists 
have speculated that the 
Hungarians' findings were simply a 
quirk that resulted because the 
women they studied were not 
representative of pill takers at 
large, 
co~c~~~3~~li ~~~:-;~~F~~;: 
contraceptives bave no beariilg on 
th& ~e0!r!=;i~~~':~ 
of the new-born babies were boys 
and 3,045 were girls. 
They said it did not make any 
=~;':e ~:w o~.;;::;::rn ~~ 
had stopped and then slarted again . 
Although the Hungarian study 
received extensive publicity, 
Rothman said it did not appear to 
have had much impact on women's 
attitudes toward the pill . 
"( don't think very many people 
believed it ," he said. 
~ 
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ScotlAboro '_boys' Norris ' 
seeks pardon afte~ 30 years 
MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP)-
Clarence Norris, one ol the ei~t 
"Scottsboro Boys" of the 1930s, 
wants a full pardm and Alabama's 
attorney general says anything 
shOrt or 'that would be unjUSl 
But aoother state official says 
Norris, who has lived as a fugitive 
since 1946, will have to turn himself 
in fIrSt . 
Norris, now 65, has lived quietly 
in New York City for the last 23 
years, said auorneys seeking the 
full pardm. They said he is married 
and has two teen-age daughters, 
Norris, 19 'at the time, was 
sentenced with eight other black 
youth.~ in 1931 to death in the 
.electric chair f~ rap~ twf) w~te 
wumen m a freIght tram travelmg 
through oorth Alabama. 
Norris and the others were called . 
the "Scottsboro Boys" for the small 
north Alabama town where they 
were tried. Their case became a 
symbol of racial injustice in the 
South or the ';n.;. 
Norman F. Ussery, chairman or 
Alabama's Pardons and Parole 
Board. said this week he would 
not consider a pardon for Norris "as 
Jmg as he remains a fugitive from 
justice." ,And if Norris returns to 
Alabama. Ussery said, he would 
face jail without bond before his 













To each particiPant 
FlEE 1x10 PHOtO 
from your favorite 
slide or negatl,,;i 
~"!ell~ 
Photo Shop 
714 S. 1\1 c.bond. 













Ski Trip to Colorado 
.~~ 
6 days, 7 nights $180 
Jan. 8-14 inclu. transportation 
lodging and lift tickets 
SGAC Travel Committee 3rd n. Stu. Clr . 
• ,_.i"H_I • li ..... ,,-, •• 
• " •• , Or.,. • Tille f.,vi .. 
• •• ,." """ie 
The soggy weather that invaded 
Carbondale is very much in evidence as 
part of the 1.98 inch weekend downpour 
collects on this bicycle seat. (Staff Photo by 
Noarc GalassinU 
On-Campus interviews 
scheduled for next week 
The foll owing on-campus job 
interviews are scheduled at the 
Career Planning and Placement 
Center for the week of Nov. 1. For 
interview appointments and 
additional information. interested 
students should visit the center 




CPA finn . U.s. citizenship required. 
"IWMay, HeY. Z 
Natimal Steel ' Corp. , Granite 
City: Operations trainee program 
(for productim and maintenance) . 
mmbustion engineering, industrial 
engineering. metallurgy, process 
O9IItroI, quality control. Majors: 
engineering, engineering tech-
nology, industrial iechnology. 
U.s. citizenship required. 
Del Monte Qrp., Rochelle: Utility 
supervisor - management trainee 
pcEitions with fIrSt assignment as a 
cannery supervisor or rarm 
supervisor in the Midwest Division. 
Majors: business or agriculture. 
U.s. cit.izemhip required 
S. D. Leidesdorr and Co., SL 
Louis: Accounting graduates ror 
audit staff (SL ' Louis office only) -
National CPA fmn. Susie's Casuals, 
Vernon Hills : Management 
trainees: comprehensive in-store 
training for all employes; cxpcEUn! 
to all phases ~ store management. 
Susie's Casuab is a chain of junior 
ready-to-wear bou!iques. Majors: 
clothing and textiles; fashion 
merchandising. U.S. citizenship 
required. Horace Mann Insurance 
for People, Springfield: U.S . 
citizenship required 
Wednesday. Nov . 3 
Peal. Marwick. Mitchell and Co .. 
CPA·s . SL Louis: Staff accountants 
for CPA firm . 
George A. Hormel and Co .. 
Austin. Mich.: Sales and 
merchandis ing of Hormel-made 
products at the retail and wholesale 
grocery trade. Majors: marketi'ftg. 
administrative sciences. December 
grads. 
'I1IIlnday, Nov. 4 
Birdwell Div., Seismograph Serv. 
Corp .• Tulsa, Okla. : Field service 
engineer wiU be trained to record 
and interpret data rrom electronic 
devices which are lowered into a 
well bore that is drilled ror oil or gas 
productim. Irregular working hours 
when on duty. Outdoor. non-routine 
work activity. Locations: Midwest. 
Appalachian and Rocky Mountain 
regions. Majors: B.8. in electronics 
engineering technology; B.S. in 
electrical sciences and systems 
engineering . U.S. citizenship 
required. 
Ralston Purina Co.. Vandalia : 
Purina district manager trainees: 
seeking individuals with an 
agricultura I study background. 
some business courses . plus 
hoperully someone who has been 
raised on a livestock rarm. Majors: 
agriculture and busi ness 
administratim. 
Frida" Nov. 5 
College Life Insurance Co .. 
Carbondale: Sales and sales 




Dannon All fla"tlOrs 29~ Yogurt 
Peanut NafuraI-.HoIIti aJdeJ 79C; lutter Gro.id "..,, ' daily ,' .... . r -. 
HOURS 
.............. :r ......... 10 .. 
=12101 01 ......... 
.. -
..................... ·;" t, 
1 00_ W. Jackson c....;.... ........ ............ ) 
Grad ulorksllOp 
for tcomen slated 
A workshop aimed a t dea ling wi th 
the problem of the lal'k of women In 
graduate school will be held from 9 
a. m. to 3 p. m. Saturday in lhe main 
lounge or the Home EconomIcs 
Building 
The workshop. s ponsored by 
Women' s Progra ms. will attempt to 
break down the barriers that keep 
women out of graduate school 
according to Ginny Britton. 
Coordinator for Women 's Pro-
grams. 
606 S. lIIinoi. Sf'.'HI 
Home of the 
bigger and better 








Thurs .. Night Oct. 28 Only 8 p.m. to 12 p.m. 
240 MINUTE SALEI 
--... 
Featuring 240 Units At Below Rock Bottom Prices! 
( Sorry, we ere not. permitted to give prices over the phone) 
w. will clo •• at 5 p ..... Th ....... y 
on4 r.-open at 1100 with our low, low pric •• 
Quantities Limited On Some Items. ' '>. 
NO SALES TO DEALERS 
TIu-s. nite from 8 pm. - J 2 p.m. . 
DIENER. 
7~~~EO ''' . • C'o,,, •• 
(9ampus Briefs 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::.:::::::::::::;:::::;i:!::::::::::;:::;:;:::::::::;:::::;:;:::::::::::;:::::::::;:::::::::;::::: 
The Shawnee Group of the Sierra Club will meet at 7 
p.m . on Wednesday at the Epiphany Lutheran Church. 
1501 W. Chautauqua St.. for a reorganizational planning 
session on items of local and regi~1 interest. 
Harry Allen: associate professor in the Rehabilitation 
Institute. will receive the " Outstanding University 
Contribution Award " from the Jackson Countv 
Community Health <i:enter at 7: 30 p.m. on Thursday in the 
Newman Center. Harris Rubin will be the main speaker. 
Dr. William Ratje, of the Untvers ity of Arizona 
anthropology department. will g ive a speech on " Tht, 
Scope of Modern Anthropological Archa eology " a t 1 p. m . 
on Tuesday in the Museum Auditorium of Faner Hall. 
Harold Rogers , member of the Christian -Science Board 
of Lectures hip, will lecture on " The Family of Man" at 8 
p.m. on Tuesday in Ballroom A of the Student Center. 
The Pre-Law Club will hold a meeting at 7: 30 p.m. on 
Tuesday in the Missouri Room of the Student Center. All 
students are invited and M. B. Carrot, club sponsor, will 
discuss courses for pre-law education, Law School 
Admission Test bulletins and applications will be 
available. the registration deadline for which is Nov. 8. 
James L. Jackson olf St. Louis, Mo. will speak on "The 
Hidden Wisdom of Christianity ," at 7 p.m. on Tuesday at 
the New Life Center. The free lecture is sponsored by the 
Saint-Germain Mission, Liberal Catholic Church. 
Dean Gillete, executive director of systems research for 
Bell Laboratories in Holmdel. N,J., will speak on "The 
Future of Telecommunications" at 7: 30 p.m . on 
Wednesday in Ballroom B of the Student Center. 
The SIU Ski Club will meet at 8 p.m. Tuesday in the 
Kaskaskia Room of the Student Center. Final reservations 
for the ski trip will be taken. 
Harvey Ideus. counselor from the Career Planning and 
Placement Center, will speak to the Women in Agriculture 
Club at 7: 30 p.m. Tuesday in the Mackinaw room of the 
Student Center. The meeting is open to everyone. 
especially women interested in careers in agriculture and 
forest ry. 
Abbott Hall of Thompson Point, is having it 's third 
annual Casino Night at 8 p.m . Friday on the first floor of 
Abbott. Prizes donated by local merchants will be 
auctioned off using winnings from the games. There will 
be live entertainment in the basement from 8 p.m. to 12: 30 
a ,m . 
The SIU Women' s Club will be " cheering the Salukis to 
Victory" Nov. 6 at the SIU -Illinois State Football gal11e at 
McAndrew Stadium . General admission tickets are 
available to club members for S2 each and may be picked 
up one hour before the game at the Southwest gate. 
Reservations must be made by Thursday . 
For reservation information call Nancy Lagow at 549-
7008 or Joyce Guyon at 549-4094 . 
. C~~~C~~s Presents 
THE 
ANDREA TRUE CONNECTION 
Hit Sin.l. 
"Mor., Mor., Mor." 
Monday, Tuesday 
Nov. 1, Nov. 2 
Two Shows Nightly 
7 and 1 0:30 p.m. 
$4.00 advance price includes 
$5.00 qt the doC>!. one free drink 
TICKETS AV AlfAlLE A Tt 
S.I. Bowl Sohn's ( campus & Mall) 
Plaza Records Zwick's ( Marion & Hemn) 
Union Jade Mt. Pants ( Mall & Mt. Vernon) , 
Coo-~oo" ioca,.clln ,Ite ~ ~ 
S. I. Iowl & r"""";" . r ......... 
::.:.::.":; ~:::::YII", '''.~~ 
915-3755 ~
Cambo~ia cJllm.s after terror reign 
By ...... ~ 
A8Md .... Pn!u Writer 
PARIS (APl-Cambodia. after a 
reign of terror that Western analysts 
b~lieve may bave caused 500,000 
. ~dt~~~trn:~:,n~e~~b~~~:t~" 
. two senior specialists in Indochina 
affairs report. 
Following a year and a ball of 
nearly total isolation, the country 's 
leaders have begun a timid 
campaign of increased contact with 
(he outside world, the specialist 
said . 
On the basis of these develop-
~~~~~C:~, ~t~~ ~::!:!~rol;:~~e:.;.!n::e ~=-
Khers Rouges. now finally reel they to rural areas bave led West em. 
have the mechanism ror controlling intelligence organizations to " 
the country they took over in April......-tiluate up to a haH mil\iOIl deaths 
1975. in a PopUlation or around seven 
The two analysts, Western million. 
diplomats with close ties to Mo~e rood is n~w avail~ble and 
Southeast Asia. requested that they marnage are being penDitted. an 
not be identified. ' indica~ion of increasing stab i-
The sources said that executions liz,atJQII, .~ $OUI"!;e5 said. 
have almost come to a halt after a " All the signs of change should be 
systematic purge aimed at seen in relative tenns," one of the 
elimination of all potential informants cautioned. "Cambodia is 
dissidents. The executions, famine. still a paranoid situation, one of the. 
a malaria epidemic. the deliberate strangest on the .. 
free to challenge ... 
Joe 
Dakin State Representative Nov. 2,1976 
PIn:h 104. Give Joe 3 votea. 
Pilid fa" bv dti2l!nS fa" Dllkln. Douglas Erlksal. Treasurer. 107 S. Parrish, QlrbCI'Idale. 
Saluki cheerleader 
George Bums must have 
sounded like he was 
underwater as he cheered 
through a megaphone 
during Saturday ' s 
soaker. (Staff photo by 
Daryl Littlefield) 
Not only did this Nerchlng 
Salukl clown wear a wet suit 
for the game, he also 
protected his violin with 
plastic covering. (Staf,f photo 
by Daryl Littlefield) 
A member of the Nerching 
Salukl,_ uses her head by 
using a hom for protection 
from rain Saturday. (Staff 
photo by Linda Henson) 
President Warren Brandt and'his ponchos for Saturday's game. 
wife Esther domed their rain (Staff photo by Daryl Littlefield) 
Drowned but not out 
Hpmecoming weekend turned out 
to be (XI(' that will be talked about at 
Stu for a loog time. It included 
some new festivities and weather 
that made it ooe of the most bizzare . 
football games in Saluki history. 
It started Friday night with the 
renewal of a homecoming tradition-
the boofire. TIle StU cheerleaders 
were 00 hand and. led the crowd of 
about 500 in rooting the players to 
victory . Football coach Rey 
Dempsey and athletic director Gale 
Sayers were there. as was the whole 
team. 
TIlen -the rain came. It cancelled 
the homecoming parade and 
lowered the atl ndance at the 
football game by a least 10.000. But 
the rain didn't hurl the play of the 
Salukis. who had their most 
lopsided victory in years. 
Before a rain-soaked crowd of 
~!-~hemth~lIi~o':~Uk~S~. d~~~J;~~ 
their first shutout in ten years. 
The crowd included the President 
and Mrs . Warr~ Brandt. the semi· 
rusty Marching Salukis and a small 
bar- enthusiastic. student sectioo. 
Most of the crowd went home by 
the time the second half rolled 
around But the 400 or so that stayed 
got a good taste of the Andre 
Herrera show. as the Saluki running 
back shattered just about every SIU 
offensive record for one game. 
including an NCAA record for most 
number of yards rushing in one 
quarter. 214. previously held by 
Mercury Morris of West Texas 
State. 
The homecoming bonfire and pep 
rally held Friday evening in the 
Arena parking lot drew about 500 
Saluki fans who watched the 
cheerleaders hoop and holler as 
the bonfire burned. (Staff photo 
by Linda ~nson) 
With Andre Herrera being. tackled in the background, 
two SIU blockers splash to the ground 'Nhlle taking 
out a Huskie defender. (Staff photo by Linda Henson) 
· I 
With all of the water around NcAnJrew Stadium 
saturday, this Salukl fan must have figured 
something needed to be unplugged, so he brought 
along his trusty plunger. (Staff photo by Linda 
Henson) 
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flai1y~ 
a..IfteIll ........ It-. 
~ Day-IO ceDIS per word. 
mmunlQ1\ $1.50. . 
Two Days-9 ceDIS per word. per 
day. 
Three cr Four Days-8 ceDIS per 
word. per day. .. 
Fiv.e thru nine days-7 ceDis per 
word. per day. 
Ten thr\I Nineteen Days-8 ceDIS 
per word. per day. 
TwentY cr More Days-5 cer.1s 
per word. per day. 
15 Wn MilllIIIIIIII 
Any ad which is changed in any 
manner or cancelled will revert to 
the rate applic.abJe for the number 
d insertions i~ appears. There will 
also be an additional charge of $1.00 
to cover the cost or the necessary 
paperwork. 
Classified advertising must be 
paid in advance except for those 
accounls with established credit. 
Repon Erron At 0Dce 
Check your ad the first issue it 
appears and notify us immediately 
if there is an error. Each ad is 
carefully proofread but errors can 
still occur. We will correct the ad 
and run it an additional day if 
notified. Beyond this the 
respmsibility is yours. 
FOR SALE 
Automoti yeS 
1971 FIREBIRD SILVER with 
~:~~~~~n:~n~ut~~~i80 ~7: 
2415arter5 :00p.m . 7369Aa49 
'74 CAPRI. BROWN exterior and 
black inter or . Craig am·fm 
~~~~iJ!i1~.~.r:£a:4528 
7421AaSO 
FIAT 128. 1973 . Excellent 
condition . Phone Herrin. 942· 4781. 
7409Aa51 
1969 OPEL KADETT. MUST sell . 
Best offer. Call 549·5229 after 5 
p.m. 7422Aa48 
1966 PL YMOUTli. $300. Call 549-
4962 before 10 :00 a .m . or between 6 
and 7 p.m . 7403Aa55 
1964 INTERNATIONAL 
TRAVELALL. $300.00 Arter 5:30 
phone 457·7825. 7386Aa47 
1974 TOYOTA CELICA ST. black 
~r~ t:di~ =jtt~A"lta:f:~ 
m·I423. 7417AaSO 
1967 VW SQUAREBACK. original 
ownew. low mileage. excenent 
condition. Extras. $650. 684- 2596. 
7430AaSO 




oil & filter 
dlange. 
~~:;~n ':~di~~~,!~~TSa~:~~e 
Yard. 1212 N. 20th Street. -Mur· 
physboro. 687-1061. B7243Ab58C 
fliE (ji SPEd1L 
I qL IZ13D 
I qL aoo 
Inch.des plugs. points. concI!nsor ; 
adj .... t .liming. carbul!nltor. 
. DCWS VEACH 
RI. 51 50. . carbordale 
58-9518 
Prices good until 
'Xt. 30. '76. Price 
applies to most 
American made cars. 
ACE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE . 
Home of Dr. Wrench and Igor . 
~i~\~:~t. 4~7~~~;nicsB7JIAt>UC 
VW SERVICE . MOST types VW 
repair. specializinR in engine 
repain .. Abe ' s VW Service. 
CanervllJe. 985-6635. B7242AbSSC 
Motorcycles 
650 BSA . 1970 STOCK. $900.00 549-
0408. 7227 Ac52 
1976 HARLEY DAVIDSON 
SUPf;RGLIDE FXE . 1200 actual 
miles . Excellent condition . $3000. 
724-4172 after 6 p.m . 737oAc48 
Mobile Home 
TWO BEDROOM TRAILER 
contract for sale. $150 mo. Water 
free. immediate occupancy . S36-
t747. 7437Ae5O 
Miscellaneous 
ADULT MOVIES CATERED to 
~~\ta~a~~~e~~rl f;r~~lnquire 
7258Af48 
BUY AND SELL new and used 
wheelchairs and accessories . 
Stonehead Wheelchair Service 905 
W.-Cherry. Carbondale. 54~. 
B7061Af48C 
IN5-TANT CASH FOR albums and 
ter~~n~t~~~;a~ a~~~~cr!~Sd 
tape ; 25 per cent of cover price for 
paperbacks . Wuxtry . 404 S . 
minois . 549-5516. 7287 Af47 
G.W. PLASTER CRAFTS. 708 S. 
~4~~t1ela~a~~o~'a~~s Phl1~~~~~~: 
paints. stafues . finisheil or un · 
rinished. 7083AfSO 
TYPEWRITERS . SCM ELEC· 
TRICS . new and used . Irwin 
Typewriter Exchange. 1101 N. 
~~~~a~ f_~~~m?penB7~~'Ad&c 
~~nJi~i~~. ~~~~~ b~~t' ofreord 
Fender Mustang with case. $100. 
See John. Communications 1247 
after 5:00p.m. 7428M48 
INSTANT CASH FOR albums and 
\tr~ an~I~~~eC."th a~~cr!~sd 
tape; ~ ~r cent of cover price for 
l1aperbacks . Wuxtry. 404 S. 
Dlinois. 549-5516. 7436Af53 
Electronics 
PIONEER PL-I2D TURNTABLE 
with Shure M93E cartridge. $90.00. 
Call 549-7089 after 5 p.m . 7420Ag48 
GUARANTEED LOW • 
PRICES 00 the largest selection of 
3~~n~ui.ra~~~ sf~'":i-f~ 
12. S-S. 10-6. Campus AU~Ag66C 
CITATION 14 FM TUNER Pioneer 
:~gt:~f~: Bit~m i:;'o':f!rac~~~ 
. speakers. 549-5148. 7294Ag47 
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Pets · 
OLD. ENGLISH ' SHEEPDOG 
'~~::e=.. 684-3732 aft%..~ 
Me PUPPIES 
• NON AVAILABLE ! 
Collies . DoIma''''' . Pug . _10 . 
Sibot-;ar, Huslty · Mol .... · u......"""' . 
Shih 'Tlu . _, . 1IHg1o · ~. 
5omoyod . Spri"9O" _~ .O(eesh<rd 
SChnaUZer · St . ~ . Airdct~ and 
",.,y 0""" .. 
PET BOARDING SUPPLIES 
GROOMING STUD SERVICE 
Order X-mas ~ r"I(JWII ! 
WILDWOOD KENELS 
Rt 51 SOuth 
' 4*, m i i6 trom Cdale ) 
Open DIIII i ly Phone ~lW8 
DOBERMAN PUPPIES . AKC 
reg .. shots. papers. black and rust. 







Over 100 Bicycles in stock. 
MOST REPAI RS COMPLETED 
WITHIN 2~ HOURS 
Soultan illinois 
Bicycle 
Open H~5 . MCJr>.sal 
106 N. Illinois Ave. 
58-71Z1 
(next to C'dale Nat'l Bank) 
Books 
FANTASYiS'OSTERS & 
PRI NTS. LA TEST 
UNDERGROUND COMICS 
CONAN PAPERBACKS 
OLD COMIC BOOKS 
FANTASY SHOPPE 
305 N. MARKET. MARION 
Sporting Goods 
COVINGTON'S TAXIDERMY . 
CARBONDALE. Professionals. 




AMPLIFIER - mighty 12-inch 




CARBONDALE : LUXURIOUS 2-
bedroom. unfurnished apt. Water. 
~~f~i:s~C:~r . fr~~i~h~~ose~:r~e~: 
cellent location. ~all 453-5262 or 
549-4205. 7305Ba47 
FURNISHED APARTMENT 
AVAILALBE immediately. 3 
:l!~~~~~o~~:nt9~ten.~::n 
bath. living room . Must sell 
~~act now. Call Harry~~BS:S 
NICE FOUR BEDROOM 
~4~~,:ntN~a=~t:ll 
~178 or 549-6396. 7434Basl ' 
Ntobile Home 
MOIlLE HOME LOTS 
S30/month 







FOR RENT : MOBILE homes. 
12x52. Phone 549-M23 . . B7J:!9Bc52 
10)(50 TWO BEDROOM mobile 
~~i~t c:~c~~rfhdr'~~~~:~r.inn:~d 
view . nope~s . 457·5266. 7423~C49 
MOBILE HOME FOR rent · in 
countrv . Trash and water 




NEED 1 PERSON TO share 3 
person apt . Own room and bath. 
Call 549 · 1339 for Information . 
7394Be48 
Duplex 
Wanted To Rent 
SLEEPING ROOM . 
CARBONDALE . Male will pay 
$90 .00 month . now thru May, 
Reply: Box 5. D.E . 7297Bg56. 
( HELPWANTED I 
DEUVERY MAN WANTED. Must 
~:~O::~PaAJ'Jlh!~~~~ 
srUDENT WORKER TO assist in 
mainten!lnce and operali~n of 
audiO-Visual pres"ntat;::ns . 
Mechanical aptitude ana 
familiarity with toOls reguired. 10-
20 hours 'per week . Must have 
current ACT form on file and have 
valid drivers' license. Call Chuck 
Knuth at 453-2488. B7438CSO 
OVERSEAS JOBS . Summer· 
year-around. Europe. S. America. 
Australia. Asia : etc. All field!'. 
~l~i~r.thJ{e;xrnl!i'~!.~i:: 
In'ernational Job Center. Dept 
SG . Box 4490. Berkeley. CA . 94104. 
7431C66 
ENTERTAINMENT WANtEfl : 
guitar. folk singers. Phone 549-0259 
IOa .m . · 6p.m . B7295C6OC 
SER\·I£ES 
HOUSECL:EANING - AMBITIOUS 
young lady will clean your floors;' 
windows. etc . 684-2677. 7388~47 
FALL ROTOTILLING. reasonable 
raies. after5 457-7207. 7427ESO 
ACADEMIC RESEARCH 
PAPERS. Thousands on file . Send 
~~·?::I~o:. Yff{2~9'~g:~~ ~:~. ~r~~~ 
206H. Los Angeles. CA 90025. (213) · 
477-8474. 6656E92 
NEED AN ABORTION? 
Call Us • 
AND TO HELP you THROU GH ' ... IS 
E )(PE ~ I E NeE WE GI VE y ou COM 
PL ETE CO UNSELING O F AN Y 
OUQAll ON BEFO RE ANOAFTER THE 
P QOC EOURE 
BECAUS E '/liE CARE 
call collect/314-99Hl50S 
or toll free 
800-327-9880 
STUDENT PAPERS. THESES. 
ADDRESSERS WANTED IM- ~~~:nt~~e~o e':;.:lhs~s~lu~u~~:lx 
MEDIATELY' Work at home - no and printing service. Author ' s 
experience necessary - excellent Office. next to Plaza Grill . 549· 6931. 
WIy:C te B1~e~i~t~e7:tt. ~~~ B7245E5sC 
neapolis. MN. 55426. 7040C48 QUICK COPY SERVICE. theses. 
dissertations . term papers, let-
DELIVERY PERSONS~~' LY in ter:heads .. AII 8'n x 11 white bond, 
person only Mama Gina's 1 W qUick copies •. 7c per ~age . Lega. 
Walnut. ' B7' s~ a~ c;!or; :ri~t1~ie' lflf"~ 
KEYPUNCH OPERATORS ~nut. ~us' behind Busy Bee 
WANTED 8:30. a.m .-l0 :3O a .m . ~9-1 ryor ~1f~f. Clear ~~~ 
M:~satl::-~d~ld~tir~ndT~e~'3!': __ -">,_~ ______ _ ~xperience necessary . Call 549- TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS 
0721. ext. 218. B7351C47 ASKLEPIEION Bresent: a!' 
CONSCIENTIOL5 Y~~NG MEN ~'~~t~~~~~. N~ufa~~t~f 
and women who are interested in seminars at 7:30. Nov 6 and 7 
bettering mankind. Potential for Personal Growth Marathon. Call 
great personal fulfillment. Living. 457~14 anytime. 7315E55 
[raveh~ and medical e~nses ~rovid . Call 800-972-5781 4~ WANT TYPING TO do. ~!i'~7C 
WAITRESS WANTED. APPLY 
after 6:30p.m . American Tap. 
B7~47 
CAMPUS REPS WANTED for Hi-
Fi sales. Make easy money ; no 
investment needed . Sell stereo 
equipment on your campus for one 
of the Midwest's largest Hi-Fi 
distributors. Call Dave -Grund~ 
~~~':.'I~-aoo-247-2480. G~~I~ 
TYPING - EXPERIENCED WITH 
all formals. Thesest dissertations ~alir~~~7~M Se~~ 
QUIa(, tIGH QUALITY 
OFFSET PRNIED COPES 
-o-NgN s.w:. 
A ..... 
Costas low as 1.2S! 
per I:q'V - 1000 ,,*,tiJy 
frcm me crigina' . 100 
Qlpies fir 14. SIlO fir 
S8.35 • • Q1oIoe 01. 





Qlpied on deIIn· white 
z) lb. peper on bond 
Qlpler. 





«l3 South Illinois 
4577nl 
STUDENT P.APERS, DlSSER- LOST: BLACK PONCHO with blue 
TATIONS, tbeies, etc., ~anteed ~. ~~II Snac~4r~j 110 elTUl'l, IBM c;GPL:rvice. 'J1Ie 
Offlc:e, 609W. MaiIi_ 35~ES7 (.~;N.la~);""El\"h ) 
;z;~~~~~~ ~~~ie'~n~ 
GIFT ITEMS Foii Christmas -paP.el", .7c. per copy. Quality oUset 
;"".~n~tcril~0~hrnOJkBu~~5B~e _ college students save now - 40 per cent ofr. Write for free catalo~ : 
Laundromat. Perfectly Clear :'141~ox 352, Kansas Cit~4~ . Printers. ?II. 549-1874 or 549-4851. 
7268E58 
HAULING CARBONDALE Want a PHONE 457-6422. B7413E50 full~ measure 
of 
aoDVSHAPER harmonious life? Today? 
Exen:_ Progr.n Right here? 
There's a public talk 
-Inch loss Tuesday, October 26; Bcillroom A, 
Spot Reduce SIU's Student Center. 
"The Family of Man" 
-Cellulite Removal is the title. 
-Facial and Neck Exercise I t's sponsored I by the 
Christian Science church 
First Sessioo Free in Carbondale. 
S5 first mmth - It's free 
Unlimited visits (no collection, 
no obligatioos, 
SIenderaIla just some 
Rt. 13 East - carterville 
mighty helpful 
ideas.> Ph : 98S-4128 It's for Ten oakes 26 
you. 
It begins at 8 p.m. 
THESES, DISSERTATIONS Stop by. ~~~i~~E!:~rf~~gT::~~Owa~ 
~~tZnd~~."1Jft1~l8 ~400\~ MARRIAGE CO U PLE COUNSELING - no charge, call the 
~~t1~~9-~~.an DeV~~~~ ( "'''NTD J FOR WHAT 'S HAPPENING on cam~. SGAC hotline . 536-5556. Films. lectures. video. travel. free 
~~~l e~~::f:.rts t.- home-coming. 
Wt NTED : TWO ELVIS tickets . B7361J62C 
Pr fera~ 512.50 or 510.00 seats . 
Call 457- 70 after 6 p.m . 7326F49 THE BEST PLACE 10 s ell your 
TAKE OVER CONTRACT for 
sm~o~ ft~~~a~~ I~:rket. 7~~~ 
tra iler at Chateau Apt. No. 17 on 
~~~~npf!a~~: ~~ ~~~'. I,~~'j;.!~ MAGA MUSE .. SHOP 
ARE YOU CREATIVE? WiI1in~o ART REPRODUCTIONS put in time to do somethin~ for e JEWELRY - PLANTS - TOYS students? Well . the tudent 
Government Activ it ies Council CARDS .: GI FTS 
~~A7~) ~~:nl~~'I~~:~iem~d~ HOURS M-F 10-4 
campus . We need volunteers to FANER NORTH help-with programs in the Student 
Center, with lectures and Free 
ti=a~~ :urJ;e ~~tl~~~~ SEWING CLASSES : DA Y and 
or third floor . ~tudent Center . . ~~~~~~/I~~~ ~~~i~~i~%w\? SGAC. B7346F62C ~~f~ ~~~".ca~~"lf:~):~mk 
WANTED : ELVIS TICKETS. Call too . B7334J51 
...Jerome, 457-8076. 7373F47 
ONE OF THE largest selections of 
ALBUMS AND TAPES WANTED. new and used furruture in Southern Illinois . Big, discount on all :~ftlfn~s~o1' :~s%':ttryca~ merchandise In store. One of the 
payment of $1 .00 rr disc: or tape, ~~~:~t j!~:f:;~n~o~e av~;~~~~~ 
or call 549-551 . for PiCk-ufs ~~~~~~e~1~~ !::l~~~ Popular rock, jazz or blues.7286F 
BUYING USED RECORDS 7 days ~i:ll:i~g ~k~~~~~~1 t~t1e.m~~ 
~~~~en~n~a~~:ynigt~e, ~g:v? deep freeze . electnc stove, antique dressers walnut. Winter's Bargain 
mlnOIS Ave. 7225F57 House. 309 W. Market . Manon. 
llIinois. 7419J51 
LEATHERWORKERS POT- ( AUCTIONS & TERS - JEWELRY makers - we are taking consignments now. SALES ~::::54~~r.ent , 703 S. ~Wl~ J 
THE SPIDER WEB : Buy and sell 
WANTED : FAIRLY NEW or used used fUr ntture and _ntiques . 5 
fiddle . Also , someone to give miles south 0051. 549-1782. 
=~.t~=~er who's ~~~~ B7363K62C 
C'1 4'-5' FIG TREES. 16" nuffy Boston 
( 
.J 
~'ir:dend~~ ' ~~O~effJ:,II~~-Yl 
LOn Fan Palms, any for $9.95; 2 for 
..... -
$17.76. Excellent quality nursery 
~~ro~.i~o~" ~. ~i!~ 
GOLD RING . P ULLIAM pool ( locker room. Great sentimental FREEBIES ) value. Generous reward. NO 
~~tions asked. Call Mai~SJ:9 LOST. SWEET. C~FUSED 
kitten. needs a home. About 7-8 
LOST : BIIACK HUSKIE. Devil's weeks old. g irl. Call 549-7057. 
Kitchen area. 14 months old, male . Susan. 7410N47 
=~d~&~~7~rs, Generous . [ RIDERS . 7418G52 WANTED 1 
LONGHAIRED, BLAC~ 
FEMALE cat. 10-18-76 tn THE GREAT TRAIN Rob~. 
University Heights area. Name: ~~~~:,...:eg:rds~ Jamoc~~~egnanl. R~::clo So , 110 c:becb. 73S5PS4C Karen. 
B~~ lOse, but, coach gels a laUgh 
CHICAGO (AP ) - Coacb Jack SUubacb tine timeI ..... be ... 
Pardee at the Cbic8lo Bean said ::.:u:,':t::' ,:!:~ ~~, = :;~~tmtri:t~~= Pardee. . 
:=,w;:~I~he cowboy~ finally ~~~U:-~'7"~ 
lh"I~~k~U!c::~~W~~ ~sc:~u::e~~~ea= 
D3as had mCft than 500 yards on tricks and tbey gained an tbeir 
offense to our 75 and the score was yardage 011 bulc plays. 
ooly 24-21 in favor of the Cowboys," " I guess , maybe, o.ur ·younger 
said Pardee. . ~~!~s, ~e::id i~a:~:. ?'~b~~ ga'~~ ~I~~~::re .::[d o~::~e~! whole system is awe inspiring, the 
lose but at that time I thought we stadium, tbe field, everything. We 
had a chance to win it. Maybe one tried to get in for a workout 00 
~nde ~~r::r:~torh~~ ~'::e m~~!~ ~~~~YItb!~t.~eb~a!~~:~e~~ 
~~i~b:s~u~:=~n~e~~.P.'a~fc: ar~'::.~·;'e defended his so-called 
Pardee. .' conservatism on otrense and the use 
Pressed on the matter . Pardee of Bob Avellini at quarterback. 
said, " The shotgun isn' t sotmd." . - . 
The Cowboys go inlo the shotgun "Everybody wants a lot of 
offense when it is obvious they are points," said Pardee. "U the critics 
'~~~'o~~~iI:~aIlY on third down ,~I~)n::c=bo~~= :sw73e= 
"We could have had Roger offense and it nearly cost them the 
pme wIleD it ........ , bawl . .... 
eae. "we Itt aeeutIGD, our 
ofteaae wauId a..,.... .... erfuI_ 
"As for AveWDJ, we look at our 
Cerbaeka .. e~weet aDd. 
haV~. ::.r:= tile ~:: 
IOOd or we woiddn~ them, but 
Bob ~ our belt. 
" Bob tbrows wel1 , he reads tbe 
def_ well. AIl be needs· is a 
~casf. It's not Bob Avellini 
~~:=~':~=i:;=~a~~M: o~ 
It 's the Qlieago Bean against & 
~~. f:ebair:~~ances do 
Pardee said be isn't espec:illlly 
~~k'::tei~ ~~:~ !:!ui~b:~ 
2. AUanta beat us and Dallas beat us 






Sayers, ,Glenn ~n WSIU-TV 
Field 
I z·~ien v. '10 High 
2 Briz. Surprize vs Sonic Boomers 
3 Knigh ts SR T vs Red 's Heads 
Field 
4 Smoke vs Unknowns 
5 Evi l Btitz vs Canadian Club 
6 AAYM vs Will Do 
5 p.m. • 
Hung Wright vs Homegrown 
Meat Packers vs Last Chance 
Southern's Com forl vs Machine 
Bench Eagles vs Boo Foo·s. 
Opl ions vs ImpeduJio's Reruns 
Daley's Dumpers vs Bombers 
WecIDesday 
4 p.m. 
I Garbanzo's Revenge vs Busch 
Leaguers 
2 Shaw ..... l00ians vs Lucky 13 
3 Ghetto Gang vs Easlgate 
4 Sem i·Tough vs Bailey Bongers 
5 Phi Kappa Tau vs Sigma Ta u 
Gamma 
6 Delta Chi \'S Alpha Gamma Rho 
,~ 5 p.m. 
I Btack Light ning vs Four·Play 
2 Wright Nuts vs N""morts I 
3 Sigma Phi Sigma vs Souther!),!rs, 
4 Ducks Deluxe vs Timber Beasts 
5 Phi Sigma Kappa vs TKE 
6 Della Upsilon vs Alpha Kappa 
Lambda 
Gale Sayers will discuss his 
transition from playing profootball 
with the Chicago Bears to becoming 
~~~;d~~le~~ d~~l~~Tt. : : ~ra~k 
Dimensions show. 
Along with Sayers, sm basketball 
star Mike Glenn. and black high 
school athletes from the program . 
Glenn will discuss how he has been 
605 E. Grand 
able to keep high grades and still be 
active in sports while attendi1- SIU. 
di::c~~:t:f ~~~:r6~~~~,u::fd 
the show ",)11 try to prepare 
youngsters for a college and 
professionaJ career in sports. Both 
s:!yers and Glenn will appear on the 
show next week. Nov. 4, for the 









Lewis Park Man 
'Daily 'Egyptian 
538-3311 
Name:. __________ Cltte: ___ Amount Enc:IOIed: __ _ 
Address:. _______________ Phone:. ______ _ 
CLASSIFIED 'ADVERTISING RATE: 10e per word MINIMUM first Issue, 
S1.50 (any ad not exceeding lS words), 10% discount If ad runs twice, 20% 
dlscaunt If ad runs three or four Issues, 30% discount for So9 Issues, .,.,., for 
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Saluki tailback Gray Linton (46) follows 
quarterback Bob Collins (8) for a short 
-gainer in iaturday's rain-soaked S4~ 
'Homecoming victory over Northern 
Illinois. Linton, a junior who is expected to 
fill Andre Herrera's shoed next season, 
picked up 45 yards in 11 carries and scored 
one Jouchdown (Staff photo by Linda 
Henson.> 
W,-restling team preparing', for 
~~ ~= Tim . Maday .in the 158 pound tournament. He will wr~t1e in the 
TIle 19'16-77 SIU wrestling team is divISion. startln~ In the IIhnols 150 pound division in the Dec. 3 
experienced and could do as well as In~lta~onal on December 3. Long season opener at Champaign. 
~~h>'fi~~ 22nd-place national fi:ld :fi~lea~el~h~t ~~t~~~r~~es~~ Long said, "( Ruffin) on any given 
Coach Linn Long said his team mentioned new freshmen will help day and situation has the ability to 
Ialtthree top wrestlers in graduates In case of inJuries. win. as do any of our . wtes(Jers." 
Joe GoI~ilh, an All-America, and Lonchll.. l~d~1S elJ(hth vear as SI U Wrestling as heavyweight this 
Mark Wiesen and Jim Horvath who coa . sal .any sports"team ~USI 
season 
.. Karwowski is a lillIe undersize for 
a heavywei~ht. but he's arlivp." 
commented Long. "We expect some 
good things from him too " 
Coach Long\ -id SIU usually has 
one of the ~~t1ing teams in 
the country. "TIlere is nobody we 
won' t wrestle on a home-ta-home 
basis," he said were both honorable mention AII- hav~ consistency . Ir we r.': year will be Ken Karwowski a Americas. Long mentioned, though. COnslSt~t throu~h the schedule. junior from Pittsburgh, Pa . 
that the added experience to the ~t~~I~!edH:e ~d~~,ou~~~::e~~ ~ ______ II!II! ____________ "' .. 
= ~';:it~esr:~~, produce a : 'Bein~ 18-and l~year'1llds: w.~·11 be ~ ~ """l 
. TIle Saluki wrestlers 'will have inconsIStent once m a whtle. I_.~~!i~ Great Italian Food 
three SDPtlomore, four junior and Perhaps the best all-around SIU 4 
two senii.' incumbents. along with wrestJet: IS Clyde Ruffin. a senior I · 
either sophomore Russ Zintack or ~~~:x:;~~ ~~~::r!~~~~~ '''".- ~ .. -~ Monday 
Ruggers lose in mud slide AlI:Ravioli you can 
TIle University of Illinois (U of I) . the £irst half ended when McClain 
defeated the SIU Ru~by Club 28-8 in scored with an assist from Mark 
the mud near " Abe ' Martin Field Enstrom. McClain added.the PAT to 
Saturday. increase lead to 6-4. 
U 01 I was ahead loH1 before U of I scored its first tryon an end 
winger Mike Dailey put SIU on the around. but missed tlie PAT and 
scoreboard with a 2O-yard run. The trailed H ,... 
eat plus a salad 
$2.25 ' 
2pm - 7pm zoe W. College 5-&7242 ...... 
Water JIflIo 
team 'swings' 
16-9 vicfory. ) 
TIle SIU water polo team started 
its homecoming weekend with a 16-9 
win over Central Missouri last 
Frjday night at Pullimam Pool. 
Dave Swenson read the team in 
scoring with five goals . Lee 
Feinswog ' had three and Mike 
, Salenl\l two. They were joined by ~ 
f!ost otllers-..who scored ORe ~I a 
pI~~t;"1 Missouri scored first but 
Steve Odenwald quickly lied the 
. game for SIU. Swenson scored a few 
moments later and SlU never 
trialed again. 
SIU started an aU'Senior lineup. 
which included Feinswog playing in 
tbe goal. He allowed just one score 
in the first quarter. but played in 
the field for the remainder of the 
game. 
Dennis Roberts provided the 
crowd with its biggest thrills of the 
night With just seconds left in the 
second quarter he drilled a back 
hand shot to the upper corner 
surprising the goalie. the crowd and 
himself. I 
Roberts then livened up a slow • 
fourtli ~riod when. with just three 
minutes 'left in the game, he was 
kicked and held onder b a two 
Central Missouri ptllyers. He came 
up 'swinging and the SIU bench 
emptied. but no punches were 
landed form either side and 





To each participant 
FREE 8x10 PHOTO 
from your favorite 
slide or negative 
· ~wel!t~ 
714 s. 'I ..... c:a::..... 
W*fI the D.E far _ ...... 
point-after-touchdown kick missed, With ten minutes len in the game, 
and SIU trailed 14-4. McClain scored his second try with 
Illinois scored again before the an assist from Pat Suppan. SIU 
fll'St half ended to lead UH. missed the P~T and lead IH. 
. Player-alllch Tom Skora scored U of I scored again to c1a1e with 
Workshop for Women 
the final try for SIU on a l~ara'run in two points on a 4O-yard run. They 
at the start 01 the second half,. failed to tie the score when they 
"You couldn' t even tell who was missed the PAT. 
=tM~~ game ended." said rec~d ~~'!-o:?; , ~~~e~~~e:~'r~I~ 
McClain scored twice in the B to 4-7. 
game to lead SIU to a 10-8 victory Both A and B squads travel North 
over U oil. this Satruday to play Springfield's SI.!:! s first score came just before town club. 
rile elu. II ... live 
_terral_meat tllro ... ~out 
tile If)eek! 
TODlaiat Jackie Horizan Duo 
Speolal Teqlllla SlIDrI .. ~ 
Wed. Skid City 
Blues Ban~ No cover 
Speelal Whl.ke;y B IIIz ~ 
Tlaun. Rolls Hardley 
Speolal V~dka B IIlz 7&~ 
.. "". ...... ~ eeer • • '-'r __ 





in Graduate School 
Profe.loDal S PenoDal 1u1le. 
Who: Graduate student~ and students 
who are considering attending graduate school. 
When: Saturday, Oct. 30, 9-3· 
Where: Home Economics' Bldg.-Main Lounge 
Workshop will include information about 
the following: 
·Concerns of Women Graduate Students 
• Attitudinal Barriers 
• Professional & Personal rights 
• Lifestyles 
Participants must call 453-3655 
to reserve a place in the workshop. 
And ... it's f~e! 
Saluki"ruDaers fini~h fourth . 
. at state ' meet; Illini grab· first 
By Dolil Dorrh 
A ...... al Sports Editor 
Th.e SIU cross country team 
finished fourth ' in the Illinois 
Intercollegiates ruo Saturday over a 
muddy course in Edwardsville . . 
mr;~m:~{:~~~it!tff::~~i tlefJ. 
biDed as the most balanced ever in 
the ei"ht·year history of the meet . 
JIIinols was first with 39 points, 
Eastern Illinois was secood with 60 
l:ii:JS:,.,~~~ ~~~~~I ~dllsr~ ::: 
fourth with 130 points. 
As expected, Craig Vi'lin of the 
University of Illinois took mdividual 
honors at the meet , 'establishing a 
course record of 24 :'21 over the five 
miles despite the mud. Virgin, now a 
senior, has not lost a cross country 
race since his freshman year, IIIId is Michael Bisase finished 320d in 
the "two-time NCAA cross country 25:55. 
Ch~,,!onMike SaWyer placed fifth ' 
individually, running the course in 
~::~ f!,e:!~eVi~:~m h~f~~i~~~: 
falling halfway through the' race . 
Sawyer cut his ann while grabbing a 
tree to break the fall . 
Was Merrick pleased with the 
Saluki's fourth place finish? "Not 
really, I thought we could do 
better," said Merrick. ~'But the rain 
made it a day for mudders, and we 
~;':t!:~!r have any mudders 00 
Saluki Paul Crai~ finished a "There was a lot of falling going 
~!~~~~~!!~a::~';.;~~e2~3;.~~f.~ on . There were bodies all over the 
said Don Merrick , SlU assistant place," Merrick said. 
cross country coach. "He--might not SlU's next cross couotry meet is 
be fully over his illness." . the Valley Conference Champ' .' 
The illness Merrick referred to looship Nov. 6 m Peoria. Saluki 
was a virus which has weakene,iY'" Head Coach Lew Hartzog has made 
Craig the past two weeks. it no secret that Ihe Saluki's 
fin1!i!J~t~l~ ~~~~ ;:!J7:e~~!: :~~~~Il~1 this season . is to 
Spiker~ routed in East Lansing; 
drop five of six weekend matc~s 
By Dave Heun match and was getting the team 
Daily Egytlan Sports Writer fired up. She hurt her hand making 
voTt~~I;~~:::k~~g E~I ~~~~ ~~!V~~or~::. ball, and we had to 
Mich. for six weekend matches was Illinois State is one of the tougher 
an hour late in it's arrival Friday teams in the state. and Hunter said 
because of bad weather. The way it "wouldn' t surprise me if they are 
things turned oul, the plane should the No. 1 seed in the slate 
~ve turned around anrl broughl lhe tournament " 
Salukis home. Hunter also had praise for 
The team was roughed up at Michigan Siale. a team she 
Michigan State, dropping five considers very slrong. " They're 
matches while winning only one. preparing to go to UCLA for a big 
"This weekend was probably our invitational. " s he said." The 
most solid weekend of competition." tournamenl could be considered a 
said Coach Debbie Hunter. "We small national tournament ." 
played good enough to win in a few The Salukis got off to a better 
matches. but played poorly in lhe start Saturday when they beat 
tthers ." Easlern Michigan in a..wne match 
n2t~ ~~d:fiino~e St~:~u~~~2. ~~~~ !~~t ~\~u:!-4'IO~~~~~~~:S~~: 
and Michigan State 15-4, 17-19, 15~. Buckeyes then popped the Salukis 
The University of Walerloo handed 15·9, 9-15, 15·2. Central Michigan 
the Salukis lheir defeat of the ended Ihe day for the Salukis on a 
day 15-10, 14'16. 15·13. sour note, by handing them their 
M;~~~a~l~ra~:.r~:ld ~~~te~lI~kr:: r:~~3.IOSS of the weekend 4' 15, 15·1, 
Visconage was having a greal . " We were never cohesive at any 
poinl over the weekend, " said 
Hunter. " We were beat from a 
mental poinl of view more than 
physical. " 
The Salukis record is now 16-14, 
the same at lasl season's final tally. 
The Salukis have six more matches 
before lhe slale lournament Nov. 12· 
13 at Illinois State. 
"We need to get more 
aggressive," said Hunter, trying to 
nail down the Salukis recerit 
problems. " When we get ahead we 
seem to let down. There is no doubt 
in my mind that the team wants to 
win. but we always seem to have 
our backs up against the wall." 
Hunter is hoping the team will 
forget about the dismal weekend in 
East Lansing. and "come out a 
hungrier team" at 7 p.m. Thursday 
in Davies Gym, when the Salukis 
host Western Illinois. 
The Salukis have home matches 
the following two weekends. The 
next time they take to the road will 
be for the state lournament. 
Field hockey team beats Indiana State 
. .. 
on McAndrew turf to remain undefeated 
By Lee FelDswog 
Dally Egyptian Sports Writer 
Atfer being rained out on 
Saturday, the SJU women's field 
hockey team wasn' t sure if it was 
~ing to play at all this weekend. 
art:Ja~:rl~~ ~~~~~~t~di~':: 
the varsity won twice and the J .V. 
won once and tied another. 
The big game for the varsity was 
the afternoon contest against 
Indiana State, a leam which had 
beaten SJU twice last year. For the 
second time this year SIU beat their 
Indilllla rivals, shutting them out 2· 
o. 
SI~~d::-!~S ~~~e e::rJi;'; ~ett:::: 
Meyer scoring twice, aDd Pat 
Matreci, Judy Seger, Ann Stribling, 
and Dilllle Bednarczyk scoring once 
each. 
Matreci scored first for SIU, 
knocking in a rebound in front. 
Meyer scored the insurance goal on 
a breakaway. Tlle-win left the squad 
with a 942 record. 
The J .V. team beat SJU· 
Edwardsville 2·1 as Karen Roberts 
and Brenda Bruckner scored for 
Southern. 
Against Indiana State. Lou 
Oubrynia converted a penalty stoke 
with just six seconds left in the game 
to salvage a 1-1 tie for SIU. The J . V. 
record is llOW 6-2-4. 
Coach Julee Illner was happy wilh 
the success of her team. 
"Since we got rained out 
'Saturday, it was more than two 
weeks since we last played. I was 
afraid we'd be slow getting started. 
"We adapted 10 the turf real we!! 
for not having practived on il. I was 
worried that it was going to be too 
fast (or our passing, ' Illner said. 
Indiana Stale plays all of its home 
games on artiftcial turf and the only 
time SJU had been on fake grass was 
at ISU. 
Next weekend both varsity and 
J .V. are at home against Illinois 
Siale and that marks the end of the 
J .V. season . The varsity is 
preparing..for the state and regional 
tournaments in two weeks that· will 
be held at Eastern Illinois. Coach 
runer thinks her team is the team to 
beat at state. -
"Unless we have a bad game, I 
don't see how anyone can beat us. 
We tied Eastern, but beat them later 
on this season. 
"Overall. this is the best team 
I've had at SJU," she said 






OF JACKSON COUNTY 
An expenenced .nd highly qualified 
trt .. aaw,.. AM ,.,... ...,., IIbout 
the ~ ... of Bill F. Green. 
Paid for by !hi! canrn. to Elect 8ll~ F. Green. Richard Green, treasurer'. P. 0, 8aK 310. ·CIrtIondIIle, 
THOMPSON for 
Governor 
Paid by: CitiZEnS for Thompson 
110 S. Dearborn 
OIicago. Ill. 60603 
CIIlLEIIE= 
If you've got it, prove, it. If you want 
it, work for it. If you think you're a 
leader, show us, That's what we ask 
and expect-of every college man 
who enters our Platoon Leaders 
Class commissioning program, Plc 
., .with ground, air and law options, 
summer training, and the chance for 
up to $2,700 in financial assistance, 
But to make our team", you have' to 
meet our".chall~nge, • 
1IIE1ARIIIES_~8 
fUR A FEW_ lEN. -
To accept the Challenge 
-0'1- being a Marine Officer, 
stop by the River . Rooms 
on . 
Octo.,er 27 & 2 8 
'~etween" 
9 a.m.-4 p.m. 
a~d see ~e Marine Officer 
Selection Officer. 
./ 
• • •. :54-0 .• • • --54-0 • • • 54-0 • ""'-• • 
(Continued 'from Page 1) . Dempsey did say , however, that he 
would have let Herrera stay in the game Dem~ removed Henwa with about If he was "only five or 10 off" the record 
nine mmutes left in the game, although 
Herrera was within range of the NCAA After Herrera's brilliant first quarter, 
record. . ABC-TV kept calling the McAndrew 
" I 'didn 't know he was 31 yards away Stadium pressbox about everv ten 
~,!~:~=~~'ar:m~ ~~a::~ :h:~~ S:C~r~~ was getting Close to 
~~:!~~rr~ ~o~ ~:':~~.' close to But a modest Herrera said. " I don 't 
.. I promised myself when I started: care about the record-all I care about is 
coaching that I wouldn't do that type of winning. If they (ABC-TV ) call. tell 
thing,,': Dempsey continued. "M~ybe I them ·to call my Mam,J?a-she's never 
made a mistake, but we're trying to . seen me play football . 
build a program a!1d I wa~ted to get Although NIU didn 't show it, Dempsey 



















NIU 0 0 0 !H) 
SIU 23 14 10 7-54 
SI U 
17 







SIU-Herrera 2 y(l run (Seaman kick) 
SIU-Palterson ·(N IUI . Team safety 
~U . 
SIU-Herrcra 2 Yd. run (Seaman 
kick) . 
SIU-Linton 2 vd, run (Sea man kickl 
SI V -Herrera 9 yd. r un (Seaman kick) 
SIU-Herrera 13 vd. run (Seaman 
kick) . 
"They had me worried to death,' · he 
said. " I didn't get much sleep last night. 
But our kids really went after them." 
"They took it to ' us last year," 
Dempsey said referring to Northern's 
52-12 win over SIU: " But I think last 
~d~~:'s score meant something to our 
Freshman Reggie Evans started the 
game at quarterback.and " did pretty 
well, " according to Dempsey . 
" He got a little nervous and called the 
wrong formations a couple of times." 
Evans threw only two passes, 
completing one-to Jack Wilson of NIU. 
"Our defense was really fired up 
today." Dempsey said . " We stopped 
them the first five or six plays., aDd we 
got out to a big ~ead an~ got the 
momentum. It 's easier then to go out 
and stop them." 
Defensive end John Flowel'$ led the 
defense as he sacked Northern players 
six times for losses of 29 yards. 
"90-0 couldn't have been enough 
today:" Flowers said after the game. 
" I'm ready to play again_" . . 
The oniy time the Huskies ~me within 
scoring ·range was late in the fourth 
quarter when they drove to the sm 
14-yard line. 
But , alas, just like they did on other 
occasions, they fumbled and SIU's 
shutout was kept intact. 
SIU--Herrera I yd. run (Seaman kick ) 
SIU-6eaman 45 yd field goal 
SI U-Herrera 4 yd. run (Seaman kick) 
Atlendance: 3. 100 
With rain pouring down, Andre Herrera dives into 
the ·'eI1d zone for one of his six touchdowns in 
Saturday's 54-0 Homecoming rout of cross-state rival 
Northern Illinois. Herrera set five SI U records, tied 
one, and set another NCAA record with his 
performance, considered to be the best ever by a 
plaver-wearing an 51 U unifonn. (Staff phOto by 
Linda Henson) 
Hello, pressbox? .. this 
By Nck Korch 
Daily Egypdao Sports Editor 
Andre Herrera ran wild Saturday in 
McAndrew Stadium. 
And he ran wild again. 
And he ran wild a few more times as 
he almost rewrote the SIU record book 
for rushing and scoring. 
Five SIU records fell, one was tied, 
and one NCAA record was set. A few 
more were approached. 
ABC-TV kept calling the McAndrew 
Stadium press box about every ten 
"minutes to see if he had broken the 
NCAA ' one-game rushing record of 350 
yards. 
But he didn' t-he feU 31 yards short. 
But he did have a great game. 
Herrera 's .319 yards broke the SIU 
record for one game of 248 yards 
previously held by Carver Shannon 
against Great Lakes in 1957. 
Herrera's 85-yard run broke the SIU 
record of 84 yards by Bob Ems against 
lJIinois State in 1953. 
Herrera's six touchdowns broke the 
SIU record for one game previously 
held by Shannon against Great Lakes in 
1957. 
Herrera 's 36 points broke the SIU 
record for one game of 32 points 
previously held by Shannon against 
Great Lakes in 1957. . 
Herrera 's 35 carries tied the SIU 
record previously held by George 
Loukas against Wichita State in 1971, 
and tied earlier this year by Herrera 
against Drake. 
And finally , Herrera's 214 yards in 
the first quarter broke the , NCAA 
recordJor most yards in one quarter of 
182 yards previously held by Mercury 
Morris of West Texas State in 1968. 
What did Herrera say about all this ' 
" The offensive line did a great job, I 
can' t say enough about them." 
• ABC-TV ... IS 
Modest' Try this one. 
" It didn't make a difference to me if I 
broke the record or not, " said the tH>, 
197 pound tailback. " Coach Dempsey's 
the head coach, and whatever hesays 
goes, " said the Bronx native of 
Dempsey's decision to take him out of 
the game. 
Now with 1,029 yards for the year, 
Herrera ranks third in the country for 
. most yards, behind Heisman Trophy 
candidates Ricky Bell of Southern Cal, 
and Tony Dorsett of Pittsburgh. 
" I think I can do the same things they 
can do," Herrera said. " We all have 
different styles, and I don' t compare 
myself to theP,l, but I can do . the job." 
Now with his national ranking. 
Herrera is getting a lot of publiCity 
across the country, but he doesn' t think 
much of it. . 
"It only matters to me because they 
have been getting pUblicity a long 
time." 
Maybe Herrera had such a good 
game against Northern Illinois because 
NIU didn't have high regard for him. 
" We really didn't think he was that 
.. ~ood/ ' NIU Coach Pat Cl:Jlpepper said. 
'I give Herrera a lot of credit. " 
Those sentiments were echoed by 
NIU Assistant Coach Jay Robertson. 
" Oh boy, he's a good back," 
Robertson said. " We were aware of his 
nat ional ranking coming in here, but on 
film , he wasn' t that impressive. We 
gained a true appreciation of him on the 
field today. " 
. Fans' loyalty put throug'h r"iny test 
----
By Lee FeiDswog crazy for being out here, " and " they Besides the big Saluki win, the 
Daily Egyptiao Sports Writer don't pay you enough," to this reporter. highlight of the ga~~ ~as the obvious 
'Over 10,000 tickets were sold for the The Marching Salukis, spirits early celebration of H'&!l0ween by some 
SIU-Northern Illinois Noah's ark-type unda~pened , stuck it out until of the top administrators at SIU. 
foot6a11 gante held Saturday at halftime. Band leader Mike Hanes said, 
McAndrew Stadium. Unfortunately "If the band is silly enough and so is the 
most of those ticket holders looked like crowd, we' ll stay." Hanes added 'that 
.they came to the game disguised as the marching was tough on the wet field 
empty seats. and damage to the instruments and 
uniforms would cost quite a bit to 
Official attendance lisTed the crowd 
at 3,100. It was based on a second 
quarter estimation, but at the end of the 
game a somewhat smaller group or 
about 400 stuck it out and swam home, 
54 points happier. 
As .~ game. began in a steady 
downJlOtlr. the stands looked like a sea, 
01' rather a ~e, or umbrellas and 
ponchos. The small homecom ing crowd 
seemed like the most enthusiastic and 
boistrous McAndrew has had in quite a ' 
while. ' . 
repair. 
One of the most abused people on the 
field in any game is the chain keeper. 
Tex Calvert ("spePed just like the 
whiskey" ) is from Carterville. 
Calvert said before the game: 
"Rain doeSn't bother ·me. When you 
take a job like this you feel obligated fo 
~ni~f~ can p~y football in it, I 
Calvert also keeps the chains for 
Carterville High School and was happy 
that the game was on artificial turf, 
because natural surface is messier. It 
Comments from the stands ranged couldn't have been wetter, becaUse by 
(rom "Yeah we' re crazy," and " Hope halftime Calvert couldn' t have been 
we make it to halftime," to "You're wetter if he jumped in PuUiam' PooL 
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President and Mrs. Warren Brandt 
had fine costumes as they took second 
place in the disguise contest. Wearing 
orange flourescent ~incoats and 
huddled low in their seatS for the entire 
game for protection from the weather, 





StU 54, Northern Illinois 0 
nELD IIO(ZEY 
The winner, however, was SIU ~m ~ ~~~:::re 0 
Athletic Director---Gale-Sa-yer.s.- fm:- his- vou.El'BALL 
impersonation of Casper the Friendly Dlinois State del. SIU 15-2, 1H 
Ghost. Sayers wore an all-white poncho-C Univ. ~ Waterloo del. SIU 15-10, 14-18, 15-
-with a hood that allowed just his face to 13 
st ick out. It said " Kansas University" Michipn State del. SlU 15-4, '17-19, 1H 
on the back. SlU del. Eastern Michigan 15-2, .12, 15-4 
Poor Andre Herrera. While he was 
niMing wild on field he didn' t ow 
what he was missing in the stands. 
To be continued by the next time the 
Salukis win by 54. 
Ohio State del. SIU 15-9, 9-15, 15-2 : . 
Central Michlpn del. SlU 4-15, 15-1, 15-13 
MEN'S CROIIIJ COVN'I'IlY 
SIU 4th in Illinois Intercollegiate 
Champimships .. 
Mike Sawyer~ (25:0» 
